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By Kate SoSin

Amid growing concern about the future of the Gerber/
Hart Library and Archives, Chicago’s LGBT library, the 
organization remains steadfast in its silence about its 
plans for relocation and basic operations. 
 In late January, Windy City Times first reported that 
the library’s current home at 1127 W. Granville Ave. 
was for rent. Karen Sendziak, president of the library’s 
board, later confirmed that the library would move. She 
has provided little information since, stating that me-
dia inquiries would be handled by the library’s attorney, 
who Sendziak said is out of the country and cannot be 
named.
 To date, WCT has not been able to obtain the names 
of any other board members, nor has the paper been 

provided a copy of the organization’s current bylaws.
 WCT submitted multiple inquiries to Sendziak but re-
ceived no response. 
 On Feb. 5, two WCT reporters arrived at the library 
and asked Sendziak for a copy of the organization’s by-
laws and a list of its board of directors, both of which 
she declined to disclose, stating that the library’s at-
torney was working hard on getting that information 
to the newspaper. Sendziak would not provide the name 
of that attorney when questioned further. Asked when 
such information would be made available, Sendziak re-
plied, “When we are ready.”
 Sendziak did note that the Windy City Times newspa-
per remains at the front of the library. The Feb. 1 issue 
featured a front-page investigation on the library.
 On Feb. 6, Gerber/Hart released an update on the 

move. “The new location will be a place where we can 
ensure the safety and protection of the books and his-
torical archives we have been entrusted to hold,” the 
statement read. 
 The language of the statement suggests that the li-
brary has not yet found a new home. 
 “We will keep you apprised throughout our search and 
will let you know as soon as we find and secure a new 
home, and are looking forward to sharing the excite-
ment of this next, new chapter of our existence with 
you all!” the library said in a statement.
 The library’s lease is up at the end of April. The Gerber/
Hart has not yet stated the anticipated costs of the 
move or what neighborhoods it is considering.
 

Gerber/Hart refuses
to reveal group info
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aims to be site
for gender and
sexuality studies
By Kate SoSin 

When the University of Chicago founded its gender stud-
ies department in 1996, it trailed other colleges and 
universities in doing so by about two decades. It is per-
haps no surprise then that the prestigious school never 
became a target for gender studies majors.
 However the Center for the Study of Gender and Sexu-
ality, an old campus house wedged into a muddy lot at 
5733 S. University Ave., is abuzz this year with change. 
 The center is going after a reputation as destination 
school for LGBT and women’s studies. That effort started 
with adopting a new name last summer (it was formerly 
called the Center for Gender Studies), will continue with 
the hosting of lesbian comic writer Alison Bechdel and 
will stretch over the next three years as the campus 
begins recording its LGBT history for the first time.
 “We’re trying to make the center more visible,” said 
Director Linda Zerilli.
 That has meant updating the name of the center to 
highlight work on LGBT lives and history, which faculty 
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Washington is now poised to become the sev-
enth state in the nation to provide marriage li-
censes to same-sex couples.
 The Washington State bill for marriage equal-
ity cleared a crucial hurdle Feb. 1, passing the 
state Senate 28-21 after it first rejected an at-
tempt to put the issue to a statewide referen-
dum in November.
 The bill now goes to the full House, where 
head counts gives it a clear margin for victory. 
Washington United for Marriage, a coalition of 
groups working for passage of the legislation, 
said the vote in the House could come as early 
as next week.
 The Senate dealt quickly with 11 amendments, 
most dealing with proposed religious exemp-
tions. It adopted seven of the amendments but, 
on a 26-23 vote, rejected an attempt to put the 
issue before voters in November.
 Sen. Brian Hatfield, D-Olympia, who proposed 
the referendum, announced before the debate 
that he would vote for the bill. But during de-
bate, he warned his colleagues that groups op-
posed to same-sex marriage are already prepar-
ing to gather signatures to force a referendum 
on the measure this November. Such opponents 
will likely have until early June to collect more 
than 120,000 signatures.
 Sen. Edward Murray, an openly gay legislator 
from Seattle and a 15-year veteran of the leg-
islature, sponsored the bill. It calls for “ending 
discrimination in marriage based on gender and 
sexual orientation to ensure that all persons in 
this state may enjoy the freedom to marry on 

equal terms, while also respecting the religious 
freedom of clergy and religious institutions to 
determine for whom to perform marriage cer-
emonies and to determine which marriages to 
recognize for religious purposes.”
 The religious-protection language in the bill 
stipulates that “no official of a religious denomi-
nation or non-profit institution … may be re-
quired to solemnize any marriage in violation of 
his or her right to free exercise of religion guar-
anteed by the First Amendment to the United 
States Constitution or by the Washington state 
Constitution.” It also enables religious institu-
tions to bar use of their facilities to same-sex 
couples for marriage ceremonies.
 Many of the amendments approved the night 
of Feb. 1 sought to add to the religious exemp-
tions. One particularly ominous amendment 
sought to add that no state or local government 
can “base a decision” to do business with “any 
religious organization” based on the organiza-
tion’s refusal to accommodate same-sex mar-
riage ceremonies. That amendment failed.
 The Senate also rejected, by 27-22, an at-
tempt to enable individual judges, justices and 
commissioners to refuse solemnize a same-sex 
ceremony by stating that their personal religious 
beliefs. In addition, it rejected an amendment 
seeking to allow individuals and businesses, in-
cluding wedding planners, photographers, and 
florists to provide services and accommodations 
for same-sex ceremonies.
 Washington Gov. Chris Gregoire (D), a long-
time supporter of rights for same-sex couples 
but not always a strong supporter of equal mar-
riage rights, announced Jan. 4 that she would 
support the bill. Local news media reported that 

the governor was in the Senate for the debate 
and she issued a statement immediately after 
the vote.
 “Tonight the Washington State Senate stood 
up for what is right and told all families in our 
state that they are equal and that the state can-
not be in the business of discrimination,” said 
Gregoire. “I believe that this decision should be 
made by our state Legislature, and I’m proud our 
elected leaders recognized that responsibility.”
 Gregoire thanked Murray for his leadership on 
the bill. 
 A live feed of the debate provided by the 
state-run cable network malfunctioned during 
most of the session, apparently due to the num-
ber of people attempting to watch the debate. 
The network, TVW, reported that “record num-

bers” were watching the debate. However, TVW 
and The Seattle Times provided timely updates 
through their blogs, as did the Senate website.
 Murray has been a key mover behind much of 
Washington state’s legislation to prohibit dis-
crimination against LGBT people. He led the suc-
cessful effort in 2006 to pass a statewide non-
discrimination law to protect LGBT people and, 
in 2007, led the fight for passage of a domestic 
partnership law. In 2009, he sought passage of 
an “Everything but Marriage” bill.
 According to the Seattle Times, Murray urged 
his colleagues to support the bill, saying that 
marriage “is how society says you are a family—
the way the community knows a couple loves 
each other.
 Lambda Legal National Marriage Project Di-
rector Camilla Taylor issued a statement saying 
same-sex couples in Washington state are now 
“one step closer to enjoying the freedom to 
marry, thanks to the impressive efforts of Wash-
ington United for Marriage, and the bravery of 
supporters of equality in the State Senate.”
 ©2012 Keen news Service; all rights re-
served
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Washington state Gov. Chris Gregoire.

J.C. Penney won’t
fire Ellen, despite
anti-gay protesters
 The Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defama-
tion (GLAAD) has applauded national retailer 
J.C. Penney’s decision keep Ellen DeGeneres as 
its national spokesperson after “OneMillion-
Moms.com, a project of the American Family As-
sociation” demanded she be fired because she is 
gay, according to a press release.
 The Southern Poverty Law Center has desig-
nated OneMillionMoms.com as a hate group.
 In an email statement to Yahoo! Shine, J.C. 
Penney confirmed Feb. 3 that it “stands behind 
its partnership with Ellen DeGeneres.”
 GLAAD is continuing to ask supporters to 
thank J.C. Penney by signing a Change.org ac-
tion. In fewer than two days, nearly 25,000 have 
signed.   
 “This week Americans spoke out in overwhelm-
ing support of LGBT people and J.C. Penney’s 
decision not to fire Ellen simply for who she 
happens to love,” said Herndon Graddick, senior 
director of programs and communications at 
GLAAD. 
 “But while Ellen has the nation on her side, in 
29 states today, Americans can still be legally 
fired just for being gay. Our elected officials 
should use this incident as yet another example 
of the support for legal protections for all hard 
working employees.”
 An poll in the Los Angeles Times showed that 
96 percent of readers support DeGeneres, News-
day reported.

Coalition supports 
bill  aimed at 
repealing DOMA
 A coalition of civil rights, labor, progressive, 
faith, student, health, legal, women’s and LGBT 
organizations announced support of the Re-
spect for Marriage Act—the bill to repeal the 
discriminatory so-called Defense of Marriage Act 
(DOMA), according to a press release. 
 Evan Wolfson, founder and president of Free-
dom to Marry, said, “This broad and diverse co-
alition has come forward to urge members of 
Congress to end the unfairness. In America, we 
don’t have second-class citizens, and shouldn’t 
have second-class marriages, either.”
 “The federal government should not be in 
the business of picking which marriages it likes 
and which it does not, but that is exactly what 
DOMA does,” said Joe Solmonese, Human Rights 
Campaign president. “The breadth and depth of 
this coalition shines a bright light on the heart 
wrenching discrimination against loving, com-
mitted families caused by DOMA.”
 Among the many groups in the coalition are 
Log Cabin Republicans, Servicemembers Legal 
Defense Network, Stonewall Democrats, Alliance 
for Justice, National Black Justice Coalition, Na-
tional Center for Lesbian Rights and the United 
Food and Commercial Workers International 
Union.
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Proposition 8 is unconstitutional, said a divided 
federal appeals court panel in San Francisco Feb. 
7.
 The highly anticipated ruling also rejected a 
motion from Proposition 8 proponents to vacate 
the district court ruling of former Chief Judge 
Vaughn Walker because he had not disclosed, 
prior to presiding over Perry v. Schwarzenegger, 
that he was in a relationship with a man.
 And, as expected, the three-judge panel of the 
Ninth Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals agreed with 
a California Supreme Court ruling that Yes on 8, 
the coalition which successfully campaigned for 
the ban on same-sex marriage in 2008, did have 
legal standing to appeal Walker’s decision, even 
though state officials chose not to.
 The 2-to-1 majority opinion was written by 
Judge Stephen Reinhardt and joined by Judge 
Michael Hawkins. A partial dissent was regis-
tered by Judge Randy Smith, a Mormon.
 The court will almost certainly be asked to 
issue a stay on its ruling, pending further ap-
peal. In the meantime, the ruling is a relatively 
narrow one, said an attorney on the American 
Foundation for Equal Rights’ legal team—one 

that would affect only same-sex couples in Cali-
fornia, not the entire Ninth Circuit.
 The majority opinion upheld Walker’s decision 
that found Prop 8 a violation of the U.S. Consti-
tution’s guarantee of equal protection and due 
process.
 The Ninth Circuit panel heard oral arguments 
concerning these key issues in the case in De-
cember 2010.
 Yes on 8 attorneys argued during the Decem-
ber 2010 argument before the appeals panel 
that the ban on same-sex marriage was justified 
because same-sex marriage would make children 
“prematurely preoccupied with issues of sexual-
ity.”
 Conservative icon Ted Olson, arguing against 
Proposition 8 at the oral argument before the 
panel called the reasoning “nonsense” and said, 
“If believed, that would justify the banning of 
comic books, television, video games, and even 
conversations between children.” And during 
their 2008 campaign to pass Proposition 8, said 
Olson, Yes on 8 claimed the ban was justified 
to protect children from the idea that marriage 
between same-sex partners is OK.
 ©2012 by Keen news Service. all rights re-
served.

Fed appeals court 
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unconstitutional
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By RoSS FoRMan

Jon Maher is convinced his lack of political ex-
perience won’t affect his run for the U.S. Senate 
from New Jersey—or his chances to oust incum-
bent Bob Menendez (D).
 “I am 100 percent certain that it’s possible 
for me to win,” Maher said in a phone interview. 
“The obstacle that I have to overcome is that I 
have to get a critical mass of the public atten-
tion. If I can align people’s perceptions with the 
reality that I am more qualified than any of the 
alternatives out there, and will do more good for 
them, which is absolutely the case … if I can 
get enough people aware of that, then I can 
win.”
 Maher, 30, who is openly gay, is the author of 
two books: Building a Successful Organization 
and The Destiny of Humanity. 
 The Destiny of Humanity discusses war, pov-
erty, trade, clean energy, economic development 
and gay equality.
 Maher said being gay is less of an issue today 
than in past elections. “If I had run, say, five 
years ago, my viability would have been deter-
mined exclusively by that,” he said.
 He added, “I, of course, support full gay 
equality in every way possible.”
 Maher needs 300,000 signatures to get on the 
November ballot and isn’t worried that can be 
done. He already is registered with the Federal 
Election Commission, he said, and only needs to 
be on the ballot 90 days before the election.
 Getting on the ballot, he said, “is not really a 
difficult obstacle, though the signature require-
ment is very high in New Jersey.”
 Can you get 300,000 signatures, as needed?
 “Oh, I can probably do that in a day or two—
that’s not even something I’m thinking about,” 
he said.
 “I don’t want to let all of the other candidates 
who are competing. … I don’t want to give 
them a huge heads-up [that I will be running].”
 According to Internet reports, Gwen Diakos, a 
defense contractor, is the lone Democrat to al-
ready declare that she will challenge Menendez. 
Newark Mayor Cory Booker (D) has reportedly 
stated that he will not run for the Senate. The 
Republican field to oppose Menendez is deep, 
but there are just potential candidates at this 
point.
 Maher said he wants to run “to help people, 
which is something I’ve always enjoyed and how 
I was brought up.”
 “The other more substantial reason is, I think 
there’s an opportunity to do this right now be-
cause I think we’re significantly short on intel-
lectual resources in the U.S. Senate. Our most 
important challenges are not being addressed 
properly.”
 Maher said Menendez is, “pretty vulnerable.”
 “The majority of [New Jersey] residents don’t 
know who he is, and of those who do know who 
he is, [the majority] don’t like him. His contri-
butions to the Senate have been unremarkable,” 
Maher said.
 So what will Maher do?
 “I’ve laid out in my book, positions on every 
issue that would come up in the Senate,” Maher 
said. “I bring a whole array of new ideas that 
aren’t now out there.”
 The problem is, not many have heard of him 
yet—and he acknowledges that issue.
 Enter the mainstream media, which Maher is 
courting feverishly.
 “If I’m not in the New York Times or the Wall 
Street Journal seven months from now, I’m not 
going to win. If I can [get exposure in such out-
lets], I think I have an extremely good chance,” 

of winning, he said. “What I’ve found is, no jour-
nalist wants to take any risk at all; they are all 
very timid. They don’t seem to want to go out on 
any limb to back someone who does not have a 
major public profile.”
 Maher—who said his focus, if elected, will be 
expanding job opportunities for residents—add-
ed he plans to contact every journalist he can 
find who writes about Menendez, or about gay 
Congressional candidates, and ask to be profiled, 
too.
 He is convinced his lack of political experience 
will not affect his chances come November. 
 Windy City times: What is your political 
background?
 Jon Maher: I’ve written extensively on politics 
in my most recent book—every topic that would 
come up, or be relevant while holding office.
 WCt: So you basically want to go from writ-
ing about politics to jumping into the politi-
cal field?
 JM: Joe Biden got elected at 29. Thomas Jef-
ferson was a senior member of the Senate at 
29. It’s not something that is unprecedented, 
but is something that we need. The incumbents 
are not delivering; they are not doing the job. 
We need something new, different, and more 
thoughtful than what is going on right now.
 WCt: So, am i accurate [in saying] that you 
want to go from writing one book about poli-
tics to wanting to be a politician?
 JM: Sure.
 WCt: you feel you are more qualified than 
Bob Menendez, and any other candidate, 
based on what?
 JM: Based on my ideas, my thinking, my abil-
ity to address new problems and issues as they 
arise...
 WCt: What about what Bob Menendez has 
done in office?
 JM: If you look at what he’s accomplished, it’s 
so generic and mediocre. People are desperate 
for an alternative. So, the opening [for someone 
to oust Menendez] is that there’s no substance 
there, no delivery of results.
 WCt: Clearly, the experience edge goes to 
Menendez.
 JM: We have more experience than we need in 
the U.S. Senate. Any potential lack of experience 
that I might have as a bureaucrat will be well 
more than made up for by the other senators 
there, as well as by Frank Lautenberg [D-N.J.], 
who is 90. [Lautenberg was actually born Jan. 
23, 1924.]

Openly gay man
in New Jersey
running for Senate

Jon Maher. Photo courtesy of Maher

“it’s all baby steps: you have to be oK 
with telling your friends you’re going on 
a date; you have to be oK with the people 
in your world meeting and judging them; 
you have to be oK with breakups. i’m in-
finitely grateful all those steps led to Mr. 
Burtka—once we started talking, we never 
stopped.”—Neil Patrick Harris on coming out 
and finding love, to Out, Jan. 18. 

“the [Kay Jewelers’] commercials seem 
to bother almost everyone, although they 
must trigger some man to head to the mall 
or they wouldn’t air. as a lesbian, i find 
the ads particularly annoying. the closest 
thing i’m going to get this year to watch-
ing a gay proposal on tv is Hillary Clinton’s 
address to the U.n. on global gay rights. 
i just wish girlfriend had gotten down on 
one knee.”—Los Angeles Times producer Ja-
mie Wetherbe on the Huffington Post, Jan. 18.

“i never let my politics supersede my man-
ners. [Michele Bachmann] came up with 
her husband and they were sweet as can 
be. She was like, ‘My kids love the show. 
i don’t watch it myself, but i’d love it if 
you could sign these postcards.’ it dawned 
on me that she didn’t know what the hell 
Glee was.”—Glee star Darren Criss to Details 
Magazine, February issue.

“But when Facebook entered my life, ev-
erything turned upside down … it feels 
like we’re all connected on this large and 
mighty highway and yet no one really 
knows, or seems to care, what the speed 
limit is. My wife thinks it’s satanic. i’m 
sort of inclined to agree with her, and yet, 
i can’t seem to stay away. i’ve had friends 
leave it in disgust, and yet always, with-
in months, come crawling back to it as if 
they’d left the water running in their bath 
tub. it has us all. it has us all and it knows 
it.”—Trans singer/actress Alexandra Billings, 
on her blog Stilettos and Sneakers, Jan. 11.

“this is confetti! We just won Florida! 
We’re just going to win the White House 
next! Let me tell you, President obama is 
not going to be seeing a lot of confetti.”—
Mitt Romney on being glitter-bombed by gay 
rights activists, to Think Progress, Feb. 1.

“in this, as in so many things, the gay 
community were early adopters of the only 
strategy that beats the resurgent religious 
right: fight morality with morality. once 
the category of morality was opened, ev-
ery kind of debate became possible—and 
so did victory. it arrived in 2011.”—Lawyer 
and philosopher Linda R. Hirshman on Salon.
com, Dec. 30.
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By david-eLiJaH naHMod

When his Walk Across America For Equality be-
gan, Palm Springs, Calif., resident Richard Noble 
received a proclamation of support from state 
Sen. Mark Leno, who is openly gay. 
 “I commend your unwavering strength and 
dedicated advocacy underscoring the important 
issues of the LGBT community,” Leno wrote. “It 
is notable that you have dedicated your walk 
to the memory of Elizabeth Taylor as you work 
to promote the American Equality Bill in Con-
gress. You are a role model for those who seek to 
change the world one step at a time.”
 As of this writing, Noble is in Texas, halfway 
across the United States from his starting point 
at San Francisco’s Golden Gate Bridge. 
 “Necessity is the mother of activism,” he said 
in a telephone interview to Windy City Times. 
“We are tired of the Human Rights Campaign 
and the Gay and Lesbian Task Force bartering 
our equality with Washington pragmatics. While 
you are waiting for a Democratic majority you’re 
sending a message to our youth that their lives 
aren’t worth fighting for.”
 It was the death of 13-year-old Asher Brown 
that inspired Noble to take his walk. Technically, 
the bullied teen was a suicide, but Noble uses a 
much stronger word to describe what happened 
to Brown. “When Asher Brown was murdered, it 
was the straw that broke the camel’s back. Here 
it is, 2012, and we still don’t have our equality. 
Gay rights are human rights.”
 “I’m carrying the Rainbow Flag across America, 
and a copy of the American Equality bill,” Noble 
said. He wants the bill to go before Congress 
immediately, and asks that people support it, ei-
ther as an addendum to the 1964 Civil Rights Act 
or as a separate bill unto itself. The bill would 
give LGBT people the same sweeping protections 
that are offered to African Americans courtesy of 
the Civil Rights Act.
 Noble reports that people have been kind and 
supportive as he makes his way across the coun-
try. He’s been given food, and offered places 
to stay from total strangers. When he spoke in 
Salt Lake City, Mayor Ralph Becker declared a 
National Civil Rights March Across America Day 
in Noble’s honor.
 In Houston, Mayor Annise Parker, an out les-
bian, gave him another proclamation.
 After meeting with Parker, Noble headed over 
to Lakewood Church, whose pastor, Joel Osteen, 
conducts a television ministry and has publicly 
spoken out against marriage equality. “Homo-

sexuality is shown as a sin in the scripture,” 
Osteen stated in a recent interview with Oprah 
Winfrey.
 Beginning Jan. 27, Noble stationed himself in 
front of Lakewood Church to conduct a three-day 
fast to protest Osteen’s remarks. “Pastor Osteen 
has hurt me with these statements, “ he said. 
“He has a moral and civic duty to not go on TV 
and call us sinners. These negative messages are 
being reinforced. It’s the job of the government 
to protect minorities.”
 Lakewood Church did not respond to calls from 
Windy City Times requesting a comment regard-
ing Noble’s action.
 Noble hopes to garner more support for the 
National Equality Bill. When his walk concludes 
in Washington, D.C., he hopes to meet with 
openly gay Congessmen Jared Polis and Barney 
Frank. His goal is to get them to file the bill. 
However, he knows he can’t do it alone.
 “You have to take it to the streets,” he urged 
supporters. “Visit your Congressmen, visit your 
schools. They talk about bullying but don’t talk 
about homosexuality. We can’t change the past, 
but people are waking up.”
 To support Richard Noble, and to follow his 
journey, look for him on Facebook or visit www.
walk.usfreedomring.com.
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Man walking across
U.S. to promote
LGBT equality

Richard noble with Houston Mayor annise Parker. Photo courtesy of noble

About 40 people paid tribute to the late Chi-
cago activist and artist Danny Sotomayor Feb. 
4 at the Center on Halsted. Photos, memo-
rabilia and Sotomayor’s NAMES Project AIDS 
Memorial quilt were displayed in honor of the 
20th anniversary of his death.
 Sotomayor died Feb. 5, 1992, of AIDS-re-
lated complications. His partner, playwright 
Scott McPherson, died later that same year.
 Victor Salvo and Lori Cannon organized the 
tribute. Dean Ogren, Gary Chichester and Ed 
Woslyus helped stage the event, along with 
Center on Halsted staff.
 Salvo and Cannon spoke about their memo-
ries of Sotomayor. Other speakers were former 
Ald. Helen Shiller, who remembered Sotomay-
or’s help in getting Mayor Richard Daley to 
increase AIDS funding; Mayor Harold Wash-
ington’s liaison to the gay community, Kit 
Duffy; professor Gabriel Gomez, a former ACT 

UP member with Sotomayor; Sidetrack bar 
owner Art Johnston; activist Rick Garcia; and 
Windy City Times Publisher Tracy Baim.
 Speakers remembered Sotomayor’s passion-
ate commitment to increase attention and 
funding to the fight against AIDS.
 “It was truly a lovely gathering, so heart-
felt and bittersweet ... one of those times to 
count your blessings for the opportunities 
that put all these amazing people in your life 
to share such a special evening,” Salvo said. 
“My love and gratitude to you all—especially 
my cohort Lori Cannon who inspires us all to 
reach beyond our perceived shortcomings to 
find the magic that makes everything pos-
sible if we just try.”
 For the video portion of the Sotomayor trib-
ute, see www.youtu.be/1zGxwS84j14. Photos 
by Tracy Baim; more online at www.WindyCi-
tyMediaGroup.com.

Lori Cannon and victor Salvo in front of danny Sotomayor’s naMeS Project aidS Memorial 
Quilt. Photo by tracy Baim

Sotomayor tribute at Center

Equality Illinois
appoints liaison
 Equality Illinois has appointed Mitchell 
Locin as its first communications liaison, ac-
cording to a press release. 
 A native of Chicago, Locin worked for 34 
years at the Chicago Tribune, where he was a 
political reporter and an editor. 
 “Mitch brings to Equality Illinois decades 
of understanding how the media work and a 
wealth of contacts in newsrooms throughout 
the state. He will help carry our advocacy for 
LGBT equality to all media in print and broad-
casting, on the internet and through social 
media,” said Bernard Cherkasov, CEO of Equal-
ity Illinois. “We are pleased that he is coming 
out of retirement for this important mission.”

D’Emilio reading at 
Center Feb. 8
 Crossroads Fund’s Reading Change—a year-
long reading and events series exploring ra-
cial, social and economic justice in Chicago—
continues with author/activist John D’Emilio 
discussing his recent collection of Allan 

Bérubé essays, My Desire for History: Essays 
in Gay, Community, and Labor History.
 The free event will take place Wed., Feb. 8, 
6-8 p.m., at the Center on Halsted, 3656 N. 
Halsted St.
 Kim Hunt, executive director of Affinity 
Community Services and Tania Unzueta, co-
ordinator of the LGBTQ Immigrant Rights 
Project at the Association of Latino Men for 
Action, will join D’Emilio for a discussion of 
LGBTQ activism and its intersection with is-
sues of class, race and gender.
 For more information about Reading 
Change, visit http://www.crossroadsfund.org/
readingchange.

EQ IL’s ‘Justice for All’
gala Feb. 11 at Hilton
 The annual Equality Illinois “Justice for All” 
gala will take place Saturday, Feb. 11, at the 
Hilton Chicago, 720 S. Michigan Ave.
 More than 1,000 guests are expected to at-
tend, including elected officials, candidates 
and other VIPs.
 Individual tickets start at $300 each; see 
http://www.eqil.org or call 773-477-7173.

Richard noble. Photo courtesy of noble
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Providing an exceptional  

collection of private vacation homes. Historic homes, 
cozy cottages and condos you are sure to love!

800-654-5131 or 305-294-3064 
historichideaways.com

Oasis – Coral Tree – Coconut Grove
Everything You Could Want. Three Jacuzzis – One 

Giant Hot Tub – Three Pools – Sundecks. Buffet Style 
Breakfast Daily. Clothing Optional.

800-362-7477
keywest-allmale.com

Island House
Award-winning clothing-optional resort for men. 

Luxurious rooms. Poolside café and bar. Gym, sauna, 
steamroom, Jacuzzis. Poolside massage pavilion.

800-890-6284 or 305-294-6284
islandhousekeywest.com

Pearl’s Key West
Guesthouse ambience, resort amenities, 2 pools,  

2 spas, gym, Wi-Fi, patio bar, full breakfast, perfect 
location. Award-winning property. Gay owned.

800-749-6696 or 305-292-1450
pearlskeywest.com
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Men Overboard.

Actually, between the warm water, endless sunshine and 
incredible variety of things to eat, drink and do, it’s quite 
easy for everyone to go a little overboard in Key West.
fla-keys.com/gaykeywest 1.866.904.0543
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GERBER from cover

The organization’s most recent statement notes 
its reason for moving as being “presented with a 
new, non-negotiable three-year lease reflecting 
a significant rental increase without any offer of 
upgrading the premises.”
 Rent at the library in 2011 is believed to have 
been approximately $5,570 a month, as listed 
on documents WCT uncovered.
 Rae Ann Cecrle, the building’s landlord, said 
that the lease was negotiable like all leases and 

that the library never requested significant up-
grades to the building.
 “[Sendziak] never told me anything she want-
ed except she said the windows were leaking 
and cold air was coming through the mail slot,” 
Cecrle said, adding that she called a contractor 
and fixed both issues.
 According to Cecrle, the new lease contained a 
$250/month rental increase, or an increase just 
shy of 4.5 percent. Cecrle offered to donate the 
rental increase to the library for 2012 up front 
and said the library could use its security de-
posit towards updating the library. 
 Cecrle said she increased the rent because it 
had not been increased in two years, and she 
needed to show income on her mortgage. 
 She said that before signing its 2011 lease, 
which began in February, the Gerber/Hart oper-
ated without a lease for 18 months under the 
management of neighborhood organization 
Edgewater Development Corporation.
 “They kept trying to get her to sign a lease, 
and she just wouldn’t sign the lease,” Cecrle 
said. Since that time, new management has 
taken over the building. Cecrle said that the or-
ganization eventually signed a lease in March.
 Windy City Times obtained copies of board 
meeting agendas from December 2010 and Feb-
ruary 2011. Those agendas suggest that a move 
may have been discussed during those months. 
Both agendas contain items on “physical plant” 
and “lease.” 
 Given difficulties of getting the library to sign 
the past lease, Cecrle said she sent Gerber/Hart 
a three-year lease for 2012.
 Cecrle’s name is well-known in Edgewater. In 
addition to owning the building that houses 
Gerber/Hart, M.Henrietta and the Granville Anvil 
gay bar, Cecrle has been involved in Edgewater 
community planning for more than 25 years.

 In 2009, she founded Edgewater Artists in 
Motion, the community group that fills empty 
neighborhood storefronts with artwork in an 
effort to attract businesses to the community. 
The project has been featured in Chicago media 
outlets throughout Chicago and in The New York 
Times. Neighborhood organizations like Cecrle’s 
have been trying to put more visible storefront 
windows on the street, which some argue deters 
crime and attracts new business. 
 In keeping with that work, Cecrle said she did 
include one non-negotiable clause in the new 
Gerber/Hart lease; she wanted the library to 

open its blinds more often and install a wel-
coming window display. According to Cecrle, she 
hired consultants and told Sendziak she would 
fund any upgrades to the library’s window dis-
play. 
 “I was very willing to spend money, but I never 
got any feedback from her on what she wanted,” 
Cecrle said. The blinds have been open more, she 
said, but the upgrades never happened.
 It was Cecrle who told 48th Ward Ald. Harry 
Osterman that she thought the library intended 
to move two months ago. Both Cecrle and Oster-
man have stated that they wanted the library to 
stay and hoped it had the financial resources to 
do so.
 “I’m really sorry that this is happening,” said 
Cecrle about the move, adding that she contin-
ues to wish the best for the organization.
 Cecrle has found one possible tenant for the 
space already, she said. 
 It remains unclear if Gerber/Hart has the mon-
ey to purchase property or if it intends to lease 
a space. Information on the organization’s cur-
rent board of directors and finances is hard to 
come by because the organization has not filed 
its 2010 IRS Form 990.
 WCT independently obtained a copy of the or-
ganizations bylaws from 2000 as well as a copy 
from 1996. 
 The 1996 version of the bylaws was provided 
by the Illinois attorney general’s office. Accord-
ing to Robyn Ziegler, a spokesperson for the 
office, those bylaws were used to register the 
organization and have not been amended with 
the attorney general’s office since. 
 The version of the library’s bylaws from 1996 
reveal that, at that time, the library was required 
to operate with at least 18 people on its board. 
In the 2000 bylaws, the board of directors was 
set at a minimum of 10 people and a maximum 
of 15. 

 In its 2009 IRS 990 Form, Gerber/Hart Library 
listed just two board members in addition to 
Sendziak—Owen Keehnen and Sukie de la Croix. 
(de la Croix did not actually join the board until 
late 2010). Both board members have since left 
the organization. 
 It remains unclear who replaced them. It is 
also unknown if the library’s bylaws have been 
amended since 2000 to allow the organization 
to operate with fewer than 10 board members. 
Windy City Times is continuing to investigate 
this issue.
 Participation on the board appears to have 
dropped between 2007-2009. In its 2007 IRS 
filing, the library listed nine members. A 2008 
filing reflects just five members. Sendziak is 
listed as president in all three available filings. 
Sendziak is also listed as the person in charge of 
the organization’s finances in 2009. 
 According to the 2000 bylaws, board members 
were to be elected annually, with each serving 
one-year terms. Board members at that time 
were only allowed to serve four terms consecu-
tively, taking a year off before becoming eligible 
for re-election. Terms began in January of each 
year. 
 Windy City Times has received reports that 
dues-paying members have not been informed 

of annual meetings or elections in recent years. 
Some say they have also not received renewal 
applications. 
 In 2007, Sendziak was inducted into the Chi-
cago Gay and Lesbian Hall of Fame for her de-
cades of commitment to the library and Chicago’s 
LGBT history. According to her biography at that 
time, Sendziak had been serving as president of 
the board since 2004. If Sendziak has served as 
president uninterrupted since that time, she is 
serving her eighth consecutive year. Available 
financial documents indicate that Sendziak has 
been an unpaid volunteer throughout.
 The library has yet to release requested infor-
mation on the length of Sendziak’s term or the 
date of the organization’s last annual meeting 
and elections. 
 Chicago’s LGBT community, long-acquainted 
with Gerber/Hart, has also been silent on these 
issues. Few have been willing to speak on the 
record to provide even basic information about 
the library. Fewer yet are willing to speak about 
their concerns widely, but they quietly expressed 
concern about a community whose archives are 
in a dark locked room on Granville Avenue.

—Assistance: Tracy Baim,
 Jamie Anne Royce

Gerber/Hart President Karen Sendziak at the library’s gala in 2010. Photo by Kat Fitzgerald

By Kate SoSin

Some of the biggest names in queer trans-
formative justice appeared in Chicago Feb. 2 
for a panel discussion at the University of Il-
linois- Chicago.
 “Crime and Punishment: The Attack on 
Queer, Trans, and People of Color” featured 
Sylvia Rivera Law Project Founder Dean Spade 
and co-authors of the book Queer (In)Justice 
Andrea Ritchie and Joey Mogul. 
 More than 150 people attended the talk, or-
ganized by The Institute for Research on Race 
and Public Policy (IRRPP).
 Ritchie highlighted the ways in which queer 
people and people of color are often targeted 
disproportionately by police. 
 “One person’s loitering is another person’s 
waiting in line for the movie theatre,” Ritchie 
said, pointing out that policing often depends 
on who police and neighbors feel “belongs” in 
a neighborhood and who does not.
 Mogul continued on that theme of belong-
ing by talking about discrimination against 
queer people in the courts, where transgender 
people are often referred to as “it,” she said.
 Mogul argued that queer peer are “deemed 

inherently untrustworthy” in court and often 
are subjected to discrimination from prosecu-
tors, judges and jurors when facing criminal 
charges.
 Spade focused on the lives of queer people 
and people of color behind bars, which he ar-
gued is an extension of slavery.
 “We have to let go of the fantasy that pris-
ons are full of dangerous people,” Spade said.
 Spade advocates against hate-crimes leg-
islation, which he said has not been proven 
effective in fighting hate violence and gives 
extra muscle to a system biased against LG-
BTQ people.
 “There is really this important myth in the 
United States … that if you want to change 
the lives of marginalized people, you change 
the law,” Spade said.
 The talk wrapped with comments from Erica 
Meiners, visiting scholar at IRRPP and a ques-
tion and answer session.
 The event coincided with a zine launch par-
ty held later in the evening by the Transfor-
mative Justice Law Project of Illinois. “Hid-
den Expressions, volume 1” features work by 
and for incarcerated transgender people. More 
information is available at www.tjlp.org.

Panel discussion features 
queer-justice activists

Joey Mogul at the panel. Photo by Kate Sosin
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members say the department has engaged with 
since the department’s inception. The inclusion 
of the word “sexuality” is more about acknowl-
edging current work than changing course, said 
Zerilli. 
 The shift happened over the summer of 2011, 
without resistance from community members—
a surprise to some who thought that feminists 
might worry about the role of women’s studies in 
a growing and more inclusive department. Other 
project names that bore the name “gay and les-
bian” have also been updated to include the full 
LGBT. 
 Part of growing its visibility for LGBT life and 
studies in the future, will be an effort to look 
back at the school’s past. In March, the center 

in launching its “Closeted in the Quadrangles” 
project (the “quadrangles” refer to a part of 
campus), a three-year oral-history project aimed 
recording the school’s LGBT history from the 
early twentieth century through the present.
 In the coming years, the center will be work-
ing to supplement its lack of archival records 
with oral testimony from LGBT people who expe-
rienced the campus in decades past. 
 Monica Mercado, a graduate student in history, 
is kicking off that effort in her Spring under-
graduate class. Over the course of the quarter, 
approximately 12 students will begin digging 
through the university’s archives and through its 
rolodex. Students will be contacting alums and 
past community members in hopes of recording 
a history of the institution not yet on paper.
 The task is not an easy one, said Mercado. 
 “We’re really starting from scratch,” she said. 
“If I walked over to the archives in Regenstein 
Library right now, I wouldn’t find anything [on 
LGBT history at the university].”
 Mercado speculates that historical LGBT docu-
ments on the university exist, but that few have 

made their way into the archives. Gathering up 
oral histories may dig up some of those lost re-
cords, she said.
 “I think that people don’t realize that what 
they have is valuable,” Mercado said. 
 The project is hardly business-as-usual for a 
department that works to bring in some of the 
more current names in LGBT and women’s stud-
ies. The department will host Alison Bechdel, 
cartoonist behind “Fun Home: A Family Tragi-
comic” and “Dykes to Watch Out For,” this 
spring. It is also home to English and gender-
studies titan Lauren Berlant. It regularly hosts 
talks, programs and workshops, including a 
recent talk with controversial feminist figure 
Catharine MacKinnon.
 Looking back into the LGBT past has not al-
ways been the focus, said Mercado. The oral-

history project will change that.
 “In some ways, it’s not a super-sexy project,” 
she said. “Most of what we do here is very cur-
rent.”
 The project was inspired by another success-
ful undertaking from the department that com-
pleted in 2009 when students compiled women’s 
oral histories from the university. That project 
included between 80 to 90 interviews and culmi-
nated in the thin, glossy book “On Equal Terms.”
 But the challenges facing the LGBT oral history 
project will be steeper. For one, the project will 
rely on alumni relations to outreach to former 
students. With the women’s oral history project, 
contacting right alums was simply a matter of 
looking up women who attended the college. 
With the LGBT history project, determining 
where to start looking means figuring out who 
identifies as LGBT to begin with.
 It’s an issue that Christopher Hoover, an un-
dergraduate student in the department ran into 
when he started working on his thesis. The 
fourth-year is studying people often derogato-
rily deemed “lesbians until graduation” and “gay 

until graduation.” Hoover uses the terms “LUG” 
and “GUG” for short. 
 Hoover wanted to interview people who had 
identified as LGBTQ in college and then went on 
to have long-term heterosexual relationships or 
changed the way the identified to heterosexual. 
 However, finding people to interview was 
hardly easy. As expected, the university’s alumni 
office thought his request to interview LUGs and 
GUGs was weird, and they declined to put the 
call out on through their networks. In the end, 
Hoover found seven people, all women, using 
other school resources to interview. His thesis 
will be completed later this year. 
 When he graduates, he will have the option of 
taking the department’s new name in gender and 
sexuality studies on his diploma or keeping the 
old.
 The building that houses that center, an odd 
mix between the Harry Potter-esque architecture 
of the university and the bare space-like updates 
that now adorn it, was quiet on a recent Thurs-
day afternoon. Upstairs, longtime Affinity Com-
munity Services member Kelly Saulsberry—who 

is studying public policy at the university and 
working at the center—tapped away at a com-
puter.
 Mercado notes that when helping other stu-
dents find the center, she often describes its 
proximity to the math building, well-known be-
cause an extra-alarm blaze burned through its 
roof in October, 2010.
 The center itself, however, is less known on 
campus, something that Zerilli is determined to 
change.
 “Gender studies has to create a lot of energy. 
... This place just has to be an intellectual mag-
net,” she said. “I think we’re really rocking here 
now.” 
 Upcoming events at the Center include a talk 
by Katherine Crawford entitled “Love talk and 
dirty Jokes: French erotic Poetry and Mascu-
linity in the Renaissance” thursday, Feb. 9, 
4:30–6:00 p.m., at Harper Memorial Library, 
Room 103. there’s also a lecture by Jasbir 
Puar, “Homonationalism Gone viral: the af-
fective Politics of Sensation,” on thursday, 
Feb. 16, 4:30–6:00 p.m., in the same venue.

UNIVERSITY from cover

Monica Mercado. Photo by Kate Sosin

Anti-gay foster
care bill is back
By Kate SoSin

An anti-gay foster care bill that was unsuc-
cessfully introduced repeatedly in the Illinois 
General Assembly last year has made its first 
2012 appearance.
 House Bill 3942 seeks to make it legal for 
religious institutions to turn away foster care 
applications “if acceptance of that applica-
tion would constitute a violation of the orga-
nization’s sincerely held religious beliefs.”
 Similar bills were introduced repeatedly last 
year after civil unions went into effect and 
a group Catholic charities lost their foster 
care contracts for refusing to place children 
with same-sex spouses. The charities sued the 
state and lost when a judge ruled that the 
charities were not entitled to the contracts.
 Advocates have said that such bills pose 
a threat to LGBT people but are unlikely to 
make it far.
 “This is the same bill that we have been 
fighting for a year now,” said Anthony Mar-
tinez, executive director of The Civil Rights 
Agenda, in a statement. “It is just another 
attempt to codify into law the ability to dis-
criminate against Gay people. 
 “The separation of Church and State is 
absolutely imperative to this argument, be-
cause these agencies are State funded. They 
are funded with tax payer’s money, so they 
should have to follow the laws like every 
other State funded agency. The fair-minded 
voters and elected officials of Illinois do not 
allow discrimination, and this should not be 
the exception.”

Internat’l law firm 
announces minority 
scholarships
 International law firm McDermott Will & 
Emery announced the recipients of the 2012 
McDermott Diverse Law Student Scholarships 
Feb. 6.
 Law students Larry C. Guess (Northwestern 
University), Lauren Schuster (Loyola Univer-
sity Chicago School of Law) and Brianna Ser-
rano (Cornell Law School) will each receive a 
scholarship in the amount of $15,000 under 
the program.
 Schuster is the first LGBT recipient of the 
McDermott Diverse Law Student Scholarship. 
She attends Loyola University Chicago, School 
of Law, where she is a member of OUTLaw and 
the Education Policy Society.

Forum on Bayard
Rustin’s life Feb. 9 
 Brothers OUTLive will celebrate the life 
and legacy of the late gay civil-rights activ-
ist Bayard Rustin at Center on Halsted, 3656 
N. Halsted St., 6:30-8:30 p.m. at the Hoover-
Leppen Theatre.
 The event will take place during Black His-
tory Month—and two days following National 
Black HIV/AIDS Awareness Day. There will be 
music, poetry and performance art by artists 
such as Marshall Titus, Nhojj, Tim’m West, 
keithromell, and Ra Perre’ Shelton.
 There is a $5 suggested donation; email 
MRoss@CenterOnHalsted.org for more infor-
mation.

4840 N. MARINE DRIVE
CHICAGO, IL 60640
1-800-888-0560
www.chicagolakeshorehospital.com

VALEO
AT CHICAGO LAKESHORE HOSPITAL Valeo at Chicago Lakeshore Hospital 

provides comprehensive psychiatric 
and addiction-related treatment for 
gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender 
and questioning (LGBTQ) individuals. 
The program offers a safe, affirming 
therapeutic environment for members 
of the LGBTQ community. The Valeo 
staff is comprised of well-trained, 
experienced gay and gay-sensitive 
behavioral health professionals from 
a wide variety of disciplines.

Chicago’s Dedicated and 
Comprehensive LGBT Program

http://goo.gl.eavit
http://www.chicagolakeshorehospital.com
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By JaMie anne RoyCe

Members of aChurch4Me?, a Metropolitan Com-
munity Church (MCC) in Lakeview, will tempo-
rarily meet at Second Stage Theatre, 3408 N. 
Sheffield Ave. 
 What originally started as a small Bible study 
at the Center on Halsted in 200, blossomed into 
an MCC congregation hosting worship services 
for more than 70 members at National Pastime 
Theater in Lakeview.
 The theater abruptly moved locations, so 
aChurch4Me? scrambled to find a new venue, 
leasing Second Stage Theatre for six weeks. Be-
cause the temporary space only seats 57 people, 
Sunday worship services have been split into 9 
a.m. and 11 a.m. sessions.
 “We call it ‘church in a box,’” said Pastor Rach-
elle Brown. “Pretty much, we have things in 

totes and they go down in the basement. We 
bring it up and set up.”
 During this temporary move, the church will 
assess the congregation’s needs, and decide on 
possibly renting a permanent space full time. In 
the meantime, they will also host weekly Bible 
studies in six different neighborhoods.
 “We see [the move] as an opportunity to see 
what other organizations like us and are looking 
for larger space like we are, with the same vision 
of helping people, social justice and that are 
making space available for folks that are GLBT, 
so they don’t even thinking twice about walking 
in the church,” said Brown.
 Gay men who were kicked out of their own 
churches because of their sexuality founded MCC 
in 1968. MCC prides itself on non-traditional, 
contemporary spirituality worship.
 “Christianity is missing something very big. 

We’re not interested in reforming any particular 
Christian church, we’re interested in reforming 
Christianity, and opening the door and saying, 
‘The way people have read the Bible about sexu-
ality in the past is completely inaccurate to the 
intent of the way it was written,’” said Brown.
 In that way, MCC is a unique religious denom-
ination, because it is founded by and for the 
LGBT community. Although, Brown stresses that 
everyone is welcome at aChurch4Me?
 “They feel the need to explore spirituality in a 
safe way,” said Brown. “While churches may be 
open, may be welcoming, we understand that 
sometimes the welcome comes with a ‘but we 
don’t really understand you.’ There’s a discomfort 
sometimes.”
 The church is using Facebook, email and phone 
calls to update members on the venue change.

Lakeview church searches for new home

Pastor Rachelle Brown. Photo by Jamie anne 
Royce

Tunney, Heartland 
and Center on 
next phase of 
senior housing
 Ald. Tom Tunney, Heartland Housing, Inc. 
and Center on Halsted announced Feb. 6 that 
the redevelopment plans for a LGBT-friendly 
affordable senior-housing building in Lakev-
iew would be moving onto its next phase, ac-
cording to a press release. 
 In May 2011, Heartland Housing—a divi-
sion of Heartland Alliance—and Center on 
Halsted were selected to be the developers of 
an affordable senior rental community of up 
to 90 units for the former historic 23rd Dis-
trict Town Hall District police station and ad-
jacent city-owned land at 3600 N. Halsted St. 
The Department of Housing and Economic De-
velopment has chosen this project to receive 
city funding and will work with Heartland to 
transition onto Stage II of the allocation and 
reservation process. 
 “Since our announcement last year, many 
people have already begun to contact my of-
fice to express their support. I am excited 
to say we are one step closer to making this 
project a reality,” said Tunney. “This facility 
will be the first-of-its-kind in the Midwest 
and will be a destination where our seniors 
can have a safe space to live their lives with 
pride and confidence.”
  “We applaud Mayor Emanuel and the De-
partment of Housing and Economic Develop-
ment for bringing [LGBT] and other seniors 
within reach of safe and affordable housing 
options in the Lakeview community. We look 
forward to breaking ground on the project, 
and eventually, opening new doors to seniors 
in need,” said Michael Goldberg, executive di-
rector of Heartland Housing. 
 The housing will be open to all seniors and 
there will be an age minimum and an income 
ceiling. Center on Halsted will offer resident 
and community-based services for seniors 
who will live in the new building, as well as 

expand its existing SAGE (Services and Advo-
cacy for Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgen-
der Elderly) program. 
 “Due to a lack of adequate housing op-
tions, LGBT Seniors are often forced back into 
the closet as they get older,” said Modesto 
“Tico” Valle, CEO of the Center on Halsted. 
“This project will unlock new possibilities for 
LGBT seniors, by providing an affordable and 
affirming place to live their golden years right 
in the heart of Chicago.”
  The new development is expected to pre-
serve a major portion of the old police station 
building while creating a new building with 
commercial space on the ground level that 
will benefit from and complement the Addi-
son/Halsted commercial corridor.

Black pride 
group’s gala Feb. 11
 Chicago Windy City Black Pride is holding 
“The Color Is Red” gala Saturday, Feb. 11, 
6-10 p.m., in Macy’s Narcissus Room, 111 N. 
State St.
 The gala marks National Black HIV Aware-
ness Day.
 Jackie Anderson, a longtime board member 
of the organization POW-WOW and an activ-
ist, will be honored with the 2012 Lois Bates 
Legend Award.
 Tickets are $55 per person, and $550 for a 
VIP table. See www.CWCBP.com.

Sketch of the senior-housing building at 3600 n. Halsted St.

Jackie 
anderson.
Photo by
Hal Baim
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MCC conference in
Chicago next year
By JaMie anne RoyCe

Fairmont Chicago will host the Metropolitan 
Community Churches (MCC) General Conference 
July 1-5, 2013.
 Rev. Troy Perry, who was kicked out of the Pen-
tecostal denomination because of his homosex-
uality, founded the MCC denomination in 1968. 
 “He felt there needed to be a church for all 
people, where everyone is welcome at the ta-
ble,” said Jennifer Justice, director of global 
community building and strategic implementa-
tion at MCC.
 MCC prides itself on non-traditional, contem-
porary spirituality worship, planning to showcase 
those touchstones at the conference.
 AChurch4Me?, an MCC affiliate in Lakeview, will 
host a pre-convention network meeting of north 
central churches June 23, 2013, to acclimate con-
ference planners to Chicago. 
 The summit is not limited to members of MCC 
or the ministry—anyone interested in the church 
is welcome. All worships services offered at the 
conference are free and open to anyone, but work-
shops and plenary sessions are for registrants only.

 “There’ll be a little bit of something for every-
one who is interested in church and ministry and 
how to grow spiritually,” said Justice.
 The conference will also feature musical acts, 
children’s activities and a youth day.
 Members of MCC will travel from around the 
world to attend the conference, as the church 
has nearly 300 congregations in 22 countries. 
 Internationally, MCC has a presence in Latin 
America and Eastern Europe, recently expanding 
to it’s missionary to Africa. 
 “It’s really underground for safety. They can’t 
be out. It’s literally dangerous. Some of the laws 
in Africa, they will kill people,” said Pastor Rach-
elle Brown of aChurch4Me. “We have to be very 
cognizant that our work is here, it’s liberating 
people who are comfortable being gay and les-
bian and out in Chicago. We’re very aware that 
in our mission of reforming Christianity, this is 
like a speck in the sea of what’s happening.”
 MCC prides itself on the diversity of its minis-
try, especially within the LGBT community.
 “We have quite a few transgender pastors … 
bisexual as well. It’s not just gay and lesbian,” 
Brown said.
 To register for the conference or for more in-
formation, visit http://believe.mccchurch.org.



By RoSS FoRMan
 
They met Jan. 3 for an hour after school let 
out in an English classroom at Stevenson High 
School in suburban Lincolnshire. It was the first 
day back at school after winter break—and some 
of the school’s gay-straight alliance (GSA) mem-
bers had emotional, personal stories to share.
 An area mom of two—Marti Goldswig, who 
lives in Hawthorn Woods—serves as the co-
sponsor of the GSA, which has about 40 mem-
bers, although only 14 students attended on this 
day. Goldswig has been a part of the Stevenson 
GSA for four years since her daughter (Glenne 

Tietzer, 17, a senior) started questioning her 
sexual orientation in middle school. Tietzer is 
straight, her mom said, but mom is still overly 
supportive of the LGBT community.
 She attends the GSA meeting, sitting by her-
self, listening and chiming in at times with 
thoughts, opinions and family experiences.
 Mostly though, it was lesbian senior Sarah 
Graves who led the group of students, talk-
ing freely and openly about life in, or at least 
around, the LGBT rainbow.
 There were several coming-out stories from 
the holiday break.
 There was a new name for a transgender stu-
dent—one of three openly trans students at Ste-
venson.
 There were tears of joy, tears of sadness, ac-
ceptance and rejection.
 However, in the GSA, it’s all support. Most of 
the students enjoyed lollipops during the meet-
ing, a fitting sign of acceptance as the Dum 
Dums were in a rainbow of flavors.
 “There’s some magical feeling that you get 
from being here,” said another lesbian student. 
“It’s just a happy feeling I get when I come [to 
the meetings.]”
 A male student added, “I come just for the 
physical space, being with people who think 
alike, [to] feel safe, to be able to express your-
self, be who you are, even if it’s just for one hour 
per week.”
 Graves, who lives in Buffalo Grove and will 

likely head to the University of Massachusetts 
Amherst in the fall, led casual discussions on 
multiple pertinent topics for LGBT teens—start-
ing with how people learned of Stevenson’s GSA. 
(Answers included through friends, club notices, 
a family member and more.)
 One male said he heard of the GSA while in 
eighth grade, but admitted he was afraid to go 
due to the social stigma.
 The group discussed changes they’ve wit-
nessed at the suburban school of close to 4,000 
students that, during their four years, have di-
rectly impacted LGBT students.
 “It does seem to be getting increased aware-

ness, or maybe I’m just hanging with a better 
group of friends,” one student said.
 Graves started her coming-out process as a 
sophomore, initially revealing she was bisexual, 
and then ultimately saying that she is lesbian.
 Nick Holcman, a transgender student, is the 
group’s other co-president.
 Graves, standing behind a podium, led the 
thoughtful discussions about personal and re-
vealing topics. Students raised their hands to 
reply; she never singled anyone out.
 All who attended commented on at least one 
topic. No one is ever asked his or her sexual 
orientation—but, at this meeting, one said he is 
heterosexual and a proud supporter of the LGBT 
community.
 There was a debate and discussion about the 
N-word in comparison to the F-word, one that is 
derogatory to African-Americans and one that is 
offensive to the LGBT community.
 Attendees also offered tips and suggestions 
for any anti-gay comments they may hear, or 
situations that may arise.
 “The way things are here [at Stevenson], it’s 
almost worse to be homophobic than it is a bad 
thing to be gay,” said a gay male student who 
came out last year during his senior year. He is 
now a college freshman at American University.
 The group also discussed what still needs to 
be fixed on campus for a better LGBT student 
life. One issue involved unisex bathrooms for 
trans students—which club members expect to 

change next school year.
 “For the most part, I did not have any prob-
lems” after coming out last year, the college 
freshman said. “Any homophobic situation that 
ever arose [at Stevenson], the teachers would 
stop immediately.
 “For the most part, I think Stevenson is a 
pretty safe place to be out.”
 Still, some GSA members admitted that they 
lost friends when they came out.
 “Speaking from the other side,” said another 
male, “I’m straight. I’m sort of jealous of all you 
because each of you has pride, but I don’t really 
have pride in anything.”
 “Things are actually really good for us in com-
parison to what they could have been, or what 
they were years ago,” an open lesbian said.
 The group talked about coming out, and many 
shared their personal stories from winter break, 
which had taken place days ago. 
 There was the 17-year-old lesbian who told 
her uncle—and he was accepting, even offering 
dating advice.

 Graves, for instance, shared the tale of telling 
her grandparents.
 One lesbian was teary-eyed when she told a 
close, 25-year-old female cousin during a fam-
ily dinner in Chicago. The cousin replied, “It 
doesn’t matter; I still love you.”
 Another female student came out to her par-
ents, who live in their native Philippines. Both 
were accepting, she said.
 However, things weren’t as rosy for another 
Stevenson student, who admitted that her 
brother disowned her over winter break after 
hearing the news.
 Paul, the Stevenson alum who is now a college 
freshman, offered perhaps the best advice to the 
group, first admitting it might be a bit cliché, 
but certainly true: “It does get better. [Coming 
out] is worth the happiness [that comes eventu-
ally.]”
 this is part one of a two-part series on LGBt 
students at Stevenson High School. Part two 
will run in the next few issues.
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Emotions, support at 
Stevenson GSA meeting

Stevenson High School’s gay-straight alliance. Photo by Ross Forman

Justice Theis reception
Feb. 13 at Kanela
 A cocktail reception for Illinois Supreme 
Court Justice Mary Jane Theis will take place 
Mon., Feb. 13, 6-7:30 p.m., at Kanela Cafe, 
3231 N. Clark St.
 Theis has served at every level of the ju-
diciary in Illinois, including 17 years on the 
state Appellate Court. In 2010, she was ap-
pointed to fill a vacancy on the Illinois Su-
preme Court when Chief Justice Thomas R. 
Fitzgerald retired.
 Admission is $100 (individual), $500 
(friend), $1,000 (host) and $2,500 (chair).
 Members of the host committee include 
Congressman Mike Quigley, Jay Paul Deratany, 
Anthony Martinez, and Christopher Johnsen 
and Scott Clay, among others.

 To RSVP or for more information, contact 
Sharon Weber at 312-527-3667 or sweber@
kohnconsulting.com. 

DIFFA event Feb. 10
 The Design Industries Foundation Fighting 
AIDS (DIFFA)/Chicago Auxiliary Board will 
hold a fundraiser Friday, Feb. 10, at Green-
house Loft, 2545 W. Diversey Ave.
 The event will include live music by M13 
and the sounds of Toast & Jam, in addition to 
dancing, cocktails and hors d’oeuvres.
 Tickets are $65 each, with proceeds going 
towards DIFFA/Chicago’s Excellence in Care 
Grant Awards, supporting the fight against 
HIV/AIDS. Visit http://www.diffachicago.org/
events.html.

Get 10 FREE tennis or fitness lessons   
                   when you join in February.

You belong at Midtown.  

Offer ends February 29, 2012.

http://www.midtown.com/chicago
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PASSAGES
Dennis LoBue
 Dennis LoBue died Feb. 1 at the age of 70. He 
was born in Chicago Heights, Ill., Aug. 31, 1941. 
 He was a lunchtime waiter at Lino’s and Bent-
ley’s Wine Bar; co-founder of the Fairy Garden-
ers Guild; a prize-winning gardener; a onetime 
female impersonator named Dee LoBue; and all 
around charming guy.
 While sharing his garden for a Rogers Park His-
torical Society Garden walk, he and Thomas Kach 
envisioned a garden walk hosted by gays and 
lesbians. The idea grew into the Fairy Garden-
ers Guild, a group of gardeners from all areas of 
Chicagoland that meets six times a year for in-
formation exchange and to enjoy a shared meal. 
 LoBue was also a member of the Rogers Park 
Garden Group. In 2010 he won first place for the 
northern portion of the city in the mayor’s an-
nual garden competition. He was proud to pres-
ent Mayor Daley a bottle of honey from his bees 
when he received the award. 
 During his time at Lino’s he waited on then-
President and First Lady Clinton, Vice President 
Gore, U.S. Sen. Carol Moseley Braun and Gov. 

Jim Edgar. He was known to deny his customers 
menus and to tell them what they would enjoy 
for lunch. He relished in helping his customers 
enjoy a great lunch, and many patrons remained 
friends with him after his retirement.
 He always enjoyed preparing a meal and shar-
ing it with others. He and his partner of 34 
years, Darwin Corrin, hosted numerous parties in 
their home and garden. 
 When asked what he wanted people to remem-
ber about LoBue, Corrin told Windy City Times, 
“First, he was an amazingly charming man. 
He made friends with everybody he met, just 
through his sense of humor—even the nurses at 
the hospitals where he spent the last four weeks. 
He did the same thing at Lino’s.
 “The other thing is that he was a marvelous 
gardener. He had more energy than anyone I’ve 
ever known.” 
 LoBue is survived by Corrin; mother Adeline; 
brothers Russell and Mark (Nancy); sister Linda 
Zyback, who preceded him in death; nephews Da-
vid, Tom Markanich (Linda) and Tony Markanich 
(Wilma); and nieces Gina Hernandez (Tim), Tracy 
Vanderah (Kurt) and Jaclin Eiermann.
 A celebration of LoBue’s life is planned for 
Saturday, Feb. 18, at 2:30 p.m. at Unity of Chi-
cago Church, 1925 W. Thome Ave. Dinner will 
follow.

—Andrew Davis

Ward changes won’t
happen until 2015
By eRiCa deMaReSt

The Chicago Elections Board ruled Feb. 1 that 
new ward changes will not go into effect until 
2015, clarifying some of the confusion over re-
cent district revisions.
 Under the board’s ruling, Chicago’s current 
boundary lines will still apply for the upcom-
ing ward committeeman elections, set for March 
20. In addition, any special elections that take 
place before 2015 will also be subject to old 
boundary lines.
 On Jan. 19, the Chicago City Council voted 
41-8 for a new map that dramatically shifts 
many of the city’s wards, creating 17 predomi-
nantly Black districts (two fewer than currently) 
and 13 majority Latino districts (three more). 
City officials have since debated how to best to 
implement the citywide shifts.
 “It takes time,” election board spokesman Jim 
Allen told the Chicago Sun-Times. “You can’t 
just flick a button. You have to check every 
block and every street address.”
 Allen said that with 1,700 polling places and 
2,369 Chicago precincts, it would be impossible 
to restructure citywide voting efforts by March 
20.

 Still up for debate is how the city will han-
dle non-election-related issues such as zoning 
changes, liquor license moratoriums and city 
service requests.
 “It’s still really up in the air,” Max Bever, di-
rector of communications for Ald. Tom Tunney, 
told Windy City Times. “At this time, [the alder-
men] are working on clarifying and amending 
that original ordinance that was filed with the 
city clerk about when these boundaries go into 
effect.”
 Bever expects most issues to be clarified dur-
ing Chicago’s next city council meeting, slated 
for later this month, although he did say some 
items might not be nailed down until March.
 As the redistricting process continues, some 
worry that Chicagoans living in redrawn wards 
might be ignored; reigning aldermen must bal-
ance continuing to serve current wards and 
drumming up support in new electorates.
 Ald. Pat O’Connor, Mayor Rahm Emanuel’s City 
Council floor leader, told the Chicago Sun-Times 
protecting those citizens will be a priority.
 “We want to make sure portions of communi-
ties don’t get left out of consideration for in-
frastructure improvements based on incumbency 
and new wards versus old wards,” O’Connor said.

Augie & C.K.’s 
founders’
reunion in May
 Augie & Cary will hold their first-ever reunion 
May 12 at the L26 Restaurant and Lounge in the 
Chicago South Loop Hotel, 11 W. 26th St., 7 
p.m.-3 a.m.
 They started Augie & C.K.’s, a lesbian bar that 
ran during the 1970s and ‘80s. It was at 3726 N. 
Broadway, Charlie’s present location.
 All raffle proceeds will go to breast-cancer 
awareness.
 Rooms are available at a discount when you 
call 312-225-7000 and mention Augie & C.K.’s. 
For more information about lodging, call 773-
507-6378 or email martinez-victoria@sbcglob-
al.net.

WCT seeks 
nominations
for 30 Under 30
 CHICAGO—Windy City Times is seeking to 
recognize 30 more outstanding LGBT indi-
viduals (and allies) for its annual 30 Under 
30 Awards.
 Nominees should be 30 years or under as 
of June 30, 2012, and should have made 
some substantial contributions to the LGBT 
community, whether in the fields of enter-
tainment, politics, health, activism, aca-
demics, sports or other areas.
 The deadline to nominate individuals is 
Friday, April 20.
 Individuals, organizations, co-workers, 
etc. can nominate a person by e-mailing 
Andrew@WindyCityMediaGroup.com or 
faxed to Andrew Davis’ attention to 773-
871-7609. Self-nominations are welcome.
 The nomination should be 100 words 
or fewer, and should state what achieve-
ments or contributions the nominee has 
made. Nominators should include their own 
names and contact information as well as 
the contact information and the age of the 
nominee.
 Note: Following the policy instituted in 
2005, individuals can only win once. Those 
have won the award since that year are in-
eligible for this year’s awards.
 Honorees will be notified in May and rec-
ognized at a free ceremony Thursday, June 
28, at 5:30 p.m., at Center on Halsted, 
3656 N. Halsted St.

dennis’ award-winning garden on Juneway 
terrace. Photo courtesy of darwin Corrin

darwin Corrin (left)
and dennis LoBue
at their civil
union last year.
Photo courtesy
of Jim yeaman

Preferred pronoun(s) 
She, Her, Hers (when presenting as a woman) 
and He, Him, His (when presenting as a man).

Identifies as 
Bi-gender 

Neighborhood
Vernon Hills, Ill. 

Life’s work
“Retired, and living every moment making 
memories.”

Hobbies
“Model building, reading, my children and my 
grandchildren.”

When did you start questioning gender? 
“Somewhere around three or four years of age.”

What is your coming out story?  
“Fifty-eight years of repressing my feminine 
identity left me standing at the edge of the 
abyss of suicide. Running from that moment, I 
found Tri-Ess, and Chicago Gender Society, and 
life ‘re-started.’”

What is the best thing about being trans/ 
gender-variant?
“The calendar stays quite full living two lives.”

Whom do you admire most? 
 “My parents and all those who have helped me 
set and achieve goals.”

How do you explain the way you feel about 
gender to others?  
“Gender is an identity. It is how we perceive 
ourselves and how we present to the world. 
Whether that gender identity matches our birth 
sex, or not, it is who we are, who we were 
meant to be. It’s not a choice, and it cannot be 
cured. Gender and sex are not, and as we learn 
more, cannot be considered the same thing. 
Simply put, sex is a reproductive role. Gender, 
is a ‘societal role,’ and sexual orientation is 
independent of both.”

What issues outside of the queer community 
do you care about?
“The Constitution of The United States is the 
supreme law of the land and must always 
remain so if human equality is to survive. The 
book, edited, and rearranged to give ‘man’ 
power, by the emperor Constantine, that we 
refer to as the Bible, as well as any of the 
‘great books’ cannot, and must never, replace 
the Constitution as the supreme law. When that 
happens, freedom dies.”

Do you consider yourself an activist? 
“Not really, but I have gone with Equality 
Illinois on three separate  Lobby Days trips 
to Springfield to lobby for LGBT rights and 
protections.”

T in the LIFE
CoMPiLed By Kate SoSin

Lyseth Rhiannon Brandt
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Thursday, Feb. 16
7:30 p.m.

Poetry Reading
Catherine Theis

The Fraud of Good Sleep
Jessica Savitz

Hunting is Painting

Saturday, Feb. 18
7:30 p.m.

Sappho’s Salon 
Midwinter Dance Party 

and Mixer

5233 N. Clark
(773) 769-9299

wcfbooks@aol.com
www.womenandchildrenfirst.com 

Parking Available
Wheelchair Accessible 

Have your
premiums
increased 
recently?

See me:
Charles T. Rhodes,

Agent
2472 N. Clark

773.281.0890
State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company

(not in NJ)
State Farm Indemnity Company (NJ)
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

text and PHotoS By RoSS FoRMan

Age
47

Lives in
West Loop, and has a vacation home 
in Michiana Shores, Ind.

Relationship status
Dating Samuel Griffith, 24

Pets
Dog named Emma, nicknamed “The 
Baby”

Favorite TV show
Family Guy

Favorite gay bars
Sidetrack and minibar

Little-known fact I
One of his English teachers at 
Wheeling High School was Art 
Johnston, co-owner of Sidetrack.

Little-known fact II
He was the youngest elected 
official in Illinois history. Abruscato 
campaigned at age 18 for the 
Wheeling Park District Municipal 
Board, and was elected at 19; he 
served for six years.

GAY in the
LIFE

He was 10, living in suburban Wheeling, when 
Tony Abruscato grabbed a pitchfork to remove 
sod in his family’s backyard. He dug a section 
about 15 feet wide by 10 feet deep to start his 
own vegetable garden, where he grew lettuce, to-
matoes, carrots and cucumbers.
 “I still remember the taste of those [vegeta-
bles],” Abruscato said.
 He’s still toiling in the garden nowadays, but 
on a much grander scale.
 Last May, Abruscato took over the annual Chi-
cago Flower & Garden Show—and is prepping run 
the show for the first time. The event is March 
10-18 at Navy Pier.
 “I’m both excited and nervous,” for the show, 
Abruscato said. “One thing I will say is, this isn’t 
your grandmother’s garden show.”
 In other words, don’t expect to just see a bunch 
of plants sitting on tables. Instead, it will be the 
wild and unbelievable, and also plenty of do-able 
options for even the green-thumb beginner.
 The 2012 show has been tagged “Hort Cou-
ture,” a blending of flowers and fashion, and the mantra is “Inspire, Educate and Motivate.”

 With 30 full gardens on display, there is 
something for everyone, Abruscato said, 
“and everyone can realistically pick up 
something that they can do on their own, 
in their own space—be it a yard, patio, 
balcony or even on their desk.”
 The Flower & Garden Show showcases 
exotic flowers and plants, as well as com-
mon foliage. There are paving stones, 
decks, ponds and more.
 “In my new role with the show, it’s sort 
of a visualization of my life’s work, com-
bining marketing, design, logistics man-
agement, sponsorship, sales, finances and 
more,” Abruscato said.

Tony Abruscato

http://www.womenandchildrenfirst.com
http://www.joyceford.net
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By eRiCa deMaReSt

Famed American artist Keith Haring got his start in the New York City subway system in 
the early 1980s sketching chalk murals on unused advertising panels. He quickly grew in 
popularity, achieving international acclaim within a decade.
 Fans flocked to Haring’s large-scale murals, known for their simple, distinctive and 
cartoonlike illustrations. Having been diagnosed with HIV in 1988, Haring spent his later 
years focusing on creating images for AIDS and children’s programs.
 In May 1989, Haring stopped by Chicago to work with some 300 public-high-school 
students on public murals. Mayor Richard M. Daley had issued an official proclamation 
creating “Keith Haring Week” and ordered several public art projects.
 “[Haring] is respected for committing his life and work to the democratic ideals of 
social justice, equality and compassion for his fellow man,” Daley wrote.
 On his last day in the city, Haring stopped by Rush University Memorial Hospital to 
paint two wall murals, both of which are proudly displayed to this day.
 The first, located in the bustling fourth-floor atrium, features black-and-white figures 
of all shapes and sizes surrounding a red heart. The second, situated near a walkway that 
connects buildings along Harrison Street and Congress Parkway, is much brighter. Colorful 
animals, television sets and astronauts wave and smile at passersby.
 “I could earn a lot more money by only painting and selling canvases,” Haring told 
the Rush newsletter NewsRounds in June 1989, “but I really enjoy creating murals for 
children.”
 The murals stood untouched for about a decade, but Rush covered them with glass 
panels in the late 1990s to protect Haring’s images.
 “This is a main traffic area, so it was starting to get a little dingy,” said Nathalie Whea-
ton, Rush University Medical Center assistant archivist. “People would bump into it.”
 Today, visitors are invited to stop by Rush and check out Haring’s murals, which are 
predominantly displayed on the fourth floor. Haring died of AIDS-related complications 
on Feb. 16, 1990; he was 31 years old.
 to learn more about Haring, visit www.haring.com.

Haring murals live on at Rush 
University Medical Center

A special series in partnership with the 
AIDS Foundation of Chicago

Keith Haring mural in Rush University Medical Center’s fourth floor atrium. Photo by erica demarest.

above: Keith Haring paints a mural on May 21, 
1989. Photo courtesy of Rush University Medical 
Center archives

Keith Haring mural (left) and plaque (below)
on the fourth floor of Rush University Medical 
Center. Photos by erica demarest

By eRiCa deMaReSt

Since 1984, the Section of Infectious Diseases 
at Rush University Memorial Hospital has stood 
out as one of the city’s largest HIV/AIDS clinics.
While the facility remains committed to provid-
ing high-quality care for those with HIV, it has 
since evolved through partnerships with local 
hospitals and the National Institutes of Health 
(NIH) to become one of the nation’s top re-
search institutions.
 “We look at effectiveness, availability and 
what’s trending,” said Craig Johnson, commu-
nity health promoter at Rush. “The doctors and 
researchers here are really on top of what’s new 
and what’s next.”
 The HIV-focused clinic boasts a staff of more 
than 30 physicians, nurses and fellows, and 
treats about 800 clients annually. Researchers 

evaluate various antiretroviral medications, link-
ages to care, and new health developments such 
as inflammation and tuberculosis among HIV 
populations.
 Johnson said one of the hospital’s main fo-
cuses moving forward is expanding research to 
include historically underrepresented at-risk 
populations.
 “If we know that a broader number of Afri-
can-Americans, Latinos and women are getting 
infected, but that number is not getting more 
involved in research, then we’re looking at a dis-
parity in the pool,” Johnson said. “When others 
are trending down, why are these groups going 
up?”
 Rush doctors have studied whether certain 
medications work differently in men and women, 
or among Caucasians and racial minorities.
 Johnson regularly works with local organiza-
tions such as the South Side Help Center and 
the Black Treatment Advocates Network to rally 
community members into participating in trials.
 “I know there are a lot of elephants in the 
room when it comes to research, but we’ve 
got to get past that if we want to make a dif-
ference,” Johnson said. “We would not have 
six classes of antiretrovirals available to keep 
20,000 people in Chicago alive, and 1.1 million 
nationally, without that research.”
 Johnson reminds patients that clinical trials 
will not negatively affect their health. Each par-
ticipant receives antiretroviral medication, plus 
supplemental medical care.
 “The progress is going to happen no matter 
what,” Johnson said. “The question is: At what 
rate is it going to happen? Do you want people 
holding on and dragging their feet? Or do you 
want people to really push the effort forward?”
 to learn more about clinical trials, visit 
www.rush.edu.

Rush hospital 
treats, 
researches 
HIV/AIDS 

Craig Johnson, community health promoter 
at Rush University Medical Center. Photo by 
erica demarest.
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By JoHn J. aCCRoCCo 

Chicago author Biodun Abudu’s debut novel, 
Tales of My Skin is a book about one man’s jour-
ney from Africa to the United States. This book 
confronts issues of sexual orientation, HIV and 
identity of teens in two different cultures that 
have more in common than meets the eye. 
 John J. accrocco: Who do you hope to reach 
with this novel?
 Biodun Abudu: Mainly, I hope this book 
reaches the LGBT community and the parents of 
any LGBT children or anyone who has questions 
about the LGBT lifestyle. It’s a book for anyone 
who is looking for love and finding it in the 
wrong places. It’s a book of advice for people in 
these situations.  
 Ja: tell me about your life, what is your 
story?
 BA: I was born in Rhode Island, but a few 
years later I was relocated to Nigeria. My parents 
had a bad separation in the ’90s and my mom 
thought it was best to protect me by taking 
me back to Nigeria. She felt the schooling was 
better there. I returned to the United States to 
pursue my dreams of working in fashion, which 
is considered inappropriate there. In Nigeria, to 
do my drag shows and costume designing and 
even to write this book would have been impos-
sible. I found a school in Chicago where I had 
some family living and it felt like a good idea. I 
attended the International Academy of Design & 
Technology and finished with a B.A. in Fashion 
Merchandising. 
 Ja: What prompted you to write this novel?
 BA: It’s a story that I think people need to 
hear. When adults look into teens’ eyes, so of-
ten they don’t see that they have stories to tell, 
stories that would frighten them. In my country, 
being gay is against the law, but there’s this 

huge underground LGBT scene and people don’t 
even know to protect themselves, that five min-
utes of pleasure could cost them their lives. 
 Ja: What was the writing and publishing 
process like for you?
 BA: It took me about two years to actually 
finish the book: about a year and a half to write 
it and then another six months of editing and 
finding a publisher. 
 I found my publisher [Lalibra Books] on a 
Facebook ad, believe it or not. It was this new 
company in California and I emailed their editor 
and told them about myself and my novel. I’m 
actually the first author aside from the editor. 
She loved it, and from there we began the ed-
iting and discussing the contracts. Privacy was 
something we had to concern ourselves with 
since a lot of the book is based on a few people 
I know. 
 Ja: What kind of books does Lalibra usually 
publish?

 BA: Well, it’s mostly self-publishing, as I said 
I’m one of the first authors. I went with them 
because their prices were pretty reasonable and 
because they got back to me so soon. I could 
have waited around for an Indie publisher, but 
rather than waiting for them to notice me, which 
can sometimes take years, I knew that I had to 
get my message out there and start saving lives 
right away. 
 Ja: do you plan on publishing any more 
novels?
 BA: Definitely. I’m hoping to release a book 
of poems soon. My next novel I think is going 
to be about a family member dealing with drug 
addiction. 
 Ja: What specific LGBt issues is your novel 
addressing?
 BA: It talks about HIV and the online addic-
tion and how the LGBT world struggles in the 
world of dating. It also is about rape victims and 
about parents who aren’t always there for their 
kids. In Nigeria, people want to think that there 
is no LGBT scene and this book discusses it. 
 Ja: What do you mean by the LGBt world 
struggling with dating and online addiction? 
What is the correlation?
 BA: For example, if a person for certain rea-
sons can’t get a real “date”, they’ll start turning 
to websites like AdamforAdam and Grindr. It’s 
so easy for people on this site to go from guy 
to guy, place to place in just one night. This 
poses a serious danger for people on these sites 
who are really looking for love and think that 
this is the only way to find it. There are also 
people on these sites who only make profiles to 
scam people and it’s usually hard to detect until 
it’s too late. Young men also fall prey to older 
men with bad intentions who use these sites. 
The scariest thing I think about is that everyone 
lists themselves as HIV-, which in reality is just 
not true. 
 Ja: is your novel your truth or someone 
else’s?
 BA: Some of it is me. It’s mostly my friend’s 
truth. I blended some of his life with mine and 
to protect him, I don’t discuss which parts are 
him and which parts are not. 
 Ja: What are your goals as a writer?
 BA: I want to create avenues for youth to 
speak their truths. Adults want to shut us up be-
cause they don’t always like the truth, but more 
young people should speak up to save lives. 
Without the right people giving you advice, it’s 
really easy to go down the wrong paths and I’ve 
seen so many people in my life give up and stop 
pursuing their goals. 
 Ja: How have sales been so far?
 BA: Surprisingly good. I’m at about 200 sales, 
mostly through Amazon. I’m getting a lot of 
buyers in Nigeria, Zambia and even a few in Lon-
don. The book has only been out since October, 
so I’m very hopeful. I’ve done a few readings, 
one at the Center on Halsted. So far no stores 
are carrying the book but I am talking to a few 
local bookstores. 
 tales of My Skin is available on amazon.
com in a digital and paperback edition. 

Talking ‘Skin’ 
with author 
Biodun Abudu

AFC advocates for 
extension of benefit 
lottery tickets  
 In honor of National Black AIDS Awareness 
Day Feb. 7, the AIDS Foundation of Chicago 
(AFC) and a team of advocates made their voices 
heard in Springfield, urging the extension of a 
crucial program that funds HIV prevention and 
treatment. They planned a press conference at 
the State Capitol, to support a bill that would 
extend the sunset date for the Quality of Life 
Fund’s “Red Ribbon Cash” lottery ticket expiring 
Dec. 31, 2012.
 Co-sponsored by Sen. Jacqueline Collins (D-
16th) and Rep. Karen Yarbrough (D-7th), S.B. 
2971 would extend the ticket sunset date to 
Dec. 31, 2017. 
 “This epidemic is particularly hard on young 
Black men and the African-American community, 
in general,” AFC’s Director of Government Rela-
tions Ramon Gardenhire said. “We simply cannot 
allow this lottery program, which provides criti-
cal funding for HIV treatment and services, to 
expire when we know it saves lives.”
 Enacted in 2007, 100 percent of the proceeds 
from Red Ribbon Cash lottery tickets go to or-
ganizations throughout Illinois that provide 
treatment and prevention services to those pop-
ulations most affected by HIV/AIDS—such as 
youth, African-Americans and Latinos, and the 
LGBT community.
 The Quality of Life Fund is a self-generating 
revenue fund based on sales. Last year, the Red 
Ribbon Cash scratch-off game generated $1.4 
million for HIV/AIDS prevention and care. This 
year, the lottery ticket will fund 14 community-
based organizations across the state.
 Despite representing only 14% of the U.S. 
population in 2009, African Americans account-
ed for 44% of all new HIV infections in that 
year, according to the most recent statistics 
from the Centers for Disease Control and Preven-
tion.

Research focuses 
on HIV risk in Latino 
immigrants  
 The Medical College of Wisconsin has received 
a two-year, $411,000 grant from the National 
Institutes of Health’s National Institute of Men-
tal Health to research new strategies aimed at 
increasing HIV testing and counseling in new 
immigrants to the United States.
 Laura Glasman, Ph.D., assistant professor of 
psychiatry and behavioral medicine in the Medi-
cal College’s Center for AIDS Intervention Re-
search, is the primary investigator of the grant. 
Latinos are disproportionately affected by HIV, 
accounting for 20 percent of new HIV infections 
in the U.S., while representing about 16 percent 
of the population. According to the Centers for 

Disease Control, the HIV infection rate among 
Latinos in 2009 was nearly three times as high 
as that of whites. Factors accounting for the dis-
crepancy include uncertain immigration status, 
high levels of stigma, and unawareness of risk, 
particularly in new immigrants who come from 
areas of low HIV prevalence.
 Glasman will investigate peer-led strategies to 
engage recent Latino immigrant men in volun-
tary counseling and testing for HIV. The goal of 
these new strategies is to prevent further in-
creases in HIV risk, and help identify HIV-infect-
ed individuals earlier.
 The Center for AIDS Intervention Research at 
MCW is one of five HIV prevention research cen-
ters in the U.S. funded by the National Institute 
of Mental Health. 

HealthHIV surveys 
HIV and primary care 
providers 
 Rising HIV caseloads among overworked spe-
cialists and insufficient reimbursement for HIV 
services are key findings from the 2nd Annual 
HealthHIV State of HIV Primary Care survey. 
 Set against a landscape in which the federal 
government prepares to extend healthcare cov-
erage to 32 million newly insured individuals 
(including an estimated 600,000-800,000 peo-
ple living with HIV), the survey reveals a shift-
ing landscape between the readiness of the HIV 
workforce and its ability to treat the growing 
number of people living with HIV, especially in 
primary care settings.
 Among HIV treatment providers, two-thirds 
report an increase in their HIV caseloads and 
more than a third report inadequate reimburse-
ment as a barrier to expanding their practices. 
As demand for HIV care providers continues to 
increase, new HIV care providers are scarce. 
Twenty-two percent of primary care providers 
cite reimbursement as a significant barrier to 
providing HIV services.
 Other survey findings reveal that while sys-
temic obstacles keep many primary care pro-
viders from treating HIV, out of necessity some 
have taken steps to begin offering HIV care. 
Based upon their responses, HealthHIV built 
a profile of the typical “HIV Primary Care Pro-
vider.” She is female (58%), non-Hispanic 
(83%), white (68%), M.D. (58%), aged 50-59 
years old (40%), living in an urban community 
(64%). Further, she is a family practice special-
ist (46%), practicing in the South (39%), in a 
community health center (36%).
 HealthHIV is a national non-profit working 
with organizations, communities, and profes-
sionals to advance effective prevention, care, 
and support for people living with, or at risk for, 
HIV through education and training, capacity 
building, advocacy, and health services research 
and evaluation. See www.HealthHIV.org or www.
NCHCMC.org.

Biodun abudu. Photo courtesy of abudu

Cover of abudu’s 
book, tales of My 
Skin.

the Windy City times aidS @ 30 series, 
originally slated for april-december 

2011, will continue through February 
2012. turn to Windy City times each 

week for more news and features. 

See past articles online at 
www.windycitymediagroup.com/aids.php
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MOMBIAN
Children’s book
list shows
diversity across
LGBTQ spectrum
A new American Library Association (ALA) list 
of recommended LGBTQ-inclusive books for chil-
dren and young adults shows that characters 
who are transgender, bisexual, and of ambigu-
ous identity are taking their place solidly beside 
more traditional gay and lesbian ones.
 Wisconsin high school librarian Lynn Evarts, 
who chairs the ALA committee that chooses the 
annual “Rainbow Bibliography,” said she is “very 
happy” that the fifth annual version of the list, 
announced recently, is so diverse.
 The bibliography’s Top 10 books, selected for 
special recognition out of the full list of 32, in-
clude four titles with characters outside “gay” 
and “lesbian” labels. In Steve Brezenoff’s teen-
punk romance Brooklyn Burning, readers never 
know the gender of the protagonists Kid and 
Scout. In Patrick Ryan’s Gemini Bites, a girl and 
her twin brother each fall in love with a young 
man of ambiguous sexuality—and who may also 
be a vampire. Libba Bray’s Beauty Queens in-
cludes a transgender character. And Cris Beam’s 
I Am J tells the story of a transgender boy grow-
ing up in New York City, informed by Beam’s 
years of volunteering with transgender youth 
and her experience as foster mother to a trans-
gender girl. 
 Not in the top 10, but also reflecting this mix 
of sexuality and gender are Lili Wilkinson’s Pink 
and Alex Sanchez’ Boyfriends with Girlfriends, 
which have bisexual leading characters, and 
Shimura Takako’s graphic novel Wandering Son, 

which has a gender variant girl and boy as pro-
tagonists.
 Evarts said she was also “thrilled to see” Jen-
nifer Carr’s Be Who You Are, about a child born 
biologically male who knows she is really a girl. 
The book is a rare example of a book for elemen-
tary school children that has a gender variant 
protagonist.
 Carr is herself the mother of a gender variant 
child, and takes us through a fictional but real-
istic account of what she and other families with 
gender variant children have experienced, such 
as seeking support, dealing with schools, and 
retraining themselves—parents and siblings—
to use the child’s preferred name and pronouns. 
Although it is self-published, Evarts said the 
book is “quite high quality” and she hopes its 
presence on the list might get it noticed by a 
larger publisher.
 Other books on the list do have gay and les-
bian characters, including the Top 10 titles Sis-
ter Mischief, Laura Goode’s tale of an all-girl 
hip-hop crew in Minnesota; Huntress, Malinda 
Lo’s fantasy romance; Shine, Lauren Myracle’s 
wrenching tale of an anti-gay hate crime; She 
Loves You, She Loves You Not, a romance by the 
prolific Julie Ann Peters; and Putting Makeup on 
the Fat Boy, by Bil Wright, which also won the 
ALA’s Stonewall Book Award for exceptional mer-
it in LGBTQ children’s and young adult literature.
 However, books for younger children were sad-
ly lacking this year. Aside from Be Who You Are, 
the only other title for that age group (and a Top 
10 pick) is the picture book Donovan’s Big Day, 
by Lesléa Newman, author of the classic Heather 
Has Two Mommies. Unlike Heather, Donovan 
does not preach about acceptance, but simply 
and joyfully shows a boy preparing for the wed-
ding of his two moms.
 For middle readers, beyond picture books but 
not yet ready for young adult fare, there was 
“not a darn thing,” Evarts said, except possibly 
Wandering Son, which shows its protagonists at 
the end of fifth grade.
 On the other end of the age bracket, several 
books not specifically for youth made the list, 
including actor Jane Lynch’s biography Happy 
Accidents and Scott Pasfield’s photographic sur-
vey Gay in America: portraits. Evarts called Gay 

In America “one of the most fabulous books I 
have seen in years ... one of those books kids 
are going to look at and say, hey, wow, cool.”
 Other non-fiction books include It Gets Better, 
a collection of transcripts and original essays 
from the online anti-bullying project launched 
by Dan Savage and Terry Miller; Dear Bully: Sev-
enty Authors Tell Their Stories, edited by Megan 
Kelly Hall and Carrie Jones; and Queer: The Ulti-
mate Guide for Teens, by Kathy Belge and Marke 
Bieschke.
 Evarts said the Bibliography can be a valu-
able tool for librarians needing to support their 
purchases of LGBTQ-inclusive books, especially 
in schools. “They feel far more comfortable 
purchasing these books, having them on their 
shelves, giving them to their students, when 
they have an ALA-sanctioned list to back them 
up,” she explained.
 Parents or others may still ask for LGBTQ-inclu-
sive books to be removed or restricted in some 
way, Evarts said, but the Bibliography “makes it 
a little bit easier to put a book on our shelves, 
knowing there is something out there that we 
can wave in people’s faces when they get sassy 
about it.”
 Also, while the ALA recognizes a few of the 
very top LGBTQ books through its Stonewall 
Awards, the longer list provided by the Bibli-
ography can help librarians “purchase several 
different titles that serve different needs,” she 
explained.
 Finding books with LGBTQ content isn’t easy, 
however, Evarts said, because they aren’t always 
identified as such from the title or cataloguing 
information. And there were also fewer nomina-
tions this year because of a general decrease in 
publishing during the down economy.
 Evarts said she would “welcome suggestions” 
for next year’s list, because “We don’t want to 
miss anything if we can at all help it.” Send 
ideas to levarts@aol.com. (Books must have 
been published after July 2011.)
 View the full Rainbow Bibliography for this and 
previous years at rainbowlist.wordpress.com.
 dana Rudolph is the founder and publisher 
of Mombian (mombian.com), a blog and re-
source directory for LGBt parents.
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“Windy City Media Group generated 

enormous interest among their readers 
in this year’s LGBt Consumer index 
Survey. out of approximately 100 

print and online media partners who 
participated in the survey, Windy 

City was the best performing regional 
media in the U.S. only survey partners 

with a nationwide footprint were 
able to generate a greater number of 

responses.”   —david Marshall, Research 
director, Community Marketing, inc.
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LEttERS
Terminated

Dear Editor:

As a participant in MACS (Multicenter AIDS Co-
hort Study) since its beginning in 1984, I was 
shocked to learn that the Howard Brown Health 
Center terminated Kate Lindsay as the project 
coordinator. The reason? She had allegedly 
“forwarded two complimentary [participants’] 
emails to her mother.”
 I consider myself a staunch defender of the 
privacy rights of the persons who volunteer for 
medical studies such as the MACS program. On 
the other hand, if Kate had forwarded a compli-
mentary email of mine to the media, I would’ve 
gladly given her permission to do so. All of the 
participants in the MACS program, whether they 
wish to be identified as such or not, should be 
proud, as I am, of what we’ve done. Every six 
months (myself and many others for 28 years), 
we give 17 vials of our blood; submit to thor-
ough, time-consuming and exhaustive physical 
and psychological examinations; and answer 
highly specific questions as to our sexual and 
drug-and-alcohol-taking activities.
 Participating in the MACS study says nothing 
about the HIV status of the persons who do so. 
As I understand it, from discussions with the 
designers of the study (who are heroes to me), 
HIV-negative participants are required as “con-

trols,” in scientific terminology. Without them, 
the study would be useless. Even so, there is ab-
solutely no more reason for HIV-positive persons 
to be ashamed of that aspect of their lives than 
there is for human beings to feel loss or disap-
proval because they are gay, lesbian, bisexual, 
transgender and/or queer.
 The MACS study has answered many vital ques-
tions as to HIV and AIDS and led the way in 
reducing HIV infection from a “death sentence” 
to a serious but still-too-often fatal disease. 
Participation in it is the only worthwhile thing 
I’ve done in my life, but at least I’ve done that.
 I know Kate’s firing—together with the re-
cent death of her beloved predecessor, Marilyn 
Urso—has left other MACS participants in the 
same condition I’m in: with unstoppable tears 
in our eyes.

 I don’t wish to blame Jamal Edwards or any 
other persons at Howard Brown for what they’ve 
done. I’ve yet to connect with an employee 
at Howard Brown, including Mr. Edwards, who 
wasn’t kind, caring and compassionate. I don’t 
know what constraints Howard Brown faces un-
der current privacy rules and regulations. I fer-
vently wish, however, that Kate’s alleged viola-
tions of the privacy guidelines (two emails to 
her mother!) had resulted in a reprimand and 
not her termination.
 I don’t know how to contact Kate personally, 
but I hope she knows that her termination has 
left my comrades and me devastated, and we 
will always love her.

Ron Fritsch
Chicago
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By viCKi CRain

Making a pointe
 the Joffrey Ballet brings the heat with 10 
performances at The Auditorium Theatre of 
Roosevelt University, 50 E. Congress Pkwy. This 
triple bill showcases three of the hottest con-
temporary ballet choreographers. Winter Fire 
performances are Wed.-Sunday, Feb. 15-26—
with evening shows at 7:30 p.m. and weekend 
matinees at 2 p.m. Tickets are $25-$149; call 
800-982-2787 or visit www.joffrey.org.
 Internationally acclaimed Grigorovich Bal-
let comes all the way from Russia to dance the 
three-act ballet Spartacus (Friday, Feb. 24), as 
well as a Legends of Russian Ballet (Saturday, 
Feb. 25) program at the Arie Crown Theater, 
2301 S. Lake Shore Dr. Performances start at 8 
p.m. Tickets are $20-$250; call 800-745-3000 or 
visit www.ticketmaster.com. 
 
Girl power
 The Dance Center at Columbia College presents 
multiple show of works by female choreogra-
phers. San Francisco-based Margaret Jenkins 
dance Company delves into a multimedia work 
inspired by light cycles in Light Moves Thursday-
Sunday, Feb. 9-12, at 8 p.m. Molly Shanahan/
Mad Shak continues to expand her three-year 
choreographic experiment with the new work, 
The Delicate Hour Thursday-Saturday, Feb 23-
25, at 8 p.m. A triple bill explores dance and 
theatricality featuring The Space/Movement 
Project, Rachel Damon/Synapse Arts and Erica 
Mott Thursday, March 8-10, at 8 p.m. Tickets are 
$26-$30; call 312-369-8330 or visit www.colum.
edu/dancecenter.
 Dance Center alum, Atalee Judy’s Bonedanse 
presents the ‘50s and ‘80s psychological mash-
up This is a DAMAGE MANUAL at Theater Wit, 
1229 W. Belmont Ave. Thursday-Saturday, Feb. 

9-11, at 8 p.m. and Sunday, Feb. 12, at 3 p.m. 
Tickets are $15-$24; call 773-975-8150 or visit 
www.bonedanse.com.
 Collaborators Lauren Warnecke and enid 
Smith pair again for a split bill Refill, revisiting 
works (Grind and Pier) they debuted in a com-
bined show last August. The upcoming shows 
are Friday-Saturday, Feb. 10-11, at 8 p.m. and 
Sunday, Feb. 12, at 7 p.m. at the Drucker Center, 
1535 N. Dayton St. Tickets are $12; call 312-
664-4631 x105 or visit www.menomoneeclub.
org.
 
Love is in the air
 Treat your sweetie to some dance for Valen-
tine’s Day. River north dance Chicago takes the 
stage at the Harris Theater for Music and Dance 
at Millennium Park at 205 E. Randolph St., with 
two world premieres along with four audience 
favorites. Love is… runs Friday-Saturday, Feb. 
10-11, at 3 p.m. and Sunday, Feb. 12, at 3 p.m. 
Tickets are $30-$75; call 312-334-7777 or visit 
www.rivernorthchicago.com.
 For another Valentine’s Day option, head north 
to The Athenaeum Theatre in Lakeview (2936 N. 
Southport Ave.) for dance Chicago’s Dances 
from the Heart. For this one-night-only show, 15 
companies share the stage, including ballroom 
stars Tommye Giacchino and Gregory Day. The 
show will take place Tuesday, Feb. 14, at 7:30 
p.m. Tickets are $17-$30; call 773-935-6860 or 
visit www.dancechicago.com. 
 Also at the Anthenaeum, the annual favorite 
duets for My valentine shows a slew of sizzling 
duets from across the dance spectrum. It’s co-
presented by Chicago Dance Crash and Bread & 
Roses Productions Saturday, Feb. 11, at 8 p.m. 
Tickets are $20; call 773-935-6860 or visit www.
duetsformyvalentinechicago.com. 
 Keep the fire burning with Giordano Jazz 
dance Chicago’s Passion & Fire mixed program 

featuring a world premiere by Autumn Eckman, 
also at the Harris Theater, 205 E. Randolph St. 
Mar. 9-10. Tickets are $15-$60; call 312-334-
7777 or visit www.giordanodance.org.
 
Happy anniversary!
 Two companies are hitting milestones on the 
dance scene. Modern ensemble Same Planet 
different World turns 15 and presents a mixed 
bill including two world premieres (one by direc-
tor Joanna Rosenthal) at The Biograph Theater, 
2433 N. Lincoln Ave., Thursday-Saturday, March 
8-10, at 8 p.m. Tickets are $24; call 773-871-
3000 or visit www.spdwdance.org.
 thodos dance Chicago celebrates its 20th an-
niversary with two performances at the Harris 
Theater for Music and Dance, 205 E. Randolph 
St. The Winter Concert features last season’s hit 
story ballet The White City: Chicago’s Colum-
bian Exposition of 1893 along with past works. 
It runs Friday-Saturday, March 2-3. Tickets are 
$25-$60; call 312-334-7777 or visit www.tho-
dosdancechicago.org. 
 If you’re up for a road trip, thodos dance Chi-
cago is also performing a shared program with 
Luna negra dance theater in Skokie. Besides 
multiple pieces from each company’s repertories, 
the directors switch sides to set a work on the 
other company’s dancers. Feb 11 at 8 p.m. and 
Feb. 12 at 3 p.m. at the North Shore Center for 
the Performing Arts, 9501 Skokie Blvd., Skokie. 
Tickets are $36-$46; call 847-673-6300 or visit 
www.northshorecenter.org. 
 
Creative collaborations
 Celebrate Mardi Gras early with some New Or-
leans jazz music and contemporary dance. the 
trey Mcintyre Project comes to town for one 
night, performing with the Preservation Hall 
Jazz Band at Symphony Center, 220 S. Michigan 
Ave. Friday, Feb. 17, at 8 p.m. Tickets are $22-
$73; call 312-294-3000 or visit www.cso.org.
 Artistic collaborations are nothing new to lo-
cal troupe Hubbard Street dance Chicago. At 
the Echo Effect Event, watch these world-class 
dancers amid the artwork in Griffin court of the 

Modern Wing at the Art Institute of Chicago, 111 
S. Michigan Ave. The free event runs Thursday, 
Feb. 9, at 6 p.m. 
 
on the screen
 Documentaries on dance are all the rage. Chi-
cagoan Bob Hercules directs a much-anticipated 
film on the history of the Joffrey Ballet. Joffrey 
Mavericks of dance traces the small company’s 
beginnings all the way to its current home in 
Chicago. The premiere is at the Gene Siskel Film 
Center on Saturday, Feb. 18, and Wed., Feb. 22, 
at 8 p.m. Tickets are $11. For more information 
visit www.joffreymovie.com or www.siskelfilm-
center.org.
 If you haven’t already seen it, Pina—a 3-D 
film on German choreographer Pina Bausch—
is a must. It’s playing through Wed., Feb. 29. 
Visit AMC River East 21, 322 E. Illinois St;, 
AMC Northbrook Court 14, 1525 Lake Cook Rd., 
Northbrook; and Century 12 Evanston, 1715 Ma-
ple Ave., Evanston. 
 Emmy-Award winner Chris Olsen follows the 
making of Thodos Dance Chicago’s 2011 dance 
hit the White City. Olsen’s projections provided 
background for the dance and his half-hour doc-
umentary on the creative process—Beneath the 
White City Lights: The Making of an American 
Story Ballet—premieres on WTTW-11 Thursday, 
Feb. 23, at 10:30 p.m. 
 vicki Crain also writes a Chicago-based 
dance blog at www.rogueballerina.com. Send 
dance-related news to vic@vickiCrain.com 
and andrew@WindyCityMediaGroup.com.
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Giordano Jazz dance Chicago (above) is one of many local troupes with shows this month. See below. 
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THEATER REVIEW

Bachelorette
Playwright: Leslye Headland
at: Profiles theatre, 4147 n. Broadway
Phone: 773-549-1815 or 
www.profilestheatre.org; $35-$40
Runs through: March 11 

By MaRy SHen BaRnidGe
 
The posh hotel suite is decorated in gold and 
white. A wall placard indicates its preparation 
for a wedding, as do the gifts wrapped in simi-
larly delicate colors and the bottles of cham-
pagne chilling in the offstage bathtub. In the 
room are three angry women—Gena (snorting 
cocaine), Katie (snorting coke and guzzling 
wine) and Regan (snorting, guzzling and gob-
bling pills). None of them are the bride—in fact, 
they all hate the bride. This is why maid of honor 
Regan has invited the train-wreck duo of Gena 
and Katie to crash the nuptial-eve festivities.
 Well, of course she has! Just as alumni in 
school-reunion plays are required to have di-
verted dramatically from previous expectations, 
so do literary conventions of marriage-ceremony 
backstage comedies dictate that the damsels 
in attendance be obsessed with the pursuit of 
high-status husbands and be uniformly envi-
ous of their peer’s success. In Leslye Headland’s 
contribution to the genre, these emotions are 
expressed in the expected cat-chat, as well as 
the physical destruction currently in vogue for 

modern mean chicks. Her trio of saboteurs fall 
down, throw up and pass out. They trash the fur-
niture. They rip the wedding dress. Regan invites 
a bad boy and nerd boy in for some fun. Then 
the target of their wrath arrives and she’s angry, 
too.
 Not content with sitcom hijinks, the actresses 
assembled by Profiles director Darrell W. Cox at-
tack their gynecentric archetypes with a ferocity 
that makes you scour the playbill credits for a 
referee. Playing the volatile Katie, Linda Augusta 
Orr conveys the self-loathing of a former prom 
queen chafing under post-grad disappointment. 
Hillary Marren likewise lends the statuesque Re-
gan a vulnerability belying her hard-boiled ve-
neer, while Amanda Powell’s Gena emerges the 
most fully recovered from her obligatory trauma-
crippled past, and, therefore, the most capable 
in an emergency. Adam Soule and Erik Burgher, 
as the (respectively) wily Jeff and nurturing Joe, 
delve their characters for subtextual continuity. 
Finally, Rakisha Pollard rejects cheap sight gags 
to forge a schadenfreude-free portrayal of the 
plus-sized woman of the moment.
 Headland claims to have written a morality 
play aimed at young people on the brink of 
adulthood (in our society, that means approach-
ing thirty). Beneath the screwball mayhem, 
however, there also lies a timely lesson in the 
true meaning of friendship, and the price of the 
sisterhood that must, inevitably, triumph—in 
fiction, anyway.   
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Death and
Harry Houdini
Playwright: nathan allen
at: the House theatre of Chicago 
at Chopin theatre, 1543 W. division St.
tickets: 773-769-3832; 
www.thehousetheatre.com; $25
Runs through: March 11

By JonatHan aBaRBaneL
 
A rabbi’s son born in Hungary in 1874, Erik 
Weisz grew up in Appleton, Wis., (hard to be-
lieve) and New York City, and was a champion 
cross-country runner before turning to magic. 
By his death in 1926, he was a showbiz super-
star and an immortal of popular culture as Harry 
Houdini. Today, 85 years after his death, the 
name “Houdini” remains synonymous with magic 
and seemingly impossible escapes.
 Many details—such as the place of his birth, 
where he grew up and his Jewish heritage—are 
missing or barely present in Death and Harry 
Houdini, but that doesn’t stop it from being 
gangbusters entertainment presented with all 
the bells and whistles that the House Theatre 
famously musters. Written and directed as a 
vaudeville show by company artistic director 
Nathan Allen, Death and Harry Houdini incor-
porates live music, dance and caricature. It was 
The House’s first show in Chicago, and this en-
larged revival honors the troupe’s 10th anniver-
sary.
 At the center then and now is founding 
company member Dennis Watkins, a master of 
sleight-of-hand magic as well as of the daring 
escapes pioneered by Houdini and his magician 
brother, Theo (a behind-the-scenes figure in this 
show, although he had a long and successful 
performing career). Watkins flawlessly performs 
various escapes from straitjackets, boxes, locks 
and chains as well as Houdini’s “death-defying” 
upside-down water-torture cell escape. He also 
walks on broken glass. 
 Looking and feeling like a Lookingglass The-

atre circus show, Death and Harry Houdini has 
charisma and color, a class act that nonethe-
less retains appropriate carnival vulgarity in 
substantial part thanks to the design team of 
Collette Pollard and Sally Weiss (scenic), Lee 
Keenan and Amy Prindle (costumes) and Ben 
Wilhelm (lighting).
 The magic is under Watkins’ personal supervi-
sion, as it must be. He makes it clear, as Houdini 
did, that some daring stunts (walking on glass, 
straitjacket escape) are matters of physical dis-
cipline involving no special tricks or secrets. 
However, the curtain of “magic” is drawn on 
what are called big-box illusions such as the cell 
escape, which retain their thrill and danger.
 Dazzle notwithstanding, this isn’t as profound 
a piece as The House has developed since. 
Houdini’s fascination with conquering mortal-
ity through death-defying feats is a constant 
theme in the show, yet his deep interest in the 
afterlife and his repeated debunking of phony 
spiritualists is not handled. Houdini and his wife 
famously had a pact that he would contact her 
from the beyond, if such communication was 
possible. She held séances on his death date for 
10 years before giving up. This absence makes 
the show’s portrait of Houdini somewhat super-
ficial, but doesn’t diminish the pleasures and 
dynamism of this grand vaudeville.

 Quest Theatre Ensemble is known for attaching the term “The People’s” onto all the titles of its 
shows since they almost always come without an admission charge. So don’t be confused with 
Quest’s production of the People’s Barnum, since it’s really the acclaimed 1980 Broadway musi-
cal simply known as Barnum. Find out about the life of the famous circus showman as imagined 
by playwright Mark Bramble and the peppy score of Cy Coleman (Sweet Charity, City of Angels) 
and lyricist Michael Stewart (I Love My Wife). Barnum plays through March 18 at the Blue The-
atre, 1609 W. Gregory St. Performances are at 8 p.m. Fridays and Saturdays with 2 p.m. Sunday 
matinees. There is no admission charge, though donations are appreciated; call 312-458-0895 or 
visit www.questensemble.org. Photo by Julie Taylor

SPOTLIGHT

Are You There, 
Judy? It’s Me, 
Cancer
Playwright: Judy Fabjance
at: GayCo Productions at 
donny’s Skybox, 1608 n. Wells St.
Phone: 312-337-3992; $13
Website: www.gayCo.com
Runs through: Feb. 24

By SCott C. MoRGan

Performing a comic solo show can be daunting 
for any performer—and if the subject matter 
is about surviving breast cancer, then good 
luck wringing out laughs from audiences who 
might be reluctant to even see the show in 
the first place.
 However, Judy Fabjance of GayCo Produc-
tions fearlessly delves into her own personal 
experience with breast cancer in the com-
pany’s first one-woman show, Are You There 
Judy? It’s Me Cancer, at Donny’s Skybox The-
atre. Fabjance does provide a lot of laughs 
in addition to personally poignant moments 
about her four-year breast-cancer odyssey 
involving diagnosis, mastectomy, chemo-
therapy, reconstructive surgery and a painful 
recovery (all without steady health insurance, 
too).
 That Fabjance could find so much creative 
and entertaining humor from her life-threat-
ening ordeal is certainly impressive. Yet, there 
are times when you feel she’s taking on too 
much.
 Fabjance’s show isn’t just an affair where 
she stands and gabs into a microphone for 
an hour. Are You There Judy? … is essentially 

a full GayCo sketch-comedy revue. However, 
instead of a company of many performers, it’s 
all executed by Fabjance (with occasional as-
sistance from musical director Amanda Mur-
phy at the piano and the uncredited tech crew 
who were occasionally shaky with the sound 
cues on opening night).
 Unfortunately, Fabjance’s show is front-
loaded with material that is only so-so. Fab-
jance’s opening interpretive dance about a 
woman confronted with cancer isn’t as pol-
ished as it should be, while her cheerleader 
routine about reconstructive breast-surgery 
options just about fell flat.
 Luckily Fabjance gets into her comic groove 
with great comic-video vignettes featuring 
other GayCo company members, silly songs 
(including one about her complicated rela-
tionship with broccoli) and even an interac-
tive cancer game show where an audience 
member has to guess if a woman is a lesbian, 
or a just straight woman with short hair.
 Opening just days after news broke about 
the Susan G. Komen Foundation’s plans to 
phase out breast cancer screening grants to 
Planned Parenthood (whose plans were re-
versed thanks to a massive backlash), Fab-
jance’s show doesn’t wade into any of this 
recent controversy. While some people might 
be disappointed by this omission since GayCo 
isn’t afraid of tackling controversy, it’s prob-
ably a better choice on Fabjance’s part.
 Are You There Judy? ... keeps the audience’s 
focus squarely on Fabjance’s own personal 
struggles with breast cancer. That Fabjance 
was able to buoy her own spirits with so much 
laughter and productivity (just look at this 
frequently funny show), be grateful that she’s 
willing to share so much about herself in or-
der to educate and entertain.

Bachelorette. Photo by Shawn Cagle
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DOUBLE REVIEW

Disgraced
Playwright: ayad akhtar
at: american theater Company, 
1909 W. Byron St.
Phone: 773-409-4125; $35-$40
Web: www.atcweb.org
Runs through Feb. 26

Hesperia
Playwright: Randall Colburn
at: Writers’ theatre, 325 tudor Ct., Glencoe
Phone: 847-242-6000; $45-$65
Web: www.writerstheatre.org
Runs through March 18

By SCott C. MoRGan
 
People struggling with faith, religion and the 
messiness of life populate the two current Chi-
cago-area dramas of Ayak Akhtar’s Disgraced at 
American Theater Company and Randall Colburn’s 
Hesperia at Writers’ Theatre. While both offer 
high-impact dramatics based around religious 
issues and customs, the emotional explosiveness 
of one turns out to be more satisfying than the 
personal conflicts explored in the other.
 Disgraced focuses on the rising New York 
Muslim-American corporate lawyer Amir Kapoor 
(Usman Ally) and how his goal of achieving 
American Dream-style success gets spectacularly 
derailed practically overnight. Amir has largely 
turned his back on his faith to get ahead in the 
United States, but is later torn asunder when a 
series of professional and personal biases and 
betrayals come to a heated boil. 
 Akhtar’s very topical world premiere is defi-
nitely designed to push buttons and to simul-
taneously prod audiences intellectually and 
emotionally to consider their own cultural and 
religious views in post-9/11 America. While 
some of Akhtar’s character choices and plotting 
might be a tad too neatly designed for conflict 
(particularly with the revelation of infidelity), 
Disgraced certainly allows for great acting mo-
ments from director Kimberly Senior’s amazing 
cast. In addition to Ally’s powerhouse perfor-
mance, great work is delivered all around from 
Lee Stark as Amir’s wife, Emily, Alana Arenas as 
Amir’s lawyer colleague, Jory, Benim Foster as 
her husband, Isaac, and Behzad Dabu as Amir’s 
nephew, Abe (later Hussein).
 In Hesperia, Randall Colburn tackles the inter-
section of born-again Christianity with human 
sexuality. And with its main characters of two 
former lovers who used to work in Los Ange-
les’ porn industry returning to their small-town 
America roots, there’s potential for explosive 
conflict.
 However, instead of embracing those high-dra-
ma stakes about a religious community shocked 
by a sexual scandal, Colburn instead makes Hes-
peria into a more personal play about “sinners” 

trying to return to lives of goodness and purity 
and of upstanding Christians trying to cope with 
their natural sexual urges. It’s a valid choice on 
Colburn’s part, but it also makes Hesperia feel 
like a missed dramatic opportunity (especially 
in American entertainment, where sex is often 
viewed as more damaging than violence).
 Nonetheless, director Stuart Carden gets 
well-rounded performances from the cast and 
prevents the upstanding Christian community 
members from becoming do-gooder caricatures 
(particularly skillful performances in this respect 
come from Erik Hellman as the pun-filled youth 
pastor, Trick, Tyler Ross as the newly baptized 
teenager, Aaron, and Rebecca Butler as Trick’s 
lonely cousin, Daisy).
 As the former lovers of Ian and Claudia, Na-
than Hosner and Kelly O’Sullivan respectively 
gave fine and intense performances. These two 
often fill in the gaps of character motivation 
that Colburn doesn’t always provide for these 
damaged, but ultimately striving people trying 
to remake their lives.
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 Black Pearl Sings, Northlight Theatre, 
through Feb. 19. The amazing musical 
leading ladies of E. Faye Butler and Susie 
McMonagle make this two-hander by Frank 
Higgins about a Depression-era ethnomu-
sicologist and an imprisoned woman very 
worthwhile. SCM
 the Caretaker, Writers’ Theatre, through 
March 25. You simply won’t find a better 
staging of Harold Pinter’s quintessential 
1960 Comedy of Menace, set in a tough 
London ‘hood where an old bum nearly 
comes between two vastly dissimilar broth-
ers. Beautiful acting and direction. JA
  don’t act Like a Girl, Annoyance Theatre, 
through Feb. 12. Wes Perry’s one-man and a 
band memoir of growing up gay and heav-
ily medicated on prescription drugs is an 
eminently enjoyable journey of great comic 
timing and reflection. SCM
  Mr. Rickey Calls a Meeting, Lookingglass 
Theatre at the Water Works, through Feb. 
19. A dream-team squad of masculine brain 
and muscle deliver the kind of ensemble 
performance that made Chicago famous in 
Ed Schmidt’s speculative drama of the land-
mark moment in American history that al-
most didn’t happen. MSB

—By Abarbanel, Barnidge
and Morgan

THEATER REVIEW

Time Stands Still
Playwright: donald Margulies
at: Steppenwolf theatre, 
1650 n. Halsted St.
Phone: 312-335-1650 or 
www.steppenwolf.org; $20-78
Runs through: May 13

By MaRy SHen BaRnidGe
 
Human beings are born seeing, but don’t 
learn to talk for several years. This is why “a 
picture is worth a thousand words”—and the 
more the picture approximates what we be-
lieve to be the actual experience, the easier it 
is to forget the flawed human being reproduc-
ing that “reality” experience for our viewing. 
Cameras don’t lie, right? Is it any wonder that 
the camera operators, themselves, begin to 
forget, too?
 James Dodd and Sarah Goodwin were war 
correspondents—he, a writer; she, a photog-
rapher—in the Middle East when they met. 
Eight years later, James succumbs to stress-
related disorders and returns stateside for 
some R&R. Soon after, Sarah is medivacked 
back with several broken limbs and a faceful 
of shrapnel, following a close encounter with 
a roadside bomb, only to find her consort a 
changed man, his appetite for blood-soaked 
violence now sated by Hollywood slasher-
flicks being research for a forthcoming pop-
cult book, and his future now focused on a 
gooey domesticity like that of his complacent 
editor and the latter’s young and fecund wife. 
Oh, and he expects Sarah to share his newly 
adopted lifestyle.
 The ensuing discussion covers the usual 
topics—the role of the tragic messenger, the 
temptation for those messengers to inject 
speculative opinions into their accounts, and 

whether they do what they do for humanity 
or for the thrills. Austin Pendleton’s contem-
plative direction takes the agenda further, 
however, encompassing existential questions 
regarding each individual’s choice of his or 
her life’s mission: Is Mandy’s protectiveness 
toward her own baby more, or less, noble 
than Sarah’s worldwide crusade on behalf of 
motherless children in foreign lands? Is it 
healthier to shroud oneself in placid comfort, 
or to bravely confront ugly chaos? Is a man 
diminished by his embrace of the nesting in-
stinct, or a woman by her rejecting it? 
 Sarah’s arguments for her devotion to duty 
are somewhat undermined by her speaking 
through a fog of painkillers for a large por-
tion of the play, emphasizing Sally Murphy’s 
spunky-little-girl mannerisms, but Margulies’ 
dialectic loses none of its intelligence for 
being rendered with the careful attention to 
personal reflection characteristic of Pendle-
ton’s Chekhovian approach to his projects. 
With the current plethora of dramas relying 
on battlefront reports for their inspiration, an 
exploration of how those reports are obtained 
should provide intriguing conversation for au-
diences for whom war is a spectator sport.

disgraced. Photo by Michael Brosilow

time Stands Still. Photo by Michael 
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By JeRRy nUnn

Lorna Luft has carved her own legendary ca-
reer as an actress and singer. A star was born 
to Judy Garland and Sid Luft—also making her 
the half-sister of fellow performer Liza Minnelli. 
She showed early talents at the age of 11 years 
old by singing “Santa Claus is Coming to Town” 
on The Judy Garland Show on TV. She continued 
making appearances on the small screen that 
eventually led to Broadway in such hits as Guys 
and Dolls as well as Gypsy. 
 She recorded her debut CD, Lorna Luft: Songs 
My Mother Taught Me, as a tribute to her moth-
er’s songbook. Her AIDS charity work has been 
prolific over the years, giving back to the com-
munity that has supported her family tree. 
 Luft tackled the movie Grease 2 as Paulette 
Rebchuck, then followed it with a book about 
her family called Me and My Shadows: A Family 
Memoir that became an Emmy winning minise-
ries on TV.
 Before Luft makes her way to Aurora, Ill., for 
a Sunday, Feb. 12 performance, she talked about 
her life and family.
 Windy City times: Hi, Lorna. i have been 
studying up on your career and was amazed 
to find out you have been performing at least 
since age 11. is that correct?
 Lorna Luft: That’s about right.
 WCt: Was your mom a stage mom and trying 
to push you to be in the biz?
 LL: No, it was sort of that white elephant in 
the room. She let us make our own decisions, 
but she didn’t encourage or discourage. She 
just didn’t talk about it. She thought maybe we 
would make up our own minds. When we decided 
to do it she backed us a hundred percent. 
 WCt: What is it like to look back on the old 
shows?
 LL: It’s great. Some people only have a still 
photograph. I have television shows, recordings, 
all sorts of things, so I feel that I am very, very 
lucky. 
 WCt: you just performed in irving Berlin’s 
White Christmas this past holiday so you are 
still performing those Christmas songs.
 LL: I finished White Christmas about four 
weeks ago. I love doing that show and have 
done it for the last five years. I am always very 
grateful when they call me to do White Christ-
mas. It is one of my favorite shows. What I think 
I enjoy most is all the cast become sort of a 
family. We all keep in touch with one another 
even from the first year. It was a wonderful ex-
perience at a fantastic theatre, the Paper Mill 
Playhouse. There was nothing but joy for Octo-
ber, November, or December.
 WCt: it must be your favorite time of year.
 LL: It is my favorite time of year in the fact 
that I am employed. It is not my personal favor-
ite time of year.
 WCt: What is?
 LL: Spring. There is something about after go-
ing through a miserably cold winter about see-
ing daffodils and crocus breaking through with 
life. I love spring.

 WCt: you have done tons of Broadway 
shows. do you have a favorite moment from 
any of them?
 LL: No; all the ones that I have done hold a 
special place for me. I’m old enough that shows 
I have done in the original cast are now seeing 
revivals. That is interesting because Promises, 
Promises was one of my first shows. I went to 
see my girlfriend, Kristen Chenoweth, and Sean 
Hayes and I thought, “My God! I am looking at 
revivals now of shows that weren’t that long 
ago.” I think if you have the opportunity to 
do eight shows a week just treasure it because 
there are so many people that would love to be 
in your shoes. 
 WCt: Speaking of shoes, you did the Wizard 
of oz.
 LL: I did in the UK. They made me an offer I 
couldn’t refuse to play the Wicked Witch. I have 
to say I found a new respect for all of the girls 
that have been in Wicked and have to wear that 
green makeup eight shows a week. I found it to 
be the worst. 
 WCt: you performed at Carnegie Hall with 
Rufus Wainwright to your mother’s song “af-
ter you’ve Gone.”
 LL: He’s a charming lovely guy, that Rufus. I 
have nothing but nice things to say about him. 
He’s delightful.
 WCt: i loved the Judy davis movie that you 
worked on from your book, Me and My Shad-
ows. 
 LL: Thank you. 
 WCt: Her depiction was amazing.
 LL: I think she did an extraordinary job on 
that movie. All of us were on the same page 
from Tammy Blanchard to Judy Davis and the 
fantastic director Robert Allan Ackerman. Funny 
enough, last night I had dinner with the writer 
of the series. We all realize what a special and 
unique miniseries that was. 
 WCt: do you still talk to Liza often?
 LL: I talked to her yesterday.
 WCt: For your show in aurora will you be 
singing “Chicago” for us?
 LL: Absolutely. It is one of my favorite ar-
rangements. I adore Chicago. I have a special 
place for that city. It is the Midwest but it has 
the same excitement of New York. I think it 
might be colder than Palm Springs there.
 WCt: Just a bit!
 LL: Should I wear a coat or scarf?
 WCt: Maybe. [Laughs]
 LL: You have had it pretty mild there so I 
won’t see penguins or polar bears in the audi-
ence, I hope. 
 WCt: do you tell stories between songs in 
your act?
 LL: Yes. This whole show is very scripted. I 
think it is very important to tell a story to match 
what you are about to sing. This show is written 
by two talented people named Ken and Mitzie 
Welch, who wrote all of the Carol Burnett and 
Barry Manilow shows. He introduced me to them. 
They wrote Songs My Mother Taught Me. It is like 
a theatre piece where it has a beginning, middle 
and end. 
 WCt: it has some hi-tech aspects to it, i 
heard. 
 LL: It is all multimedia. It is what makes Song 
so special and that is why we have been doing 
it for 11 years now. It is in fact like coming into 
my living room. These are parts in my life that 
I grew up in that I share with the audience. It 
is interesting because I know what is coming 
next but most of the audience doesn’t. To watch 
them laugh, cry and go through a roller-coaster 
of emotion is terrific. 
 WCt: you have a duet with your mother on 
the album.
 LL: We have a long duet. There is a whole 
mother daughter medley. The technology that 

we were able to do that with is great. We are 
putting two orchestras together because we 
couldn’t take hers off the tracks we are using. 
My husband who is my musical director had to 
match her orchestra seamlessly. We can now 
achieve things that were impossible thirty or 
forty years ago. 
 WCt: i asked Lucille Ball’s daughter this 
same question: do you know how Judy felt 
about her gay following?
 LL: You have to remember something: Back in 
the 1960s there was no gay following. It was 
different. The whole gay community was incred-
ibly closeted. It is not what it is today. The gay 
community has made huge strides forward and 
they still have a long way to go. 
 I have always been incredibly grateful to the 
gay community for keeping her image, name and 
likeness in the forefront. I have been at so many 
rallies and marches because to me it is what we 
strive for to be in the human race and be kind 
to each other, understanding, and tolerant. If 
people have to demonstrate to get that kind of 
respect then I am there with them. 
 WCt: Well, our community appreciates that. 
 LL: That was the way I was raised. We were 
raised colorblind to any kind of different. I think 
show business has been more understanding of 
people who are different. When you think about 
what we do it’s pretty nuts. 
 WCt: you have legions of fans for Grease 2.
 LL: [Laughs] You know a lot of people love 
that movie. I met up with Pat Birch when I was 
in New York for Broadway Cares Equity Fights 
AIDS. I saw the entire cast of Grease on that 
stage because it was a huge anniversary for the 
show. Pat worked on the Broadway show, the 
first movie and directed part two. I am grateful 
that people enjoyed our little movie. We didn’t 
go out to make Shakespeare we were just having 
a really good time!
 

 Lorna Luft celebrates her mother with a 
swinging seven-piece band at the Paramount 
theatre, 23 e. Galena Blvd., Sunday, Feb. 12, 
at 4 p.m. visit www.paramountaurora.com or 
call 630-896-6666 for ticket details. 
 For lots more on Lorna, visit www.lornaluft.
com.

Lorna Luft. PR photo
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Lorna Luft: 
Her shows and mother Judy Garland

‘Laramie Project’ 
opens at Redtwist 
March 4
 The Chicago premiere production of The 
Laramie Project: Ten Years Later—directed 
by Jeff Award winner Greg Kolack—will open 
at Redtwist Theatre, 1044 W. Bryn Mawr Ave., 
will run March 4-April 7, at 3 p.m.
 Tickets are $25-$30.
 There will also be staged readings of the 
original project, The Laramie Project, begin-
ning Friday, Feb. 17, at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are 
$15.
 In addition, there will be a benefit per-
formance of The Laramie Project: Ten Years 
Later on Saturday, March 10, at 6:30 p.m. 
Judy Shepard, the mother of the late Matthew 
Shepard—on whom the original project is 
based—will introduce the performance. Tick-
ets are $100 each.
 See www.redtwist.org or call 773-728-7529.

‘Color Purple’ at
GSU Feb. 8
 The Governors State University Center for 
Performing Arts, 1 University Pkwy., Univer-
sity Park, will host a production of the Broad-
way musical The Color Purple for one night 
only Wed., Feb. 8, at 8 p.m.
 Gary Griffin directs the production, which 
features a libretto by Pulitzer Prize-winner 
Marsha Norman; music and lyrics by Grammy-
winning composers/lyricists Brenda Russell, 
Allee Willis and Stephen Bray; and choreog-
raphy by Donald Byrd.

 Tickets are $15-$65, and student tickets are 
$28. Tickets are available by calling 708-235-
2222 or visiting www.centertickets.net.

About Face’s Wonka
Ball has prom theme
 About Face Theatre’s annual Wonka Ball will 
have a school theme this year.
 The ball’s theme is “Your Prom: The Remix.” 
The event will take place Friday, March 30, at 
the Chicago Illuminating Company, 19 E. 21st 
St. VIP admission begins at 7 p.m.; general 
admission starts at 8 p.m.
 Attendees will be revisiting the ‘70s, ‘80s 
and ‘90s. They can take prom photos, enjoy 
decadent desserts and an open bar, and cele-
brate the crowning of a prom king and queen.
 General-admission tickets are $150 each; 
VIP-admission tickets are $250 each. See 
www.AboutFaceTheatre.com.

Wonka
Ball
2011.
Photo by
Kat
Fitzgerald



By tyLeR GiLLeSPie

Wes Perry’s one-man show, Don’t Act Like A Girl, 
is his baby. He is the writer, actor, producer, 
costume designer, poster designer and what-
ever-else-needs-to-be-done person. Perry, who 
describes his comedy style as a mix of Whoopi 
Goldberg and Ella Fitzgerald, has been getting 
rave reviews for his performance. The show is 
performed on Sundays and ends its current run 
at The Annoyance Feb. 12, but Perry is hoping to 
put it on again in the summer. 

Windy City times: How would you describe 
the show? 

Wes Perry: Almost like cabaret-esque. It is 
kind-of like a David Sedaris reading interspersed 
with a Chaka Khan concert.

WCt: tell me about the inspiration for the 
title don’t act Like a Girl. 

WP: The title specifically refers to the fact that 
my dad used to tell me that when I was really 
little, [but] not in the typical movie-style gruff 
dad, “Don’t act like a girl or I’ll throw you out of 
the house;” it was never like that. It was more 
like when your parents say “Stop picking your 
nose.” If I was laughing too loudly or playing 
with my long-curly hair, he’d say, “Don’t act like 
a girl,” just in that same tone. The last time 
that he ever said that to me was when I came 
out at 13. He said, “That’s fine. I love you just 
the same; that’s who you are. We just don’t want 
you acting like a girl.” And I never heard him say 

that to me again. 
WCt: Have your parents seen the show?
WP: No! I’ve banned my parents from the 

show. My mom asked me when was a good time 
to fly out and come, and I said “Never.” 

WCt: Why is that?
WP: I do talk about them. A lot of the show 

is about how they put me on medication when 
I was really little. I was a kid in the ‘90s, where 
everyone was being diagnosed with ADD, ADHD, 
learning disabilities of this or that kind—and I 
was thrown into that category when I was really 
little. And I sort-of kept on that train—given 
a lot of medications—until, ultimately, when I 
was in high school and I went to fat camp and I 
was on like four or five antipsychotics and anti-
depressants, and I overdosed by accident. 

WCt: What’s part of the show are you most 
proud of?

WP: It feels like a rock concert. I think what’s 
so great for me is that I picked all these songs 
that I like and all these really personal stories, 
and I’m just presenting myself. I enjoy doing it 
and that people enjoy watching it is extra spe-
cial. 

WCt: What is the feel of the show? 
WP: I want the show to be a celebration of 

life. That sounds so cheesy, but when you’re in 
heels it’s fine.

WCt: there is a three-person band in the 
show. Were they people that you knew?

WP: I met the pianist/musical director, Char-

lie Worth, at The Annoyance. We worked on a 
little show together there, and I emailed him 
about my idea for the show. I thought it would 
be great if I could have maybe a drummer or a 
guitarist and he was like, “I’ve got both,” and he 
called up his friends and they were nice enough 
to do it. 

WCt: How has the audience response been?
WP: After opening night someone said that 

the show was great and that it was just, “You 
being the truest you.” I’ll have some people 
come up to me and tell me that “it’s such a won-
der that I turned out so well” and other people 
will be like, “I was on the same medication that 
you were—I’ve lived it.” 

WCt: Will there be another run of the show?
WP: I think what the plan is now is that we are 

going to try and put it up again in the summer. 
We’ve gotten great response. We might rework it 
a little again. 

WCt: Have you learned anything from doing 
the show? 

WP: The show ends when I’m in high school 
and my senior year of high school. I had so 
much confidence—I was like the gayest person 
in my high school and I didn’t care. … By my 
senior year of high school I really did not care 
what people thought of me. When I was writing 
the show I realized that I missed that. Now I’m 
older and I just can’t help caring what people 
think. I like to be able to go back to that world 
and remember how good that felt and also how 
much easier life is when you are yourself and 
don’t care what other people think. 

WCt: What do you think people can most 
take away from seeing the show? 

WP: By me being myself, I can inspire other 
people to be more themselves. Does that sound 
too Oprah? I think that is infectious. When 
you see someone do something that they want 
to do—no matter what people think—I think 
that’s always inspiring to me.

don’t act Like a Girl concludes at the an-
noyance theatre & Bar, 4830 n. Broadway, on 
Sunday, Feb. 12, at 9:30 p.m. See http://an-
noyancetheatre.thundertix.com to purchase 
tickets ($5-$10).

Nathan Lane, Brian
Dennehy in ‘Iceman’
 Artistic Director Robert Falls announced the 
cast for his major revival of Eugene O’Neill’s The 
Iceman Cometh at Goodman Theatre, running 
April 21-June 10 in the Goodman’s Albert The-
atre.
 As previously announced, Falls’ production 
features Tony Award-winning stage and screen 
stars Nathan Lane as Theodore “Hickey” Hick-
man and Brian Dennehy as Larry Slade.
 Tickets are $53-$119, but prices are subject to 
change; visit www.GoodmanTheatre.org or call 
312-443-3800.
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Out theater actor
Wes Perry
dishes ‘Girl’ talk

Wes Perry in don’t act Like a Girl.
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By JeRRy nUnn

A star was born as actress Megan Hilty paraded 
into the world of musicals, where she played 
Glinda in Wicked and Doralee Rhodes in 9 to 5 
on Broadway. She has also guested on numerous 
television shows, from Desperate Housewives to 
Ugly Betty. 
 Hilty is hoping to soon be a household name 
with the NBC series Smash hitting this week 
with cast members such as Katherine McPhee, 
Debra Messing, and Anjelica Houston. The plot 
revolves around the casting and production of a 
musical based on the life of performer Marilyn 
Monroe. 

 We talked with Hilty the week before the big 
debut.
 Windy City times: Heyyy, Megan. i heard 
you are still currently working on Smash?
 Megan Hilty: Oh, yeah. We have about three 
episodes left. We have done 12 out of 15 right 
now. 
 WCt: So the first season is all about Marilyn 
Monroe being made into a musical, correct?
 MH: Yes. 
 WCt: i heard Steven Spielberg wanted to 
make every season about a different musical.
 MH: That was the idea when he first brought 
it to Showtime. Each season was going to mak-
ing a new musical. Now that it is at NBC, they 

could still do that but they are hoping to ride 
out the Marilyn musical as much as possible. By 
the end of the first season it doesn’t even make 
it to Broadway. Musicals take years and years to 
develop before they actually make it. So they 
are hoping to ride that out or bank on the fact 
that these characters are so interesting in their 
relationships with each other that it transcends 
that. 
 WCt: it seems like a good idea to have a 
Marilyn Monroe musical, but i don’t know of 
one. 
 MH: They have had one before but it was tech-
nically a flop. It didn’t do very well at all. 
 WCt: do you think they will make a real ver-
sion of the production after the series?
 MH: I don’t know but I think it is a fantas-
tic idea. I know originally the goal at Showtime 
again was to develop these musicals and put 
them on Broadway. 
 Here, it is a little different. They are writing 
the music not only for the Marilyn musical but 
the lyrics in the songs and the tone of the songs 
actually fit the characters in the show and what 
they are going through at the moment they are 
singing it too. It serves a duel purpose, all of 
the songs do, so it may not be appropriate for a 
stage show. 
 WCt: that makes sense.
 MH: It is a great idea and would make a good 
starting point but these shows take years to pro-
duce so it wouldn’t just pop magically at the end 
of the season. [Laughs]
 WCt: you are no stranger to musicals. you 
did Wicked and 9 to 5.
 MH: It almost seemed too good to be true 
to find a script and a show that was about my 
world. It is an honor to be able to represent my 
community on TV like this. 
 WCt: there is a lot of hype about Smash be-
ing big. all the gays are aflutter about it!
 MH: Yayyyy, good!
 WCt: i’ve had lunch with Katherine McPhee. 
How do you like working with her?
 MH: Isn’t she lovely? She is so great and fun to 
do scenes with. We goof around all the time on 
set, when we are not shopping! When we are not 
on location we like to go shop or have lunch.
 WCt: She’s very pretty, too.

 MH: Oh, my gosh—like a model!
 WCt: tell me about your character, ivy Lynn. 
How do you relate to her?
 MH: Ivy is a girl that eats, breathes, sleeps 
theatre, like myself. She is a person that grew 
up in the theatre and that is all she ever wanted 
to do. She wanted to be a leading lady on Broad-
way. 
 When you meet her she has spent about ten 
years in the ensemble of various Broadway 
shows. She feels stuck and willing to do any-
thing to make that next step to become a lead-
ing lady. 
 WCt: i thought there would be some cat-
fights. is that coming?
 MH: Absolutely—it’s a nighttime drama! Are 
you kidding me? They have the two of us set up 
perfectly. 
 WCt: they make the point on one episode 
that you look more like Marilyn Monroe than 
Katherine does. 
 MH: Maybe in some ways. I think both of us 
have different characteristics of Marilyn in us. I 
have got the blonde hair going for me, that is for 
sure! 
 WCt: a little bird told me Uma thurman is 
going to guest star.
 MH: She’s actually working with us right now. 
She’s fantastic. 
 WCt: People will be able to order the 
soundtrack, right? Because they are going to 
want this music… 
 MH: I think the plan is to have the big songs 
from the show available on iTunes the morning 
of the episode. So every Monday you will be able 
to go online and get the songs we are going to 
sing that night. People can hear what we are 
going to do before we actually do it. 
 WCt: So similar to how Glee has released a 
lot of their music. 
 MH: Hey, if it ain’t broke! 
 WCt: this is going to be more for adults. i 
think people think Glee is for younger kids 
and this will be an older demographic. 
 MH: I sure hope so. It does tackle more adult 
themes but I think there is something for every-
body. I think it is going to reach a wide audi-
ence. 
 WCt: Speaking of a younger audience, you 
made a cartoon called dorothy of oz.
 MH: Oh, yeah. I have a little voiceover career 
on the side. I am currently in an animated fea-
ture film called Dorothy of Oz. That will come 
out in the fall of this year. I think I have been 
working on it for a year and half now. These 
things take a really long time to animate and 
edit, especially when there music elements. 
There are some really great songs. 
 Bryan Adams is one of the major composers 
of the movie. The cast is ridiculous. It is Lea 
Michele, Kelsey Grammer, Dan Aykroyd, Martin 
Short and Patrick Stewart. It is a crazy list of 
people.
 WCt: How do people keep up with you?
 MH: I [am on] Twitter. Also, there is www.
meganhiltyonline.com that two women run for 
me. They know more about what I am doing than 
I usually do! My parents don’t even ask what I 
am doing, they go to the website. 
 WCt: do you have a favorite all-time musi-
cal?
 MH: Into the Woods. 
 WCt: that’s a good one!
 MH: It is the perfect musical. It is the musical 
that made me fall in love with musical theatre 
too. Once I got a hold of that soundtrack it was 
over. I wanted to be the witch. I wanted to be 
Bernadette Peters. I hadn’t even seen it yet but 
just from the recording you get everything. 
 WCt: So you haven’t got to play it yet?
 MH: No, but somebody told me they are mak-
ing a movie out of it. 
 WCt: they are definitely making a movie.
 MH: Who do I call about this? This is the best 
musical ever!
 Smash debuted this week so don’t miss an 
episode; it airs every Monday. Go to www.nbc.
com/smash for listings and details.
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Megan Hulty hopes
for a ‘Smash’ hit

Megan Hilty. Photo courtesy of nBC
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By JeRRy nUnn

Joan Rivers always brings a lot to the entertain-
ment table. From being a comedian to television 
star to actress when you get to know the lady 
behind the makeup she is anything but plastic. 
She had a gay following before many comedians 
followed in her stand-up footsteps such as Kathy 
Griffin and Margaret Cho. She was a talk-show 
host before Oprah and was the first woman to 
break into the boy’s club nightly television cir-
cuit by hosting The Late Show. 
 This pioneer continues to be one of a kind on 
E’s Fashion Police and the second season of her 
reality show WE tv series Joan & Melissa: Joan 
Knows Best.
 We caught up with Joan and Melissa before 
the new season was about to start.
 Windy City times: Hello, ladies. 
 Melissa Rivers: How cold is it in Chicago?
 WCt: Bitter cold!
 MR: I feel very connected to Chicago because 
of Giuliana and Bill Rancic. 
 WCt: i love them! i interviewed Giuliana 
and Kelly osbourne both from the Fashion Po-
lice last year.
 MR: What about George?
 WCt: i need to.
 MR: There you go so you can have all of the 
playing cards!
 WCt: Perfect. this is my fourth time talking 
to Joan. 
 Joan Rivers: I would think so, yes. We were 
talking about it today.
 WCt: My first time meeting Melissa. i 
watched the first three episodes of the new 
season of Joan & Melissa and really enjoyed 
them. 
 JR: Which is plastic surgery, marijuana—and 
what is the third?
 WCt: there was a big fight.
 MR: With me and my ex-boyfriend. 
 JR: I don’t know which order they are all airing 
in. The network can switch it all around. Well so 
far so good!
 WCt: i was looking for Carol Burnett be-
cause i had interviewed her last week. 
 JR: She was wonderful and amazing. She is 
coming on a little bit later.
 WCt: Have you had a favorite moment from 
this season?
 JR: You start talking about it and like you say 
the first one is so good with the plastic surgery, 
then the pot smoking on the second episode…
 MR: Which I will tell you the pot-smoking 
episode will be singed into my memory for many 
years to come! 
 WCt: you got to be the adult in that one, 
Melissa!
 MR: You know I am the adult a lot of the time. 
 WCt: the plastic surgery showed no makeup 
on Joan and an emotional moment between 
the two of you. 
 JR: Well, that is what reality should be. Every-
one forgets what reality started out to be which 
is reality. It is mothers and daughters, it can be 
sad. Now it has become getting punched in the 
face and be drunk or sit at table and fight with 
ladies. I think our show is a success is because 
it is back to basics.
 MR: Relationships have many colors and lots 
of levels. You see families on TV now in my opin-
ion that are becoming one-dimensional.
 WCt: the two of you seem very different. 
 MR: Well, we are.
 JR: We are.
 WCt: different sense of humor…
 MR: Definitely.
 JR: …With everything.
 WCt: in what ways are you like?
 MR: I think we both realize the importance of 

family. We are both loyal.
 JR: Once we make a friend we stick with our 
friends. 
 MR: I think in a lot of ways I am very much 
in temperament like my father. My parents were 
married for 20 odd years, which makes for a 
very balanced relationship that worked with my 
mother. So I think my temperament is good for 
my relationship with my mother. 
 JR: Absolutely!
 MR: We live by the rule that only one person 
can be crazy at a time. I think that is a good 
rule for any relationship. Is today your day or my 
day? [All laugh.]
 WCt: How do you work together? i can’t 
imagine working with my mother for even one 
day.
 JR: We have always worked together. Everyone 
forgets we started the red carpet. We go back 
15 years together. It is funny when I am not 
working with Melissa in a sense. She is a great 
producer and I let her be the producer. 
 MR: We have such a short hand. There are 
three different careers, there is the Joan career, 
Melissa career and the Joan & Melissa career. It 
is funny because the Joan & Melissa one is such 
a part of the pop culture phenomenon. 
 WCt: you balance each other so well. it was 
neat to show behind these scenes and see 
how you work on Fashion Police together. 
 JR: It is a madhouse there, I don’t know if 
they put it all in. It is 5 a.m. when it is happen-
ing. We get there very early. We start taping at 8 
a.m., which is very strange for a television show. 
It is working together with morning crankiness. 
 WCt: Congratulations to you both with that 
show. it has done very well.
 MR: Thank you and now we are going to an 
hour. 
 WCt: are you?
 MR: [Sighs] Yes, we are…
 WCt: you are going to have to keep those 
jokes coming, Joan.
 JR: I know. As long as they keep making dress-
es like Sarah Michelle Gellar’s there won’t be any 
problem!
 WCt: What did you think of the Golden 
Globes this time?
 JR: Most of them looked beautiful but they 
were not ones you want to throw up at to make 
a good show. 
 MR: Even with a similarity to the palette there 
were a lot of styles represented. You had Stacy 
Keibler in a traditional red Valentino all the way 
over to Piper Perabo in a deconstructed ball 
gown. Everyone was in that similar color palette 
but lots of different variations on actual design. 
 WCt: do we have any frontrunners for the 
oscars? Have you ladies seen any of the mov-
ies?
 JR: I have seen so many. I think if Meryl Streep 
doesn’t win they are fools because I think she is 
so head and shoulders above anybody this year. 
Just get out of the way. I think she will win.
 I think The Artist is adorable. 
 WCt: i haven’t seen that one yet.
 JR: Oh, it is really charming. 
 MR: George Clooney is charming—talk about 
charming.
 WCt: they are saying he will win.
 JR: He should, just that body of work and the 
upholding of the Hollywood tradition. He is sin-
gle handedly taking over for Cary Grant. 
 MR: I love it when you said, “He allows himself 
to be vulnerable in the movie.” 
 JR: Yes, very much so. He also did that a lot in 
that movie when he was flying around whatever 
that was called…
 WCt: Up in the air. 
 JR: Yes, he is such a good actor that you 
sometimes forget. 

 WCt: i noticed on twitter you went to see 
Porgy and Bess on Broadway.
 JR: I adored it. I am so sick of people bitching 
about it. “Oh it’s not big enough.” “They should 
add a larger cast.” You want to know something? 
You sit there and that Gerswin music comes on 
and you go, “Oh, my God!”
 MR: You said that Audra McDonald hit it out of 
the park.
 JR: Again, she has to win the Tony. There is 
nothing to compare with it so far this year. 
 WCt: i am talking to Lily tomlin again soon. 
you mentioned her on one episode of the re-
ality show.
 JR: Oh, give her my best. We go way back for-
ever together. We go back before either one of 
us were successful so really a long time. 
 WCt: i got to see you in Skokie this last 
time.
 JR: I remember yes. 
 WCt: you run around that stage back and 
forth like a hamster.
 JR: That is my work out. I love being onstage 

because I get to perform, and work out. I like 
multitasking. 
 WCt: you always do a big shout-out to your 
gay fans. 
 JR: Yes, yes, yes. I am coming back to Chicago 
for my one-woman show. I want every gay man 
that is alive to be there! They are filming it for 
Showtime the end of March. 
 WCt: anything else about the Mother Knows 
Best?
 MR: Yes, watch it! Set your TiVo and your DVR. 
They will be talking about it at the water cooler 
the next day.
 WCt: Carol Burnett told me she has it on her 
tivo.
 JR: She is brilliant.
 MR: She has that cameo on our show so you 
have to watch it.
 JR: It is a very funny turn. 
 these mothers know best so record or watch 
it live every tuesday with details and listings 
at http://www.wetv.com.

TELEVISION

Joan and Melissa Rivers:
Who knows best?

Joan and Melissa Rivers. Photo courtesy of We tv.
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Movies for a
romantic
Valentine’s Day
For straight movie lovers, there are plenty of ro-
mantic choices to choose from in theaters as the 
season of love (aka Valentine’s Day) approaches. 
For Our People … well, skip down to the DVD 
recommendations below. This weekend, Chicago 
will finally get a look at Madonna’s feature di-
rectorial debut, W.e., the story of the “romance 
of the century” (20th, that is) between the Duke 
and Duchess of Windsor—whose romance scan-
dalized the world (and caused the Duke to give 
up his crown and, reportedly, his self-esteem, 
opting instead for a life as a whipping boy to 
the steely duchess). After a batch of wildly di-
vided reviews following the film’s festival debut, 
the movie’s distributor has pulled way, way back 
on plans for theatrical distribution and, not sur-
prisingly, W.E. wasn’t screened in time for WCT 
deadlines. (Also, as of this writing, the movie is 
only scheduled to play one theatre in Chicago 
beginning this Friday: Webster Place.)
 Nevertheless, for moviegoers of a historical 
romantic bent, the curious (and the curiously 
profane)—I’m veering somewhere in between at 
this point—Madonna’s movie might just be the 
ticket (and certainly her recording of “Master-
piece,” the theme from the film, has whetted 
a few appetites). Queer writer-director Michael 
Sucsy (who helmed HBO’s marvelous Grey Gar-
dens) now makes his feature debut with the 
romantic melodrama the vow, in which comely 
young wife (Rachel McAdams) wakes up from a 
coma following a devastating accident to find 
that she can’t remember her equally gorgeous 
husband (Channing Tatum). Jessica Lange, who 

won an Emmy for Grey Gardens, is featured and 
heartstrings are sure to be plucked and tears 
shed as said gorgeous husband does whatever 
it takes to win back the long-suffering wife. I 
can’t vouch for the emotional temperature of the 
picture, as it also wasn’t screened in time for 
critics (although the score by Rachel Portman is 
indeed, lush and lovely, and the theme song by 
Taylor Swift appropriately wistful). 
 For those not willing to risk tamping down the 
embers of love, however, look no further than 
the weekend’s one bona fide romance classic. 
This is the Music Box Theatre’s special matinee 
screening, on Sunday, Feb. 12, at 2 p.m. of Blake 
Edwards’ Breakfast at tiffany’s. 
 Writer and queer icon Truman Capote was nev-
er happy with Audrey Hepburn as his Holly Go-
lightly; he wanted Marilyn Monroe (who would’ve 
made a stunning, although very different, Holly) 
for the part and famously carped about Holly-
wood’s 1961 ruination of his novella, Breakfast 
at Tiffany’s. However, Capote’s is a lone voice 
in the wilderness: True the re-imagining of the 
George Peppard character from gay best friend 
(best on Tru himself) to hunky would-be lover 
for Audrey Hepburn’s Holly Golightly is a big 
switch from the novella—but, poured into the 
traditional Hollywood romance mold, it improb-
ably works. 
 Between Hepburn’s effortless chic (dressed, 
as usual, in a combination of Givenchy’s French 
couture and Edith Head’s sensible daywear), Ed-
wards’ sure direction of George Axelrod’s clever 
script (and Edwards expert choreography of the 

memorable party sequence), Peppard at the 
height of his stunning blond looks and the acid-
ic voiced Patricia Neal as his monetarily gener-
ous “patron of the arts,” the movie is gloriously 
romantic. All of it, of course, is bathed in Henry 
Mancini’s gorgeous music, highlighted by the 
Oscar-winning “Moon River.”
 The making of Breakfast at Tiffany’s—detailed 
in Sam Wasson’s recent book Fifth Avenue, 5 
A.M.—is filled with fascinating backstory de-
tails (including the truth behind the movie’s 
major false step: Mickey Rooney’s unintention-
ally offensive performance as the outraged Japa-
nese neighbor). However, delving into Wasson’s 
breezy tome might spoil much of the mystery for 
hardcore romantics, so those folks might want to 
wait to read it after the Music Box screening. 
 The event kicks off with a “Sweetheart Sing-a-
long” with the Music Box organist, and the ven-
ue is offering a special after-screening dinner 
tie-in with the newly opened DeLeece restaurant 
just up the street. For lighter movie fare, Music 
Box is also programming 1984’s wacky fairy-tale 
comedy The Princess Bride on Valentine’s Day it-
self (Tuesday, Feb. 14) at 7:30 p.m. Details and 
tickets are at www.musicboxtheatre.com.

Although queer romantic films (the sort where 
no one dies or is mourned, that is) are rarely 
found in cinemas these days, here’s a list of five 
favorite, random recommendations for home 
viewing to increase the room temperature on 
your own Valentine Day’s celebration (and feel 
free to add to this short list with your own sug-
gestions at our website):
 1. normal (2003): Jessica Lange is the un-
derstanding wife when husband Tom Wilkinson 
becomes a female after their 25th-wedding an-
niversary in out writer-director Jane Anderson’s 
compassionate view of middle-aged transgender 
love.
 2. Maurice (1987): Forbidden gay love in 
Edwardian England is told through the lens of 
Merchant-Ivory. James Wilby and best friend 
Hugh Grant begin a tentative romance that is 
thwarted by societal conventions, but hang on; 
the handsome “underkeeper” is waiting in the 
shadows to save the course of true love.
 3. d.e.B.S. (2004): Out writer-director Angela 
Robinson’s spy caper parody is fun and funny. 
It also features a budding—and forbidden—love 
between plaid, mini-skirted schoolgirl/spy Sara 
Foster and her equally comely nemesis, superspy 
assassin Jordana Brewster. Holland Taylor is hi-
larious as the tough house mother.
 4. Were the World Mine (2008): Queer writ-
er-director Tom Gustafson collaborated with 
off-screen partner Cory James Krueckeberg on 
this delightful gay fantasia, a teen musical rei-
magining of Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream, set at an elite male boarding school.
 5. Big eden (2000): All the residents in tiny 
Big Eden, Mont., are trying to help Henry (Arye 
Gross), the big-time artist from New York, who 
has returned home to take care of his ailing 
grandfather. Gross figures out that the man of 
his dreams is not the hunky Dean (Tim McKay), 
his best friend from boyhood, but rather the shy 
Native American, Pike (Eric Schweig), who is 
waiting in the wings. This delightful romantic 
comedy (my fave gay-romance movie of all time) 
was the debut feature from out writer-director 
Thomas Bezucha.
 Check out my archived reviews at www.
windycitymediagroup.com or www.knightat-
themovies.com. Readers can leave feedback 
at the latter website.
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andrea Riseborough and James d’arcy in W.e. Photo from the Weinstein Company

Channing tatum and Rachel Mcadams in the vow. Photo by Kerry Hayes & SMPSP

‘Extreme Makeover’
casting call Feb. 11
 There is a casting call for the show Extreme 
Makeover: Weight Loss Edition Saturday, Feb. 
11, at Dave and Buster’s, 1030 N. Clark St., 10 
a.m.-4 p.m.
 People (who must be at least 18) are asked 
to bring non-returnable photographs to the 
call. The show’s staff will provide applica-
tions.
 Individuals can also submit video auditions. 
For more information, visit www.Extreme-
MakeoverCasting.com.

GLAAD wants 
CNN’s Martin 
fired after tweet
 The Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defa-
mation (GLAAD) is calling for the ouster of 
CNN’s Roland Martin after he tweeted mes-
sages the organization sees as anti-LGBT, ac-
cording to a press release.
 In his first tweet to approximately 95,000 
followers, Martin posted, “If a dude at your 
Super Bowl party is hyped about David Beck-
ham’s H&M underwear ad, smack the ish out 
of him! #superbowl” After GLAAD responded, 
“Advocates of gay bashing have no place at 
@CNN #SuperBowl #LGBT,” Martin tweeted, 
“well you’re clearly out of touch and clue-
less with what I tweeted. Way to assume, but 
you’re way off base.”

 Earlier in the day, Martin posted on Face-
book, “Who the hell was that New England 
Patriot they just showed in a head to toe pink 
suit? Oh, he needs a visit from #teamwhipda-
tass”
 Since making the comments Martin (a regu-
lar guest on CNN and a commentator on TV 
One) has suggested his tweet regarding Beck-
ham was intended for soccer fans. He did 
not respond to a question from Metro Weekly 
about why, if the tweet was about soccer and 
not based in anti-gay sentiment, he only ref-
erenced his concern about “a dude ... hyped” 
about the ad and not any soccer fan.
 A petition on Change.org is urging CNN to 
fire Martin.

‘Rosie’ cuts staff
 The Oprah Winfrey Network’s The Rosie 
Show, shot in Chicago, is retooling its show 
by cutting staff and moving to a more inti-
mate space as it tries to boost ratings, ac-
cording to ChicagoBusiness.com.
 The show, cut approximately 30 employees 
and contract workers in the past month. It 
has also moved to a smaller studio and has 
taken out certain segments of the program, 
including the game-show aspect.
 The show’s changes followed the departure 
of Lisa Erspamer, who was executive vice 
president of production and development for 
the network in Los Angeles.
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By david ByRne WitH tony PeReGRin

It is a fact: Rumer just released the ultimate 
soundtrack for Valentine’s Day—Seasons of My 
Soul. The British sensation is drawing compari-
sons to Karen Carpenter and Dusty Springfield 
as she delivers her timeless material. The song-
bird draws a romantic mood with the opening 
number, “Slow.” Rumer reveals how the Queen of 
Soul becomes her confidante through her head-
phones on the standout “Aretha.” The singer-
songwriter faces the end of a relationship on the 
somber yet breathtakingly beautiful “Take Me As 
I Am.” Although Season of My Soul has been 
out overseas for awhile, it is finally available 
stateside. (Also, check out photos from Rumer’s 
recent Chicago show online at www.WindyCity-
MediaGroup.com.)
 British duo Goldfrapp just came out with 
its first retrospective, The Singles. The collec-
tion spans the electronic pair’s five full-length 

albums and has two brand new tracks, “Yellow 
Halo” and “Melancholy Sky.” The upbeat “Ooh 
La La” and “Strict Machine” are sleek, sexy and 
glamorous, while “A&E” is a melodic, twisted 
tale about ending up in the emergency room af-
ter a night out. Sorely missing are the dreamy 
“Fly Me Away” and the pop-driven “Alive.” The 
former was used in an ad campaign for Target. 
Upon the release of 2010’s Head First, lead sing-
er Alison Goldfrapp spoke openly about being 
in a relationship with a woman, but clearly pre-
ferred to redirect the conversation to her art. 
 Hot & Heavy Burlesque is paying tribute 

once again to Pink Floyd’s 
The Wall. Running from 
Thursday, Feb. 9, until 
Sunday, Feb. 12, at Stage 
773, 1225 W. Belmont 
Ave., performances will be 
to the classic 1979 double 
album, which contains the 
signatures “Another Brick 
in the Wall, Part 1” and 
“Comfortably Numb.” The 
dancing finds inspiration 
from the movie and the 
band’s concert produc-
tions. Tickets are available 
at www.stage773.com. Hot 
& Heavy Burlesque recently 
had the industrial band 
Tool and the musical com-
edy This Is Spinal Tap as 
themes to its revues. 

 Avant-garde cellist Zoe Keating returns to The 
Space, 1245 Chicago Ave., Evanston, on Satur-
day, Feb. 11. Her 8 p.m. show is sold out, so 
a matinee at 2 p.m. has been added. Her mu-
sic beautifully marries her cello-playing with 
rhythms from samples using her foot-controlled 
lap, similar to what I have seen Helen Money 
and Imogen Heap do in their live performances. 
Keating has collaborated with many including 
Amanda Palmer of The Dresden Dolls and Curt 
Smith of Tears for Fears. Her latest album, Into 
the Trees, is out now. 
 Out rapper emanuel vinson is coming to Pan-
cho’s, 2200 N. California Ave., on Sunday, Feb. 
12, to support his 11th album, Tender Discovery. 
Here, Vinson sings and raps over rhythms that 
he voices. Even though there is no musical ac-
companiment, Vinson keeps the listener tuned 
in with his unique timing in his delivery and 
his coarse cries, which is best found on “Will 

the Push.” There is also a companion mixtape, 
Living Better. Also on the bill with Vinson are 
Show You Suck, Milo & Otis and Lamon Manuel 
and SKECH185. 
 death in vegas has wowed me with its knack 
to be boundless with its music. Now fronted 
only by Richard Fearless, the genre-bending out-
fit released Trans-Love Energies, its first album 
since 2004’s instrumental outing Satan’s Circus. 
Death in Vegas might be best known for hav-
ing its electronic gem “Girls” appear in the films 
D.E.B.S. and Lost in Translation.
 Instead of resorting to recruiting a legion of 

guest vocalists, Fearless steps up to singing, 
most notably on the chilled introduction “Sil-
ver Time Machine” and the rocking “Black Hole.” 
Austra’s Katie Stelmanis brings her heaven-sent 
vocals to “Your Loft My Acid” and “Witch Dance.” 
The former recalls Orbital’s ethereal staple from 
the ’90s “Halcyon on and On,” while the latter 
is an icy synthesizer masterpiece straight from 
1980. The instrumental “Savage Love” has gui-
tar riffs and keyboards to fittingly conclude this 
otherworldly odyssey. A limited edition is also 
available with remixes and material not included 
on the standard issue of Trans-Love Energies.
 The Republicans got a knockout blow as Survi-
vor filed a federal lawsuit against Newt Gingrich 
for using the 1982 hit “Eye of the Tiger” during 
his campaign. Damages are being sought and 
the plaintiff wants to prevent the presidential 
hopeful from using this energizing anthem in 
any fashion ever again. Prior to the lawsuit, co-
writer Frankie Sullivan’s lawyer had no success 
in trying to get Gingrich’s team from using the 
track. “Eye of the Tiger” is best remembered for 
its use in the blockbuster Rocky III. The Repub-

lican Party has had repeated struggles finding 
music to play during its rallies. Recently, Tom 
Petty issued a cease-and-desist order to Michele 
Bachmann from using “American Girl” as her 
theme song.
 The music community suffers another loss as 
don Cornelius was found dead due to a self-
inflicted gunshot wound in his home in Califor-
nia on Feb. 1. With a budget of $400, Cornelius 
laid the tracks for the popular, long-running TV 
series Soul Train in Chicago. Here, a studio audi-
ence would dance to R&B and soul hits while 
showing off the hottest moves in the latest 
fashions. Although Soul Train continued to air, 
Cornelius stopped hosting the weekly program 
in 1993. The classic episodes from the ‘70s and 
‘80s are the most beloved. An array of guests 
has appeared during its 35-year run, ranging 
from Aretha Franklin to Duran Duran to Chris-
tina Aguilera and The Jackson 5. Using his deep, 
smooth voice, Cornelius would sign off at the 
end of each episode with the message, “Peace, 
love and soul.”

POP
MAKING
SENSE

By david ByRne 
WitH tony PeReGRin

From left: PR photo of Rumer; photo of emanuel vinson by Jim newberry.

Manilow postpones
Chicago dates to July
 Following medical orders, singer Barry Ma-
nilow postponed his Feb. 2-4 show dates at 
the Chicago Theatre.
 The shows have been rescheduled to July 
12-14. Tickets purchased for the February 
shows will be honored for the new dates.
 Manilow recently had surgery on his hips. 
“All of us are greatly disappointed and feel 
terrible that we are disappointing so many 
others,” Manilow said. 
 “We have all worked very hard on creating 
the new show and at the same time spent 
hours with physical therapists to get back 
in shape. Unfortunately, my hips just aren’t 
ready yet; and these hips don’t lie.”

Madonna’s 
halftime show
 Madonna received generally good reviews 
for her Super Bowl halftime show Feb. 5. 
 “It’s Madonna Louise Ciccone’s world; we’re 
just living in it,” Billboard.com wrote about 
her performance. The Chicago Tribune wrote, 
“This was Madonna’s party, and besides break-
ing off bits of her greatest hits to remind 
people of a time when she was the biggest 
pop vixen on the planet, she had important 
career-advancing work to do,” referring to her 
upcoming album, MDNA. 
 During the show, Madonna was everything 
from an Egyptian queen to a choir member, 
and has special guests such as Nicki Minaj, 
M.I.A. (who stuck out her middle finger in one 
spot), LMFAO and Cee Lo Green. 
 Madonna’s song selections included 
“Vogue,” “Like a Prayer” and “Gimme All Your 
Luvin’,” the last one from MDNA.

Lakeside Pride’s
‘Evening of Romance’
 Lakeside Pride Symphony Orchestra will 
present “An Evening of Romance” Valentine’s 
Day (Tuesday, Feb. 14), 7:30-9:30 p.m., at the 
Hoover-Leppen Theatre in Center on Halsted, 
3656 N. Halsted St.
 The orchestra will perform an evening of 
romantic classical music, including selections 
from Tchaikovsky’s The Sleeping Beauty, Mas-
cagni’s Cavelleria Rusticana, Bizet’s Carmen 
and Prokofiev’s Romeo and Juliet.
 Tickets are $8 in advance and $10 door; 
they’re $5 for seniors and there’s a $5 student 
rush (door). 
 See http://www.LakesidePride.org for more 
info.

Writing contest bans
same-sex entries
 The Romance Writers Ink chapter of the 
Romance Writers of America (RWA) is holding 
its annual “More Than Magic” contest, with 
entries due March 2.
 However, organizers of the contest—which 
has several categories, including erotic ro-
mance, paranormal and “sensual contempo-
rary”—are not allowing stories with LGBT 
themes.
 The addendum to the very first rule on the 
contest website (http://romancewritersink.
wordpress.com/our-contests) reads, “MTM 
will no longer accept same-sex entries in any 
category.”
 On her blog, The Amazon Iowan, Heidi Cul-
linan wrote, “As president of the Rainbow Ro-
mance Writers, RWA’s chapter for LGBT chap-
ter, it’s my job to address the situation. ... 
Does that [rule] seem harsh? Probably only if 
you’re not gay or passionate about the rights 
of LGBT persons.
 “You know what, judges of RWI who are 
uncomfortable reading about same-sex rela-
tionships? I’m uncomfortable with you judg-
ing my work like that without reading it. 
I’m uncomfortable with you pasting RWA on 
yourself and then saying, with RWA national’s 
blessing, that you don’t want to read that gay 
stuff.
 Windy City Times reached out to the con-
test coordinator, Jackie Kramer, who did not 
respond as of press deadline. However, RWA’s 
Donna Mathoslah referred WCT to a press 
release regarding chapter contests. The re-
lease reads, “So long as chapters fulfill their 
obligations under state law, as well as RWA 
and chapter bylaws, and their programs and 
services support the professional interests of 
career focused romance writers, policy affords 
them rather broad latitude in determining 
which programs and services to offer. Ab-
sent policy governing chapter-level contests, 
RWA’s board cannot intervene in the decisions 
of individual chapters.
 “Romance Writers of America does not con-
done discrimination of any kind. RWA’s poli-
cies regarding chapter programs and services 
will be discussed when the board reconvenes 
in March.”

—Andrew Davis



By aLex LUBiSCHeR

Singer/songwriter Martha Berner’s new year 
is off to a sterling start. With her new album, 
Fool’s Fantasy, and upcoming shows in Chicago 
venues, the out frontwoman of Martha Berner 
and the Significant Others is primed to take 
2012 by storm.
 Windy City Times had the pleasure of meeting 
this honey-voiced rocker on the rise.
 Windy City times: i love the album. i’ve 
been listening to it over and over, and wanted 
to say congratulations.
 Martha Berner: Thank you. I’m really happy 
with it.
 WCt: How did life in the Windy City affect 
Fool’s Fantasy’s creation? do you see yourself 
as a Chicago artist? 
 MB: I do see myself as a Chicago artist. I’ve 
lived here for about eight years now. I moved 
here for music. I think this album is what it is 
because of the exact combination of the players 
involved in producing it. Every single member, 
each part that they brought, is so important and 
integral.
 WCt: this album was mastered by Gavin 
Lurssen! this is a guy who’s worked with tom 
Waits and Leonard Cohen. What was that like 
for you?
 MB: It was really, really exciting. It was kind 
of my long shot wish list: “Wouldn’t it be great 
to have this mastered by Gavin Lurssen?” So I 
called a good friend of mine out in LA—a fel-
low artist—and she’s friends with Gavin, and I 
said “What are the odds that I can get Gavin to 
master this for me?” She said, “Well, let me drop 
him a line.” And he agreed. 
 We flew out there and sat in the room; he had 
his three Grammys lined up on the wall and it 
was awesome. It felt like: “I’m giving the record 
the best shot I could possibly give this.”
 WCt: are there any queer artists whom you 
feel a particular affinity towards?
 MB: There are so many great ones—certainly 
the folksier lesbian scene, the smaller artists. 
Probably more of the queer men. You know, stuff 
like The Smiths and Morrissey. And, obviously, 
women like Melissa Ferrick and Catie Curtis, 
some of the more indie folk rockers. 
 I don’t know: Where would music be without 
the queers? The entertainment business, cre-
ative anything? A day without queers is what 
the U.S. should experience at least one time. In 
protest to some of these human rights issues in 
our country we should have a day without the 
queers and see how everyone gets along.
 WCt: exactly!
 MB: [Laughs] The day without gays! I mean 
the restaurants would close down, the flower 
shops—I mean what would everybody do?
 WCt: Perfect. [Laughs] How has your iden-
tity as a queer woman influenced your song-
writing?
 MB: Specifically, there’s a song on the record 
called “Brave,” which is basically written about 
being gay, young and afraid, and trying to figure 
out how to come into my own and stand for who 
I was, and all of that going against who I was 
raised to be. I came from a very Christian family. 
So it was a really frightening experience for me 
growing up to realize that I was gay because… 
There’s one thing that my family was asking of 
me and that was to love God and love Jesus and 
not be gay. If you could accomplish those two 
things you were pretty alright.
 Had I not experienced that discomfort... You 
have to sort of leave where you’re from, right? 
To give yourself the space and the room to ex-
plore who you are and who you want to be and 
shape your own vision of yourself. That was the 
impetus for the get-up-and-go that took over 

the next 10 years of my life. And exploring and 
moving and letting myself grow into the woman 
that I wanted to be.
 WCt: the track “People are Crazy” has such 
killer attitude. What was the impetus for that 
song?
 MB: That was politically inspired. I started 
writing that song while Bush was still in of-
fice and just—you know—the jaw on the floor. 
[Laughs] His getting reelected was shocking and 
just the state of our country… Now, I think it 
still applies today to politics. 
 Your mind’s for the taking,
 Your savior is waiting, 
 Try to take a sucker down with you- 
 It’s degrading. 
That line is about the influence of religion in 
politics and the non-separation of church and 
state that drives me absolutely nuts in this 
country. People are crazy! 
 WCt: What aspect of your album is particu-
larly accessible to the LGBtQ community?
 MB: Certainly the song “Irene.” That’s just a 
very blatant song from a woman to a woman. 
The song “Brave” has been mentioned, specifi-
cally about my journey. [Pauses] The whole thing 
[laughs] the whole thing’s just so gay because 
I’m gay!

 

For some reason I was listening to a lot of John-
ny Cash when I was writing that song. It’s my 
little folksy ballad, sorta like Ring of Fire. It’s 
about loving someone you’re not supposed to 
love.
 WCt: the track “Some Stay awhile” had 
such a personal pain to it, but also a sense 
recovery—of getting back on the horse. Many 
songs harbored a lovely, reflective qual-
ity. What journeys were you traveling as you 
wrote this album?
 MB: What I was going through a lot of during 
that time was feeling a bit lost in my journey as 
a young adult trying to achieve all the things I 
wanted. So the song “Some Stay Awhile” is that 
no matter what happens, you get back up and 
you get back on your horse. 
 But what’s as important as getting back up on 
your horse is that you never lose the ability to 
laugh and enjoy also, because it is the journey 
and not the destination. The destination is im-
portant and you need to have a destination. 
 I think you also need to know that destina-
tion may change as your life evolves in different 
ways. But more importantly, are you enjoying 
yourself? That was my resolve. I know the things 
that I’m giving my attention and my time and 

my life to are worthy. That at the end of the day, 
it’s not about being rich or being famous. It’s 
about: Was it worth it, those things I sacrificed 
for? Did I live well? Did I love well? Did I laugh?
 Berner is performing Saturday, Feb. 4, at 
Lincoln Hall, 2424 n. Lincoln ave., at 8 p.m.; 
and on Sunday, Feb. 12, at t’s Bar and Restau-
rant, 5025 n. Clark St., at 3 p.m. See http://
www.marthaberner.com for more information.
 the Cd is available at Women and Children 
First, 5233 n. Clark St., Berner’s website or 
itunes.
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Martha Berner: 
The journey transcends ‘Fantasy’

Martha Berner. PR photo
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By Joe FRanCo

Matt Zarley released his first album, Debut, in 
2002, the same year People Magazine named 
him the first openly gay “Hottest Bachelor.” 
Since then he’s had numerous albums, appear-
ances and is still going strong. In late 2011, 
he released his latest album, Change Begins 
With Me, featuring one of Billboard Magazine’s 
top new dance singles, “WTF.” Windy City 
Times spoke with Zarley on his work, life and 
loves. 
 Windy City times: your first album, de-
but, received much critical success. you now 
have Change Begins With Me under your 
belt. How do these albums differ and what 
influences have led to your own evolution 
as a singer and songwriter during the last 
decade?
 Matt Zarley: This recent album was cathar-
tic. A bulk of the project was written after a 
bad break-up of a long-term relationship. I 
had to learn to come to terms with what had 
happened. This was a lot more personal than 
my older material. I knew what I wanted to 
say but didn’t have an overall view of the end 
product. Being an independent artist is expen-
sive. I needed an album with a long shelf life 
so I have lots of remixes of the songs on that 
album already released and coming up.
 WCt: Whom did you work with on the re-
mixes?
 MZ: I was extremely honored to have Moto 
Blanco work with me on “WTF.” I also have a 
great artist, K-Hill, doing some remixes. I am 
extremely fortunate and grateful to be working 
with such great artists in their own right.
 WCt: now, “WtF” is based on a whirlwind 
romance that you had with someone de-
scribed as a “famous Hollywood actor.” Why 
the reluctance to divulge his identity? Has 
the song generated any word from him since 
your break-up?
 MZ: Well, it was a whirlwind romance, like 
you said. Ten years ago I might have been 
more about making sure everyone knew whom 

that song was about, but I’m not about that. I 
wrote a song, got it out of my system and that 
was that. 
 It’s funny that there is all of this buzz sur-
rounding who it’s about. I only off-handedly 
mentioned that he was an actor in an inter-
view and it’s grown to be this tremendous sto-
ry. He’s an “out” actor but people really caught 
on to the “famous Hollywood actor” angle. 
 We have talked since then and have made 
up. It’s been superficial. I’m sure he’s heard 
the song but I’m not sure he knows it’s sup-
posed to be about him. 
 WCt: When did you come out? did you 
find it difficult? Why did you decide to 
come out when so many others on Broadway 
or in Hollywood or the recording industry 
still remain silent on their sexuality?

 MZ: I came out when I was 21 and it was one 
of the best experiences of my life. I felt freer. 
My dad took it a lot better than my mom did. I 
think she had this vision for what she wanted 
my life to be and it was just more difficult 
for her. My dad just took my hand and said, 
“I know.” I’m still very close with both of my 
parents.
 It’s so important to be yourself. Hopefully, 
that will make things easier in the long run. 
When I first started recording music and De-
but came out, People magazine really wanted 
an openly gay guy to feature in their “Hottest 
Bachelors” issue. My sexuality was not some-
thing I had intended to push, but there you 
have it. 
 As far as the recording industry goes, Billy 
Porter was quoted as saying, “Matt Zarley is 
a do-it-yourself bitch.” Personally, is it more 
difficult for an out gay man? I don’t know. The 
major labels might ask, “How do we cover this 
up?” But I really don’t know.
 WCt: your website, your press releases 
and a number of your interviews are focused 
on your personal appearance. do you find 
that the focus on your body and your looks 
undermines your music?
 MZ: Believe it or not, I have always had body 
issues. I started work as a dancer. I’m built 
like a football player. I don’t look like a danc-
er. If I had to pick whether people remem-
bered me for my music or my looks, I’d rather 
they respond to the music. The physical focus 
is so prevalent—not just for gay men but for 
everyone! It’s exhausting! Unfortunately the 
gay community can sometimes be unforgiving 
or not as accepting when it comes to personal 
appearance. 
 I’m not a gym rat. I also do not want people 
looking at me and thinking, “God, he’s a slob.” 
It’s much harder when you get older to keep 
that up. I just wish people could see past all 
of that.
 Read the entire interview with Matt at 
www.WindyCityMediaGroup.com and find 
out who his musical influences are.
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Matt Zarley: Change begins with him

Matt Zarley. PR photo
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By andReW daviS

The 104th edition of the Chicago Auto Show will 
take place Feb. 9-19 at McCormick Place, 2301 
S. Lake Shore Dr.
 “First Look for Charity” is a black-tie event 
that will take place Feb. 9, 6:30-10:30 p.m. 
(Blues Traveler is slated to perform.) The public 
show runs 10 a.m.-10 p.m. Feb. 10-18, and 10 
a.m.-8 p.m. Feb. 19. Admission for the public 
show is $7-$11.
 The show utilizes 1.2 million square feet of the 
McCormick Place complex. (McCormick Place of-
fers a total of 2.7 million square feet of exhibit 
halls, with an additional 700,000 square feet of 
meeting-room availability.)
 Exhibitions include multiple world and North 
American introductions; a complete range of do-
mestic and imported passenger cars and trucks; 
sport utility vehicles; and experimental or con-
cept cars. In total, nearly 1,000 different ve-
hicles will be on display.
 Attendees will have the opportunity to renew 
their driver’s licenses, order vehicle stickers and 
license plates, order handicap placards, and sign 
up to be organ/tissue donors. The secretary of 
state’s office will be in McCormick Place’s South 
Hall.
 Windy City Times talked with Auto Show co-
chair Mike Ettleson (principal of Ettleson Cadil-
lac-Buick-GMC in Hodgkins, Ill., and Ettleson 
Hyundai in Countryside) about everything from 
crowds to trends.
 Windy City times: approximately how many 
people are expected to attend?
 Mike Ettleson: That’s a good question. My 
guess would be—based on previous years—
about 700,000 to 800,000. Ticket sales are up, 
based on  the same time frame as last year, so it 
seems like there’s more interest earlier. Even in 
my own dealership, where I give out tickets to 
customers, it seems like there’s more interest. 
 WCt: i know that every year the show re-
flects automotive trends. What can people 
expect in this year’s show?
 Ettleson: I think a lot of it is going to be 
[about] alternate fuels, so you’ll see gay-electric 
hybrids and more electric cars. You’re also go-
ing to see some technology where your iPhone 
or iPad are automatically integrated in the car; 
your stuff will appear on the screen and you can 
download music or emails you have. There’s more 
what I call synchronizing technology, where the 
car might read emails to you.
 You’re also going to have more safety features. 
One of my GMC Terrains alerts you if you get too 

close to a car in front of you, or your radio might 
shut off [if the distance is too close]. There are 
also lane-departure warnings, where it alerts you 
if you’re wandering out of the lanes. I’ve also 
heard of something with cameras all around the 
car.   
 WCt: Last year was my first time at the 
show...
 Ettleson: Really? I’ve been going since I was 
5; last year was probably my 45th time. My dad 
sold Chevrolets for many years so I went for 
many years. I actually went by myself with an-
other friend when I was 10 years old.
 WCt: it’s a different time now; that couldn’t 
happen. But last year, i didn’t realize there 
was such a military presence. is that happen-
ing this year as well?
 Ettleson: Yes, it is. The U.S. Army, for some 
reason, feels it’s a great venue to display and 
do some military recruiting. They purchase space 
just like everyone else. I wanna say they’re buy-
ing a tiny bit more space than last year.
 WCt: i was around the tank last year.
 Ettleson: Yeah, that’s fun—who wouldn’t want 
to hang around that? A couple years before, they 
had a helicopter there. People could climb into 
that.
 WCt: Last year, there was a security inci-
dent where several cars were vandalized. is 
security being beefed up this year?
 Ettleson: We’ve always had very good security. 
We may add one or two more people but, truth-
fully, we caught and prosecuted [the offend-
ers]—they were high school kids or something 
like that. I don’t know if we need any more se-
curity like that. Our security works, and they’re 
plain-clothes; you wouldn’t know they’re around.
 WCt: So what would you say are the must-
see stations or items at the show?
 Ettleson: That’s a good question. Being from 
the brand that I represent—so I’m biased—Ca-
dillac will have two new models there. One is 
going to be the XTS, and the other is the ATS; 
they’re not on the road yet, and one is top-of-
the-line while the other is entry-level.
 There are going to be a lot of concepts there. 
Dodge, Chrysler and Jeep are going to have three 
separate tracks, where you can ride in their cars. 
Toyota will also have a track.
 But make sure you go to both sides of the 
hall. I’m not sure what concepts will be there; I 
haven’t gotten my press kit yet. I know that GMC 
is unveiling a product, and they haven’t told me 
what it is yet! My curiosity is piqued.
 See www.ChicagoautoShow.com for more 
info.
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By MeGHan StReit

A touch-and-go strip of Wilson Avenue in Up-
town just got a whole lot cuter (and tastier). 
Baker & Nosh opened its doors recently to cus-
tomers eager to try chef/owner Bill Millholland’s 
goodies.
 According to the café’s website, Millholland 
studied at The French Culinary Institute in New 
York. He worked in a few New York pastry kitch-
ens and then took a job baking bread at the 
Levain Bakery in Manhattan and the Hamptons. 
After that, he worked as a chef instructor at a 
cooking school in Tuscany, Italy. Seven years 
ago, he found his way to our fair city, where 
he has worked as a chef instructor at Le Cordon 

Bleu College of Culinary Arts in Chicago.
 Suffice to say, this guy knows how to bake an 
extraordinary loaf of bread. And, I can report 
he’s also quite adept at filling it with chocolate, 
rolling it into crispy flatbreads, stuffing it with 
meat to make a mean sandwich and baking it 
into sticky, sweet desserts.
 Baker & Nosh is part minimalist urban café 
(polished concrete floors and cool neutral walls) 
and part quaint Parisian boulangerie (actual 
bakers working in plain sight and a case full of 
artisan cheeses and salami for sale). Even in the 
dead of winter in Chicago, I felt inspired to buy 
a baguette, a hunk of Camembert and a bottle 
of Orangina and head straight to the River Seine 
for a picnic.
 I didn’t do that, but I did have a leisurely af-
ternoon festival of carbohydrates with a friend. 
Baker & Nosh offers a small rotating menu of 

sandwiches, flatbreads, soups and pastries. They 
stop cooking at 3 p.m., so get there early or 
plan ahead. I called (anonymously) to check on 
the menu before I visited, and was told the staff 
would be happy to set aside my order so my top 
picks wouldn’t be sold out by the time I arrived. 
How’s that for customer service?
 I devoured a flatbread topped with artichokes, 
Gruyere and thyme. The crust was crisp and the 
flavors of the toppings melded together per-
fectly. I also tried the ham sandwich – layers 
of sweet ham piled high on sourdough bread 
with melted Swiss cheese and generous smears 
of tangy mustard. Baker & Nosh’s Facebook page 
advertised the sandwich as including arugula, 
which was sadly missing from the one I got. I 
think the arugula would have bumped up this 
very good sandwich into the great category. I’m 
willing to give it another shot.

 I also tried the soup of the day, which was 
cream of artichoke. (A little artichoke with your 
artichokes, anyone?) It was flavorful, comfort-
ing and delicious, if just a tad too salty. The 
bowls of soup come with your choice of a roll, 
making it a cheap and filling lunch.
 The best manifestation of Millholland’s many 
bready offerings was the apricot coffee cake I 
had for dessert. It was incredibly moist, just 
sweet enough and topped with real cooked apri-
cots rather than the congealed “apricot product” 
you’d get at most bakeries. The sticky buns also 
make a nice companion for a latte or a cap-
puccino. The buns are soft, sweet and clearly 
baked with love. I desperately wanted to try 
Millholland’s rustic fruit tart, which had been 
beckoning me from the moment I walked into 
the place. But, despite my repeated requests, 
he wouldn’t cut up the large pastry and sell me 
just one slice. The bigger desserts, he said, are 
for customers who drop in to pick up something 
special to bring to parties. I considered throw-
ing a party just so I could get my hands on this 
thing. Sigh—maybe next time.
 Baker & Nosh definitely has some kinks to 
work out. Service is a little scattered, coffee 
drinks may not be quite as hot as you’d like, and 
there currently aren’t knives strong enough to 
cut through the crusty sourdough bread. How-
ever, I’m not worried. I predict things will be 
running smoothly in a matter of weeks, and I 
expect Baker & Nosh to quickly become an Up-
town favorite.
 When the weather warms, the café will also 
offer outdoor seating on an adjacent patio. Even 
more exciting, Millholland said he plans to plant 
an accessible herb garden so customers can pick 
their own herbs to spice up and customize their 
meals—a true farm-to-table experience, right 
here in the heart of the big city. 

 Baker & nosh is located at 1303 W. Wil-
son ave.; call 773-989-7393 or visit www.
bakerandnosh.com/index.php. 
 do you need some more Sugar & Spice in 
your life? Follow me on twitter: @Sug-
arandSpiceMS – for inside scoop and 
commentary on Chicago’s dining scene.

Baker & Nosh

artichoke soup 
at Baker & 
nosh. Photo by 
Meghan Streit
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AMERICAN
Beef ‘n Brandy
127 S. State St., Chicago
312-372-3451
beefbrandy.net
A Chicago tradition since 
1967. Serving pizza, burgers, 
meat loaf, homemade Foc-
cacia bread and more.

Roscoe’s Sidewalk 
Cafe
3356 N. Halsted St., 
Chicago
773-281-3355
roscoes.com
Visit our popular outdoor 
cafe. Salads, burgers, wraps, 
sandwiches, drink specials, 
and Sunday brunch.

Jane’s Restaurant 
1653-55 W. Cortland 
Ave.
773-862-5263
janesrestaurant.com
An everyday, upscale eatery 

located in neighborhoody 
bucktown. Stunning Special 
events Room. brunch, Lunch 
& Dinner.

Hamburger Mary’s
5400 N. Clark St., 
Chicago
773-784-6969
hamburgermarys.com/
chicago
burgers, salads and sass 
served up in a kitschy 
atmosphere with an on-site 
brew pub.

ASIAN
Miss Asia
434 W. Diversey Pkwy., 
Chicago
773-248-3999
missasiacuisine.com
At Miss Asia we provide 
fine traditional Thai cuisine 
and an elegant dining 
atmosphere.

BAKERY
Swedish Bakery
5348 N. Clark St., 
Chicago
773-561-8919
swedishbakery.com
european-style cookies, 
pastries, breads, and tortes. 
We’ll create a cake for any 
celebration.

FONDUE
Geja’s Cafe
340 W. Armitage Ave., 
Chicago
773-281-9101
gejascafe.com
Romantic fondue dining. 
Live classical and flamenco 
guitar. extensive, moder-
ately priced wine list.

ITALIAN 
Taverna 750
750 W. Cornelia Ave., 
Chicago
773-348-5172

bright and fresh Italian 
small plates with an exciting 
cocktail menu. Surprisingly 
affordable. 

Club Lucky
1824 W. Wabansia Ave., 
bucktown
773-227-2300
clubluckychicago.com
1940’s style Italian Supper 
Club & Cocktail Lounge 
Award-winning. Holiday 
decorations and private 
party room. Accepting 
online reservations.

MEDITERRANEAN
Socca
3301 N. Clark St., 
Chicago
773-248-1155
soccachicago.com
Featured on Food Network. 
Italian/French cuisine. 
Dinner daily and weekend 
brunch. Outdoor patio.

MExICAN
Mundial Cocina 
Mestiza
1640 W. 18th St., 
Chicago
312-491-9908
mundialcocinamestiza.
com
Creative Mexican cuisine in 
the Pilsen neighborhood. 
Hand-shaken margaritas 
and affordable wines.

GERMAN
Chicago Brauhaus
4732 N. Lincoln Ave., 
Chicago
773-784-4444
chicagobrauhaus.com
Serving up traditional 
German specialties, beer, 
wine, music and dancing 6 
days a week.
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SPORTS BRIEFS

Neilsen named to
NAGAAA position
By RoSS FoRMan
 
Jack Neilsen, who spearheaded Chicago’s bid 
to host the 2011 Gay Softball World Series, has 
been named the director of business develop-
ment for the North American Gay Amateur Ath-
letic Alliance (NAGAAA), which sponsors the an-
nual series.
 Neilsen, 36, who lives in the Ravenswood 
neighborhood and works as an account manager, 
is the commissioner for the predominantly male 
open division of the Chicago Metropolitan Sports 
Association (CMSA) softball league, entering his 
fourth year in that position in the spring.
 “The director of business development is re-

sponsible for securing and activating new spon-
sorships for NAGAAA and the Gay Softball World 
Series,” Neilsen said. “It is a lot of communica-
tion and research work, and working with the 
correct people within corporations to ensure 
NAGAAA is meeting their expectations as a val-
ued partner.”
 He said the job came about partly due to the 
success of the 2011 series. Plus, “I felt now was 
the time for me to be able to give back to my 
softball community,” he said.
 Neilsen will be responsible for reaching out 
to potential sponsors across the country in an 
attempt to gain sponsorship dollars as well as 
in-kind donations to assist NAGAAA.
 “I chose to run for this position [because] I 
felt I could be a great asset to the national or-
ganization,” said Neilsen, who was elected in 
late January. “I feel, with my work background 
and the individuals I know, I can help grow the 
NAGAAA brand to the next level.”
 Neilsen said this NAGAAA position will not di-
rectly impact CMSA.
 Opening day for CMSA’s open division is slated 
for Sunday, April 29. Neilsen said the upcoming 
season will, like last season, feature 49 teams 
with about 750 players. 
 The 36th annual NAGAAA Gay Softball World 
Series is Aug. 13-18 in Minneapolis.

Journalist’s Packers
post nets backlash
 NBC Chicago journalist Ted McClelland’s Face-
book post showing his dislike of the NFL’s Green 
Bay Packers has resulted in at least a little back-
lash.
 McClelland, a columnist for NBC Chicago’s 
Ward Room (where he’s listed as Edward Mc-
Clelland), posted a green decal with the words 
“Green Gay Fudge Packers” Jan. 15. Responses 
included “Maybe this is meant to be clever or 
ironic, but that doesn’t keep it from being pretty 

fucking stupid” and the more innocuous “I’m not 
sure what to say about this.”
 Steve Rhodes, an editor and publisher at 
Beachwood Media, initially pointed out the anti-
gay blurb on The Beachwood Reporter website 
under the headline “Mental Ward Room,” writ-
ing, “NBC Ward Room correspondent Ted McClel-
land started with a Facebook post about Green 
Bay’s playoff loss yesterday with a status update 
that said ‘So long, Fudge Packers. The stereo in 
the bar is playing ‘New York, New York.’” Rhodes 
added that the decal “really took it over the 
top.”
 McClelland—who wrote the book Young Mr. 
Obama: Chicago and the Making of a Black Presi-
dent—also lists his activities on his homepage 
as “white people” and “heterosexuality.”
 Windy City Times sent messages to McClelland 
and NBC Chicago; they were not returned by 
press deadline. 

FFC complex 
completed
in West Loop
 McShane Construction Company has com-
pleted the expansion and renovation of the new 
52,000-square-foot West Loop fitness-center 
assignment on behalf of owner Fitness Formula 
Clubs (FFC), according to a press release.
 The full-service facility is located on the 
ground level and third floor of Presidential Tow-
ers at 10 S. Clinton St., near the Ogilvie North-
western Transportation Center. 
 FFC West Loop offers its members general 
cardio and strength-training areas, custom Tri-
Monster triathlon and endurance sports-training 
classes, group fitness studios, locker rooms, day 
spa and airbrush tanning salon, Kids Club cen-
ter, a retail sports shop, the Protein Bar cafe and 
NovaCare physical therapy. 

‘Stars on Ice’ at
Rosemont March 11
 The figure-skating tour “Stars on Ice” will visit 
Rosemont, Ill., Sunday, March 11, 2012, for a 5 
p.m. performance at Allstate Arena.
 The tour will get a new infusion of creativity 
from legendary skater Kurt Browning, who will 
co-direct and choreograph this year’s produc-
tion.
 The event includes Browning; Olympic silver 
medalist Sasha Cohen; two-time Olympic gold 
medalist Ekaterina Gordeeva; 1998 Olympic gold 
medalist Ilia Kulik; and world champion and 
six-time U.S. national champion Todd Eldredge, 
among others.
 Founded in 1986 by skating icon Scott Hamil-
ton, the Stars on Ice tour has played more than 
1,000 shows for over a quarter of a century. Tick-
ets start at $25 and are available via all Tick-
etmaster outlets, http://www.Ticketmaster.com, 
800-745-3000 and the Allstate Arena box office.

Jack neilsen. Photo from neilsen
Kurt Browning.
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A Dark Comedy by J. Julian Christopher

Conns Catering
“Entertain With Style”

 
Let Conn’s Catering plan your Civil 

Union/Wedding, private house party 
or special occasssion. Our Uniformed 
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service, and as a bonus, your ad runs in our online 
section for free. to place an ad, contact terri at 773-
871-7610 ex 101, terri@windycitymediagroup.com, 
or go to our website www.WindyCityMediaGroup.
com.

ADULt DVDs
xxx dvds no computer necessary! Get DVD’s the old 
fashion way, by mail order. FREE XXXDVD catalog 1-800-
722-4336 Mention WCt, get $10 voucher. Radvideo.
com for you online buffs. (2/1/12-4)

ANtIQUES

CLEANING SERVICES
CHeStnUt CLeaninG SeRviCeS: We’re a house cleaning 
service for homes, small businesses and small buildings. 
We also have fabulous organizational skills (a separate 
function at a separate cost that utilizes your assis-
tance) for what hasn’t been cleaned in many months 
or years due to long-term illness, depression, physical/
mental challenges, for the elderly, if you have down-
sized and more. Depressed about going home to chaos? 
We can organize your chaos, straighten out your chaos, 
help you make sense of your chaos and finally clean 
what is no longer chaos. Can we help you? Bonded and 
insured. Chestnut Cleaning Service: 312-332-5575. 
www.ChestnutCleaning.com (11/21/12-52)

COUNSELING
Counseling and Clinical Hypnotherapy: Providing help 
to individuals and couples in our community since 1987.  
I specialize in relationship issues, spiritual issues, 
childhood trauma, and recurrent patterns that inhibit 
potential.  Starla R. Sholl, LCSW, PC, 773.878.5809, 
www.starlasholl.com (3/7/12-26)

tHe JUniPeR CenteR/CenteR FoR ReLationSHiP 
HeaLtH. Life gets complicated. You have have tried 
all that you know to solve a problem or repair a 
relationship. When you are not sure what’s next, we 
are here to help. LGBTQ individuals, couples & families. 
juipercenterchicago.com 847-759-9110 (4/25/12-13)

SoLUtion FoCUSed CoUnSeLinG Counseling for 
individual & couples in warm, safe atmosphere by 
licensed psychotherapist. Depression, anxiety, body 
image issues & relationship problems. Lakeview 
location. Sliding scale. John d. Moore, Phd, www.
johndmoore.net (773) 704-5300 (2/8/12-12)

HELP WANtED
noW HiRinG dRiveRS MV Transportation is hiring 
bus drivers to start immediately. $12.50/hr to start 
weekdays, $13.00/hr weekends. We offer medical, 
vision, dental insurance, 401k plan, paid holidays and 
paid vacation. Must have a class “C” CDL with passenger 
endorsement or be able to obtain one; we provide 
training. Must have a clean driving record, criminal 
background and pass a drug test. We’re looking for hard 
working people that enjoy helping others. apply in 
person at 6230 W. Gross Point Road, niles, iL. www.
mvtransit.com eoe (2/15/12-4)

oUtSide SaLeS PeRSon Self-motivated, sell advertising 
specialties, promotional products, draw against 
commission, car necessary - not JUSt a JoB - BUt a 
CaReeR. Call Judy or Joel - 312-234-9981 or email 
your resumejmesser.fttppc@gmail.com (2/8/12-1)

HOME IMPROVEMENt
BatHRooM ReModeLinG, HoMe RePaiRS, PaintinG 
& MoRe. Licensed-Bonded-Insured. One year warranty. 
Price by the job - not the hour. FREE estimates! Check 
us out on angie’s List. andy onCall, 773-244-9961. 
www.getandy.com (8/1/12-52)

LEGAL SERVICES
Notice is hereby given, pursuant to “An Act in relation 
to the use of an Assumed Business Name in the conduct 
or transaction of Business in the State,” as amended, 
that a certification was filed by the undersigned with 
the County Clerk of Cook County. File No. D12128966 on 
January 27, 2012, Under the Assumed Name of  “Kim-
berly Katz PR and Talent” with the business located at 
2551 North Clark Street, Suite 206., Chicago, IL  60614. 
The true name(s) and residence address of the owner(s) 
are: Ken Payne, 8802 W. 45th Place, Brookfield, IL 
60513 and Kimberly Katz, 6150 N. Kenmore, 15B, Chi-
cago, IL 60660 (2/22/12-3)

LEGAL SERVICES
need LeGaL HeLP? Pride Law, Andersonville’s legal aid 
clinic for the LGBT community can help. Clinic hours 
every Wednesday, 5-8:00 p.m. by appointment only. Call 
1-866-703-5509 or send us an email at prideslaw@
tsamislaw.com.

MASSAGE
FiRSt-CLaSS aSian MaLe MaSSeUR. London-trained 
and qualified. Over 25 years of worldwide experience

and 100% attuned to your needs. Satisfaction assured. 
Please call dennis at 773-248-9407 (4/18/12-15)

PERSONAL FItNESS
PeRSonaL FitneSS tRaineR You can have the body you 
want. A 12-week individually tailored fitness program 
that includes nutrition and workouts from a certified 
fitness trainer who uses her experience and education 
(Masters of Arts degree in clinical psychology, a fifth 
degree Black Belt in karate) to help people overcome 
obstacles to achieving success. The marriage of 
psychological and physical fitness enables people to 
create a plan and stick to it. “Whether you think you 
will or think you won’t you’re probably right.” Call 
Rachel Lavin at 773-251-7874. (2/8/12-4)

PIANO & VOICE LESSONS
Piano oR voiCe LeSSonS - in my Boystown area studio 
or your home offered by young gay professional with 
Master’s in music. Take lessons with a neighborhood 
teacher!   Jonathan at 646 418 4043. (2/22/12-4)

RESEARCH StUDY
CRyStaL MetH ReSeaRCH StUdy Are you a gay man 
who has quit a meth addiction without rehab? You 
could be eligible to take part in a research study that 
examines your past crystal methamphetamine use 
and attitudes toward current rehab methods. Eligible 
participants are gay males, ages 18 and up, who have 
quit a crystal meth addiction without going to rehab, 
and who have been sober for at least two years.If 
eligible, you will be asked to take part in one interview 
lasting approximately 1-2 hours. We will ask you to 
discuss your life during your addiction and how you 
managed to quit and remain sober. The interview will be 
audio-recorded and anonymous. You will not be asked to 
reveal your identity. eligible participants will receive 
a $30 visa gift card.  Contact Richie Magallano at 
the UiC College of nursing, 888-569-1512, for more 
info. (2/15/12-2)

SPIRItUALItY

WE

PETS

PARKVIEW PET
SUPPLIES

EST. 1921

5358 N. Broadway
Chicago, IL  60640

773-561-0001
Sensible Food 
Sensible Prices

Honey is a big, strong, busy adolescent. She is 
still reckless with her mouth when excited so 
this will need to be discouraged, in addition to 
her jumping up on tables. Honey is powerful and 
impulsive and will require training to keep her 
brain and body active. She can use her strength 
to her advantage when on leash, so a body har-
ness and teaching loose-leash walking will be 
beneficial. 

animal id 14920839  
Shepherd/Mix  
9 months  
Female  
Large  

the anti-Cruelty Society, 312-644-8338, 
www.anticruelty.org

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE - HOMES
WWW.GayReaLeState.CoM Free Instant Access to 
Chicago’s Top Gay REALTORS® on-line at www.GayRe-
alestate.com or toll Free 1.888.420.Move (6683) 
(4/25/12–52)

Stone tUdoR HoMe with slate roof built in 1928 on 
its own block in Sterling IL. Living room, dining room, 
kitchen & breakfast room, porch, den, seven bedrooms. 
Asking $399,000. Call Roberta dillon @ 815-631-
2938 or e-mail edsoncox@gmail.com or robertasdil-
lon@gmail.com. (2/15/12–4)

FOR SALE - OUT OF TOWN
WiLton ManoR FL Condo Reasonably priced, remod-
eled 1 bedroom/1 bath condo within walking distance 
of Wilton Manor activities. Free boat dockage. Located a 
mile from Fort Lauderdale beaches. Contact scot564@
live.com for more information/pictures. (2/1/12–4)

FOR SALE - CONDO

Furnished Condo For Sale asking $107,000! Top 3rd 
Floor one bedroom condo in NW Burb! Large bedroom, 
new bathroom, home warranty, fullsize W/D in unit, 
pets ok, workout room, pool, great location! Not a short 
sale or foreclosure, so quick closing makes this condo 
your home! Call Barb at Remax 1-847-726-4663 for 
showing! (2/1/12–4)

TWO BEDROOMS FOR RENT
edGeWateR CoMMUteR advantaGe. You’d be happy to 
come home to.Walk to beach, bus, redline or shops. 
Joyously sunny and secure first floor. Big bedrooms with 
walkin closets. Large kitchen with diningroom. $1200 
with heat plus laundry, patio and yard, new sink and in-
tercom. it’s your move...773-706-6065 (2/22/12–3)

REAL ESTATE

1.888.420.MOVE (6683)
Toll Free: 

www.GayRealEstate.com
Choose Your Perfect Agent Online:

SOLD

Instant Access
to Chicago and

the Nation’s
Top Gay &

Lesbian Realtors.

FREE!

Reviving

The Spirit...

Renewing

The Life...

Atonement Episcopal Church
5749 N. Kenmore

www.ChurchOfTheAtonement.Org
Sundays at 11 A.M.

ZURKO • 715-526-9769
www.zurkopromotions.com

ANTIQUE
& COLLECTIBLE MARKET

Sat., Feb 11,  10am - 4pm
Sun., Feb 12th,  8am - 3pm / $6

Lake County Fairgrounds
Greyslake, IL 1060 E. Peterson

Saturday, February 18th
8am - 3pm / $5

(County Farm & Manchester)
DuPage County Fairgrounds

WHEATON, IL - Vendors Welcome

ZURKO ANTIQUE EVENTS

ANTIQUE * FLEA*
MARKET

Open House Sunday
February 12 - 1 - 4pm

5555 N. Sheridan - Chicago

Premier lakefront building with
indoor pool, fitness cntr, 2 acre 
garden w/bbq area, parking &

guest parking for fee, 24 hr
drmen Shops & Services.

Steps to beaches, fine dining 
& transportaion. 20% down.

You're going to love it.

Alice Rae Casey
Lakefront Group

773.293.0000
Alice@AliceCasey.net

The Edgewater Beach Apartments
One bd $92,000 - $169,000
Two bd $140,000 - $329,000
Three bd duplex - $290,000

http://www.zurkopromotions.com
http://www.alicecasey.net
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Celebrations Share your special moments with the community in 
Windy City times’ new announcement section!

Windy City Media Group (parent company of Windy City Times) 
held a winter party for its staff, contributors and delivery 
personnel, Feb. 2, at Mary’s Attic, 5400 N. Clark St.
 The Windy City folks chowed down on mac and cheese 
fritters and “Mary burgers” while art director Kirk Williamson 
doled out a huge variety of giveaways, donated by local 
businesses. Prizes included delicious brownies from Sweet 
Miss Givings; champagne from Parlour; theater tickets from 
MidTangent Productions; restaurant certificates from Club 
Lucky, Fireside Grill, and Jane’s Restaurant; and concert 
tickets to see Lorna Luft, Magnetic Fields, Thomas Dolby, and 
G. Love and Special Sauce.
 After the first round of giveaways, publisher Tracy Baim took 
the stage and gave a speech in tribute to John Pennycuff, 
who served as Windy City’s office manager until 2006 and 
passed away late last month.
 Some Windy City employess could not make the event, but 
we honor all who make what we do possible!

Windy City Media Group 
holiday party

A Progressive, Inclusive and
Welcoming Catholic Community

Baptism
Reconciliation
Holy Unions
Anointing of the Sick
First Communion preparation

3338 N. Broadway
www.dignity-chicago.org
dignitychicago@gmail.com

Mass each Sunday at 5:00 pm
Photos by Hal Baim

Kat Fitzgerald
Photographer

www.mysticimagesphotography.com

TWO WAYS TO WIN!

Grammy-award-
winning artist k.d. 
lang, a rare performer 
who has matured 
before our eyes, 
exploring the realms 
of country, rock, and 
pop music throughout 
her nearly 30-year 
career, comes to 
Waukegan for one 
night only!

Tickets on sale now 
at geneseetheatre.
com, all Ticketmaster 
outlets, or charge by 
phone at 800-982-2787.

ENTER TO WIN one pair of tickets by sending 
an email with “KDLANG” in the subject line to

click2win@hotmail.com
by Mon., Feb. 20 to be entered.

Winner will be selected at random from all entries and 
will be notified via email. One entry per person, please.

CLICKTOWIN!

k.d. lang and the Siss Boom Bang 
Fri., May 18
@ The Genesee Theatre

LIKETOWIN!TO WIN:
Simply find us at
facebook.com/WindyCityMediaGroup
and “like” our page by Mon., Feb. 20. 

Winner will be chosen at random from all page fans 
and will be notified via Facebook.
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Wed., Feb. 8
Sex, Chocolate and your Pelvic Floor 

event- What you Want, What you need, 
What You Need To Know is Chicago’s 
unique, fun, educational ladies night out 
(women only - no men allowed!). This 
event gives women the opportunity to 
learn how to improve pelvic and sexual 
health while offering a comfortable, re-
laxed atmosphere where women can eas-
ily laugh and learn. Advance tickets only 
$50! Tickets will be available at the door 
for $75. 7pm-10pm, Beauty Bar, http://
www.totalcontrolprogram.com/assets/
root/html/scpf

Reading: My desire for History, essays in 
Gay, Community, and Labor History John 
D’Emilio will discuss his recent collection 
of Allan Bérubé essays, and their connec-
tion to LGBTQ organizing taking place in 
Chicago today. He will be joined by Kim 
Hunt, Executive Director of Affinity Com-
munity Services and Tania Unzueta, Co-
ordinator of the LGBTQ Immigrant Rights 
Project at the Association of Latino Men 
for Action, for a discussion of past and 
present LGBTQ activism, race, class and 
gender. A Crossroads Fund event. 6pm-
8pm, Center on Halsted, 3656 N Halsted, 
Chicago, http://www.centeronhalsted.org

the theatre School Presents a Lie of the 
Mind Presented by The Theatre School 
at DePaul University, 7:30pm-11pm, 
312.922.1999, Merle Reskin Theatre, 60 
E Balbo Dr., http://theatreschool.depaul.
edu

Whole Foods Community Support day for 
Merit School Five metropolitan Chicago 
Whole Foods Market locations will donate 
5 percent of all sales to Merit School of 

Music. 1101 S. Canal St.; 30 W. Huron St.; 
1550 N. Kingsbury St.; 3300 N. Ashland 
Ave.; 3640 N. Halsted St. 8am-10pm; 
www.meritmusic.org

Thursday, Feb. 9
Bayard Rustin 100: discovering a Forgot-

ten Hero Known as the invisible man of 
the civil rights movement, he worked 
with Martin Luther King as an out gay 
man. Cocktails 5:30 pm, program 6:30pm; 
5:30pm, Chicago History Museum, 1601 N. 
Clark St., http://www.chicagohistory.org

Macy’s celebrates 100th birthday of Ro-
mare Bearden In honor of Black History 
Month, Macy’s and The Romare Bearden 
Foundation celebrate the 100th birthday 
of the African-American artist, innovator, 
scholar, and visionary. RSVP by phone. 
5:30pm, 800-329-8667, Macy’s, 7th Flr 
Archives, 111 State St., Chicago, http://
www.macys.com/celebrate

Wine tasting with Judge Celia Louise 
Gamrath Gamrath was one of the first 
judges to perform and dissolve civil 

unions and is seeking election to the 8th 
Subcircuit, Chiola vacancy, the same she 
currently holds. RSVP to Stacey Smith at 
stacey@kjdstrategies.com or by phone. 
6pm-7:30pm, 888-713-7563, Kafka Wine 
Co., 3325 N. Halsted St.

Chicago Red dress Party pre-party The Red 
Dress Party is a national event dedicated 
to creating awareness and visibility for 
the HIV/AIDS movement and raising funds 
for organizations that provide vital com-
munity services. Dress for the fight, end 
AIDS. I {HEART} RED: $20/online and  
$25/door. Open bar, small bites, “Red” 
raffle; 7pm, 222 Merchandise Mart Plaza, 
ste. 143, http://chicagoreddressparty.
org/tickets

early to Bed Presents: How to Bed a 
trans Man A workshop designed for folks 
who would like to educate themselves 
more about FTMs and trans male sexual-
ity, particularly as it relates to their own 
dating life. 8pm, Early to Bed, 5232 N 
Sheridan. Tickets: http://www.early2bed.
com/2012/01/10/workshop-how-to-bed-
a-trans-man/

Friday, Feb. 10
down With Love: a Cabaret Show From 

innatevolution theater. Featuring the 
songs of Motown. Directed by Toma & 
Raymond K. Cleveland. $20 includes 1 
drink ticket for well, house wine or Miller 
drinks. Seating at 7, show at 7:30. 7pm-
10pm, The Call (Chicago), 1547 W Bryn 
Mawr Ave., http://www.facebook.com/
thecallbar

Love is... River north dance Chicago Fes-
tive post-show Valentine party with the 
RNDC Dancers at the Harris Theater with 
delicious artisan dessert and drink pair-
ings to make your heart and taste buds 
soar. Party tickets $25. 8pm-10pm, 312-
334-7777, Harris Theater for Music and 
Dance, 205 E Randolph St. Tickets: http://
www.harristheaterchicago.org

Spin Shower Contest Join super cute Vic-
tor at Midnight for Spin’s outrageous and 
infamous contest! Get there by 11:30pm 
to enter, and you could win First Prize of 
$150 or Second Prize of $50. 9pm, Spin 
Nightclub, 800 W. Belmont Ave, Chicago, 
http://spin-nightclub.com

Bi-Polar Fridays at @mosphere Bar Every 
Friday the ONLY place to be is @mosphere 
Bar in Andersonville for Bi-Polar Friday’s. 
Hosted by Regina Upright; 10pm, 773-
784-1100, @mosphere, 5355 N. Clark St., 
http://atmospherebar.com

GayCo: are you there Judy? it’s me, Can-
cer. Judy Fabjance presents an evening of 
Comedy, Cries and Choreography as she 
takes you on her journey through Breast 
Cancer. Learn about “the one” who truly 

wasn’t there for her and why she hates 
all holidays except one. And why cancer 
all she can think about is cancer so come 
cancer see this cancer show. $13. Fridays 
through Feb. 24; 9pm, 312-337-3992, 
Donny’s Skybox Theatre, 8 N. Wells St., 
Chicago, http://www.secondcity.com

Saturday, Feb. 11 
Fundraiser for U.S. Senate candidate Rep. 

tammy Baldwin Doubling as a “warm 
up” party to the annual gala downtown  
hosted by Dr. Timothy Loftus, Hal Ship-
man, and Channing Greene in conjunction 
with the Victory Fund. Rep. Baldwin will 
be Skyping in to greet the attendees and 
talk briefly about the campaign. Cocktails, 
beer, wine, with a few of the host’s spe-
cialty drinks and hors d’oeuvres. Dona-
tion: $50 per person, which can be paid 
by check at the event. More information 
and pre-payment online. (Enter “Chicago” 
in Comment section upon payment.) Loca-
tion and information by phone 646-320-
0212; 4pm-6pm, 646-320-0212, Home of 
Hal Shipman and Channing Greene, call 
for info, http://www.victoryfund.org/
tammy50

independent Catholic Church Alternate 
Evangelical Catholic Church is totally Cath-
olic, valid orders and sacraments; without 
the guilt, bigotry, and hatefullness. All 
welcome, especially those disinfranchized 
by their church’s lack of support. 4:30pm-
5:30pm, 773-401-0506, 5749 Kenmore 
{Atonement Chapel}, http://evangelical-
catholicchurch.org

equality illinois 21st annual Justice for 
all Benefit Gala Continuing its more than 
decade-long tradition as the largest LGBT 
black-tie gala in the Midwest Equality Il-
linois hosts its 2012 Justice for All Ben-
efit Gala. 6pm-11:45pm, Chicago Hilton 
and Towers, 720 S. Michigan Ave., http://
www.eqil.org

the Color is Red Gala Chicago Windy City 
Black Pride presents. National Black HIV 
Awareness Day; 6pm-10pm, Macy’s, 111 N. 
State St., http://www.cwcbp.com

‘80s new Wave benefit for iL Gender ad-
vocates Beer and wine. Dj Toast spinning 
the 80s New Wave. Suggested donation, 
$5. 10pm, Tsubo Salon, 1821 W. Hubbard 
St., #201

Sunday, Feb. 12
Lorna Luft Celebrates Her Mother Judy 

Garland “Songs My Mother Taught Me” a 
celebration of the music & life of Judy 
Garland, and a theatrical extravaganza 
melding one of the world‘s most familiar 
songbooks with personal memories of 
a loving daughter. 4pm-6pm, 630-896-
6666, Paramount Theatre, 23 East Galena 
Boulevard, Aurora, http://www.paramoun-
taurora.com

Urban village Church: andersonville ser-
vice Andersonville is a neighborhood full 
of passion, art, diversity, and eclectic en-
ergy, all which makes Urban Village Church 
thrilled to be joining the community! 
10:30am-11:45am, 1602 W. Ainslie (at 
Ashland), http://www.newchicagochurch.
com

Freedom to Marry demo at Holy name 
Cathedral Supporting Organizations: 
Rainbow Sash Movement, Dignity, Gay 
Liberation Network, Equality Illinois, 8th 
Day Justice Center; 10:30am-12pm, 312-
266-0182, 730 N. Wabash Ave, http://
gayliberation.net/home.html

Chicago Prime timers open Social Here’s 
an opportunity to learn more about the 
Chicago Prime Timers. Come join us at our 
open social. 6pm social hour, 7pm dinner. 
$20 members, $25 non-members; 6pm-
8:30pm, 773-844-1005, Ann Sather res-
taurant 909 W. Belmont Chicago, http://
chicagoprimetimers.org

an evening of andrew Lloyd Webber Enjoy 
a rare behind the scenes glimpse at the 
inspiration for some of Broadway’s great-
est hits with Kevin Moore Presents Score-
by-Score, The Best of Broadway Musicals: 

An Evening of Andrew Lloyd Webber. Doors 
open at 5:30. $25 for general seating, $25 
for reserved seating can be purchased 
online or by phone. 7pm, 773-381-4551, 
Mayne Stage, 1328 W. Morse Ave., Chica-
go, http://www.maynestage.com

Monday, Feb. 13
Cocktail reception for illinois Supreme 

Court Justice Mary Jane theis Host 
committee includes Cong. Mike Quigley, 
Jay Paul Deratany, Christopher Johnsen, 
Scott Clay, Lowell Jaffe, Robert Kohl, Ja-
cob Meister, Anthony Martinez. $100 in-
dividual ticket. RSVP or information from 
Sharon Weber sweber@kohnconsulting.
com; 6pm-7:30pm, 312-527-3667, Kanela 
Café, 3231 N. Clark St., http://www.theis-
forjustice.com/kanela

Tuesday, Feb. 14 
B2B Monthly networking event Fall in 

Love in 60 seconds, Marie Hale Ramos. 
Bring your note book and learn the secret 
formula for maximum impact in network-
ing, the top 3 No No’s in networking; how 
to pull an audience; 7am-9am, Chicago 
Area G&L Chamber of Commerce HQ, 3179 
N. Clark St., http://www.glchamber.org

Rodgers & Hammerstein’s South Pacific 
Chicago debut of new production; 7:30pm, 
Cadillac Palace Theatre, 151 W. Randolph 
St., http://www.broadwayinchicago.com

$1 drinks: College night It doesn’t mat-
ter if you have to go to class or work on 
Wednesdays, because Hydrate’s tearing 
Tuesdays up with $1 Drinks and $4 Rebel 
Bombs! 8pm, Hydrate, 3458 N. Halsted 
St., http://www.hydratechicago.com

all you need is Love Enjoy chocolate mar-
tins, champagne and wine specials with 
your lovah. Late Bar, 3534 W. Belmont 
Ave. 10pm, http://www.latebarchicago.
com

Wed., Feb. 15 
Joffrey Ballet presents Winter Fire The 

Joffrey Ballet brings to Chicago the work 
of three world-renowned choreographers 
in “Winter Fire,” a mixed repertory pro-
gram featuring two premieres and an audi-
ence favorite. 7:30pm-9:30pm, 800-982-
2787, Auditorium Theatre of Roosevelt 
University, 50 E. Congress Pkwy., http://
www.joffrey.org/winter

Thursday, Feb. 16 
P.y.G.’s Kick-off Reception For Chicago 

takes off P.Y.G. (Professional Young 
Gays) Inc. and Test Positive Aware Net-
work (TPAN) present a kick-off reception 
for Chicago Takes Off. The event is free, 
but please RSVP by Monday, Feb. 13, to 
events@p-y-g.org to secure your spot to-
day as space is limited. 6pm-9pm, 1-312-
675-2105, Shrine Haberdashers, 47 E. Oak 
St., http://https://www.facebook.com/
pygchicago; Tickets: http://shrinestyle.
com/events/pygs-pre-cocktail-event/

POLITICAL PARTY

there will be a fundraiser for 
U.S. Rep. (and U.S. Senate 
candidate) tammy Baldwin at 
the home of Hal Shipman and 
Channing Greene. (Baldwin 
is slated to Skype into the 
event.)

Photo by Chuck Colbert

Saturday, Feb. 11

Get

online

: WindyCityMediaGroup.com
ChicagoPride.com

“HERO” WORSHIP

“Bayard Rustin 100: 
discovering a Forgotten 
Hero” will take place 
at the Chicago History 
Museum, 1601 n. Clark 
St.

Thursday, Feb. 9

WINDY CITY
TIMES

Brought to you by the combined efforts of

HAVE AN ICE DAY
Saturday, Feb. 11
equality illinois’ “Justice for all” gala will take place 
at the Chicago Hilton and towers, 720 S. Michigan ave.

Photo by Kat Fitzgerald



 

“Almost 3 weeks since I’ve had dairy, red meat, 
wheat, gluten, sugar, alcohol, or caffeine. Lost 
15 lbs & lost my mind.”—Adam Shankman talks 
about his diet ... and newly-trim physique.
 Normally I’m not a political person ... unless 
there’s a punch line involved. This means, of 
course, I’ve watched all of the Republican de-
bates with great interest. Obviously, they’re a 
bunch of boobs, but is that any reason for peo-
ple to glitter-bomb Mitt Romney? No, I’m not 
supporting him. That said, I cannot stress how 
anti-glitter-bombing I am. First, it’s kinda silly. 
But more important, it’s annoying. Do any of 
you like it when you’re hot, sweaty, and shirtless 
on the dance floor, and suddenly little pieces of 
glitter come flying down from the heavens? I 
usually bolt the moment I see a flake. Why? Let’s 
just say that I’ve had more than a few sleepless 
nights having various unnamed lads plucking 
glitter out of my nether regions. So, for the love 
of God, stop the madness.
 A little birdie tells me that Regis’ replacement 
on Live will be ... Howie Mandel. Although he’s 
filled in for Reege and has great chemistry with 

Kelly, there was one stumbling block—moving 
to the Big Apple. I’m told that with America’s 
Got Talent moving to NYC, everything is falling 
into place quite nicely. In fact, I hear Howie 
pushed for Howard Stern to be hired for that 
very reason! Stay tuned.
 Brooke Shields made a shocking revelation—
so shocking that it even shocked moi! Remem-
ber when she was dating George Michael? This 
was after she was dating Michael Jackson, but 
before she was dating John Travolta. Good God, 
her gaydar wasn’t on the fritz; it was plotting 
against her. 
 Well, the Latisse spokesperson (be nice, it’s 
all she has left) recently explained how she and 
the singer broke up. It was the end of a date, 
they were in the backseat of a limousine and 
George asked the chauffeur to drive around for a 
bit. When he raised the privacy divider, Brooke 
was sure she was gonna lose her virginity right 
then and there, in the back of a limo—like she 
was in some Duran Duran video! As she prepared 
for the inevitable, GM turned to her and said, “I 
think we need to take a break. I need to con-
centrate on my career.” And then he dropped her 
off—and probably did it with the chauffeur. But 
that’s not even the best part. The following year, 
George released “Careless Whisper.” And Brooke 
was convinced—yes, convinced—that he had 
written the song about her! I still contend it’s 
about Andrew Ridgeley.
 Jennifer Holliday is like Halley’s Comet. OK, 
now everybody... “How is Jennifer Holliday like 
Halley’s Comet?” Because every five years, she 

turns up playing Effie White in Dreamgirls! The 
last time was 2007 in Atlanta, which I rushed to 
see, figuring it would be my last chance. Well, 
the joke’s on me because Holliday is returning 
to the teenage role this summer. The place will 
be The Muny in St. Louis and the dates will be 
July 16-22. But this time, Jennifer says it will 
probably be her last: “I don’t want to turn into 
Norma Desmond. ... I have played Effie every 
five years or so, and I think I can just get away 
with it one more time.” I’m not sure I believe 
her. When Jennifer Holliday says “I’m not go-
ing,” I think she means it!
 In other theater news, have ya heard who 
might be taking over the lead in the Broadway 
production of Sister Act? Raven-Symoné, that’s 
who. Yes, little Olivia from The Cosby Show is 
rumored to have signed a six-month contract to 
become the next Deloris Van Cartier starting at 
the end of March.
 Before we get to our question, I must bow 
to public pressure. Dozens of you e-mailed me 
bemoaning the fact that you missed Mario Lopez 
modeling his underwear line on Ellen. Fine. Pics 
and footage are on BillyMasters.com.
 And now, our “Ask Billy” question comes from 
Keiran in New York: “My roommate was at a film 
festival in Boston and saw James Franco in The 
Broken Tower. He told me it has a lot of gay sex. 
Have you seen it?”
 Franco wrote, directed, edited, produced 
and starred in a biopic about poet Hart Crane 
called The Broken Tower. If he had sung the love 
theme, it could have been his Yentl! 
 Before we get to the film, a bit of history. Crane 
lived at the beginning of the 20th century and 
was a devotee of T.S. Elliot. He was one of those 
tortured alcoholic poets who was destined to die 
young. Among his many notorious exploits, his 
last bears mentioning. He was returning to New 
York from Mexico on a steamer. After hitting on 
a sailor (his great love was a sailor named Emile, 
played in the flick by Michael Shannon), he was 
beaten up and later went overboard. While some 
thought it could have been a drunken accident, 
onlookers swear he knew what he was doing. Al-
legedly, he glanced over his shoulder and said, 
“Goodbye, everybody.” He was 32.
 Obviously this had the makings of a provoca-
tive film, right? Not in the hands of Mr. Franco. 
This is one of those indulgent black-and-white 
art flicks shot as a series of vignettes that gives 
you a headache. Franco’s classic features are 
evocative of the era and, when he’s not speak-
ing, he’s effectively brooding. But I know you 
don’t care what’s coming out of his mouth—
you want to know what’s going in. I am happy 
to report that there is indeed a penis going in 
and out ... repeatedly. While I don’t think he’ll 
give any of my readers a run for their money in 
the gag-reflex department, James is convincing 
(when he flips over and bottoms, he’s far more 
realistic). Check it out on BillyMasters.com.
 When we can deliver Franco going down and 
flipping over, it’s definitely time for me to end 
yet another column. Did you know that this 
could be the last year the Oscars are at the Ko-
dak Theatre? With Kodak in Chapter 11 bank-
ruptcy, the organization is trying to get out of 
its 20-year naming contract with the theatre. 
This coincides with the Oscars considering a 
move to the twice-as-large and more camera-
friendly Nokia Theatre. Just a little extra tidbit 
for ya. 
 And there’s more where that came from. Just 
check out www.BillyMasters.com, the site that 
can’t keep its mouth shut. If you have a ques-
tion, just send it along to me at Billy@Billy-
Masters.com and I promise to get back to you 
before Brooke makes some big revelation about 
her time with Calvin Klein! Until next time, re-
member, one man’s filth is another man’s bible.
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Jennifer Holliday does it again—dreamgirls, 
that is. Photo by Jerry nunn

http://www.sidetrackchicago.com
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By RoSS FoRMan

The Chicago Sky women’s pro basketball associa-
tion team launched a season-long, multi-level 
initiative to celebrate the 40th anniversary of 
Title IX and how its legislations have impacted 
women today.
 The announcement was made Feb. 1, in con-
junction with National Girl and Women in Sports 
Day, in front of about 50 students, as well as 
staff and media, at Young Women’s Leadership 
Charter School in Chicago.
 The Sky will have dedicated events, programs 
and exclusive ticket offers, highlighted by the 
Aug. 17 home game against the Atlanta Dream, 
which will be, “Women of Inspiration—Celebrat-
ing the 40th Anniversary of Title IX” at the All-
state Arena. 
 Also, the Sky will select nine women for a Title 
IX Team and they will be honored throughout 
the season, culminating in an awards reception 
before the August game against Atlanta. 
 Fans are offered a season-long celebration 
ticket package for $40, which includes two tick-
ets to any regular season Sky game and two 
commemorative Sky Title IX t-shirts.
 Plus, through the Sky foundation, Sky Cares, 
companies and individuals will have the oppor-
tunity to sponsor nine girls to attend a 2012 Sky 
game for $81.
 Sky chairman and minority owner Margaret 
Stender was among the speakers at the an-
nouncement. She shared personal stories of the 

impact Title IX had during her basketball-play-
ing days in college, including the night Stender 
and her teammates were given free team gym 
shoes, bought by the university, thanks to en-
forcement of Title IX.
 The team chose matching red suede Converse 
shoes—some high-tops, some low-tops.
 “The fact that I got a chance to play, help 
me find my leadership voice, help me work in 
a team, help me learn that I could make a dif-
ference, and that it was worth it to work hard 
and have the discipline and determination to 
put on those red, suede shoes and be a part of 
that team. That’s the power of what Title IX has 
done,” Stender said.
 Passed on June 23, 1972 as part of the Educa-
tion Amendments Act, Title IX requires gender 
equality for women and men in all educational 
institutions, public or private, receiving federal 
funding in 10 key areas, including employment, 
higher education and athletics.
 Amy Skeen, president and CEO of Girls in the 
Game, spoke at the announcement too, along 
with former University of Illinois basketball 
player and Northern Illinois basketball coach 
Melissa Parker, who is programs director for Girls 
in the Game.
 All discussed how Title IX has impacted their 
lives, personally and professionally, and the 
opportunities each was afforded thanks to the 
passing of Title IX.
 The Sky will honor each member of the team 
individually, starting on June 1, at home games.

 “The Chicago Sky is excited to celebrate 
Women of Inspiration and the 40th Anniversary 
of Title IX this season,” said Director of Opera-
tions and President of Sky Cares Erika Swilley. 
“Through our season-long initiative we plan to 
educate and celebrate this milestone with nu-
merous programs and events and can’t wait to 
get started.” 
 Before Title IX, 2 percent of women par-
ticipated in college sports. Since Title IX was 
passed in 1972, women’s participation has in-
creased 456 percent with over 200,000 women 
participating in college athletics and 1 in 3 girls 
playing sports at the high school level. Title IX 
has paved the way for some of the most influen-
tial women athletes of our time, such as Billie 
Jean King, who beat Bobby Riggs in the famous 
“battle of the sexes” tennis match and Ann Mey-
ers, the first women to sign a four-year athletic 

scholarship with UCLA and the first women to 
sign a NBA contract with the Indiana Pacers.
 As the only all-girls public school in Chicago, 
the Young Women’s Leadership Charter School 
gives urban girls the tools to excel academi-
cally, to graduate from high school, and to get 
into college. It was an appropriate location for 
the press conference, and Girls in the Game has 
started working to provide programming at the 
facility, on Chicago’s Near South Side. 
 See http://www.ywlcs.org/donors/special_
events.php for information.
 The Sky opens the 2012 season on Saturday 
night, May 19, against Washington. Chicago’s 
home opener is Friday night, May 25, against 
Indiana. 
 See www.wnba.com/sky. More photos from the 
event are at www.WindyCityMediaGroup.com.

Sky basketball
launches tribute 
to Title IX

Margaret Stender at the announcement. Photo by tracy Baim

CMSA holds women’s social
 The Chicago Metropolitan Sports Association’s (CMSA’s) second annual women’s social took 
place Jan. 28 at Joe’s on Weed. About 1,000 women attended.
 Organizer Sam Hamilton worked closely with CMSA Hall 
of Fame inductee Marcia Hill to grab sponsors and promote 
this gathering of CMSA women and friends. CMSA President 
Shawn Allbritton presented trophies to last year’s women’s 
softball champions.
 The Hot Mess Band played music while members of the 
women’s football team the Chicago Force were on hand, 
along with folks from Human Rights Campaign, Equality Il-
linois, Center on Halsted, The L Stop and other organiza-
tions.
 Visit www.Chicagomsa.org for more information regarding 
schedules, teams and opportunities to volunteer. Text by 
Kathy Guzman from The L Stop with photos by Kat Fitzger-
ald (MysticImagesPhotography.com); more images from the 
event at www.WindyCityMediaGroup.com

Scenes from the CMSa women’s social. Photos by Kat Fitzgerald
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AVOIDING A WILL CONTEST; THE IRONCLAD WILL - PART III         

Although I have advised that everyone, regardless of their age or net worth and even civil union 
status, should have a will, there are times when a will may not be enough. If one member of an 
LGBT couple has cancer or another serious illness, there is the possibility that their surviving 
lover could die within a short time of the first person’s death. The end result could be that all the 
property of the couple would go to the family of the last lover who dies. 
   There are also times when someone, who as the result of their illness or disability, may need 
assistance with the management of their money and property during their lifetime. And it may 
be desirable to avoid probate altogether keeping hostile family members completely shut out.
   The way to solve these problems is to include the use of a durable power of attorney and living 
trust (in addition to having a will) in your estate plan. Basically, durable powers of attorney give 
your lover or trusted friend the authority to make business and financial decisions, deposit and 
withdraw money from your bank accounts and sign deeds and other documents while you are 
alive. 
   A living trust is a legal arrangement where a person executes a written trust document naming 
themselves as the trustee of their own trust and while alive they transfer their property to their 
trust so that the trust can hold legal title to all their assets. The document creating the trust allows 
the person making the trust (maker) to at any time dissolve the trust or take assets from the trust, 
always retaining complete control of their property.
   The trust document can provide for the appointment of a co-trustee (surviving lover) who would 
only act upon the death or disability of the maker of the trust. Naming a person as co-trustee 
allows the maker of the trust to supervise the co-trustee, train him or her in the management of the 
assets and learn if the co-trustee will be able to manage the trust’s assets after the maker’s death. 
   When a living trust is combined with a durable power of attorney as a supplement to a will, 
there would be nothing to probate as all assets would be owned by the trust and distributed 
according to the trust without the need for probate and the possibility of a will challenge.
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